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Mr. Kim, Waan-Kee, Director 
Extension Services Department 
Korea Credit Guarantee Fund 
Dae Woo Building 
Seoul, Korea 100 
Dear Mr. Kim: 
28 April 1983 
Our original contract with KCGF ·for this year specified that re-
ports would be sent you every three months, describing the activities 
of the project during the preceding three-month period. It has been 
brought to my attention that no reports have been written for the 
first two three-month periods (August-October, 1982, and November 
1982-January 1983). I am writing this letter to you to explain the 
reason for the change_in reporting schedule. 
Originally, we at Georgia Tech had expected to begin work at -the 
initiation of the contract period ~that is, in August) and to have 
prepared and conducted training for KCGF staff as one of the first 
activities. However, upon the request of Mr. Kim, Yong-Sool we modi-
fied the contract, reducing the budget and eliminating the training 
session. This change was informally requested by Mr. Kim by letter on 
October 5, 1982 and formally requested in the letter Chairman and 
President Kim, Sang-Chan sent on October 30, 1982. Due to my absence 
from the office and to the Christmas holidays, final agreement on the 
change was not confirmed until late January, 1983. 
As a result of the ongoing communications during late 1982 and 
early 1983, no other activity occurred on the project until Mr. Edens 
began preparing for his trip to Korea, which began in February. Some 
of Mr. Eden's research was conducted in January, but other than that 
work there were no technical activities during the first two quarterly 
periods of the project. Thus no quarterly reports were prepared for 
the first six months of the contract. 
I hope this explanation will serve as a substitute for the re-
ports that would have been issued had project activity occurred. If 
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you require further detail, please so indicate. We look forward to 
continuing, productive work with you on the project, and to submission 
of the quarterly report for February-April, 1983, which is in prepara-
- tion and will be issued soon. 
KPM/ccg 
~ennetn P. Maaaox 
Associate Director 
Technology Applications Laboratory 
~1ANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
TO KOREA CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND'S 
LOAN AND LEASE GUARANTEE COMPANIES 
by 
Larry R. Edens 
Research Engineer 
Project A-3333 
This quarterly report covers the period February 1 ~ April 30, 1983 
and in particular the five weeks of field engineering work 
from February 19 to March 25, 1983 
Engineering Experiment Station 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332, U.S.A. 
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This report covers the third quarter of the fifth year of the GIT/KCGF pro-
ject and highlights field activities from February 19 to March 25, 1983. During 
this period the GIT field engineer, Mr. Larry Edens, made 17 visits to seven 
companies. The purpose of these visits was to provide information and assis-
tance on problems identified on previous field visits and to handle new requests 
and problems identified in the interim period. 
By agreement between KCGF and GIT, priority problmes for each company were 
pre-selected through consultation with company managers at the end of the fourth 
project year. Approximately three man-weeks of research time were spent on 
these priority problems for the seven companies before the GIT field engineer 
departed for Korea. After the priority problems were addressed, assistance was 
provided on other problems as time permitted. 
The GIT field engineer was well received at all the companies and was per-
mitted to observe the complete manufacturing operations at each facility. The 
companies that were visited varied in need for assistance, and some management 
personnel exhibited more preparation than others. In retrospect, the consultant 
feels that the assistance provided to five of the companies was highly effective 
and efforts to help the other two were only moderately successful. Also, the 
GIT consultant shared his experience and expertise related to extension services 
and technology transfer with various members of the KCGF staff. 
The KCGF staff did an excellent job in scheduling the company visits and in 
logistically supporting the GIT consultant. Reporting requirements were minimal 
and the GIT consultant was able to devote the maximum amount of time directly to 
the task of technical assistance. Communication problems between the GIT con-
sultant and the clients were minimized by the KCGF staff•s knowledge of the 
English language and understanding of technical matters. 
During April a second engineer, Dr. James Bannerman, began his field visit 
to Korea, following research activities conducted in March. As his visit ex-
tends into the next quarter of the project year, a full report of his research 
and field visit will be included in the next report. 
SUMMARY 
The following section provides a summary of the technical assistance 
activities for each company visited by Mr. Edens from February 19 to March 25. 
A draft copy of this summary was presented to KGCF prior to departure from Korea 
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PRODI.CMS OR QUESTIONS 
l. Improvements needed to 
the monuol pointing 
operation to increose 
efficiency and pro-
ductivity. 
OBSERVED PROBLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
2. Improvements need to be 
made In the assembly 
method for the fire alarm 
bell system. Currently, 
3D7. of t he alarm bell 
as sembly units ore re-
jected at the final In-
spection for failure to 
meet sound level 
standard. 
3. A simpler method Is 
needed for checking the 
air-ti&ht seal on the 
small fire detector 
cases . Presently, a 
glass capillary is used 
Yhich is mounted through 
a steel nut Yelded to 
the case. Leaks often 
oc·cur around the welds. 




Provided a simplified 
layout for on i mproved 
painting operation Yhich 
Yould I nclude the usc of 
an overhead conve yor and 
& continuous oven. 
Provided copy of "Metals 
Handbook" section on 
painting of steel and 
cast iron. 
Presented to company a 
proposed J-stcp method 
to improve precision and 
reliability in the osem-
bly of the alarm bell 
units. 
Designed a point assemb ly 
locating jig to improve 
precision Yhen used Yith 
gage measurements of t he 
point gap as recommended 
in above method. 
Provided copy of "Mechanical 
Design and Systems Handboo~' 
section on adhesive bonding . 
Dl•cussed Yith company thoir 
ideo for replacing the glaa• 
capillary s ystem Yith a 
rubber plug through Yhich a 
needle could be inserted to 
check for seal. This ap-




2. FolloY-up needed on 
the use of the point 
assembly locator 
jig. 
J. FolloY-up needed on 
use of the rubber 
plug for checking 
fire detector seal. 
Page 1 of 7 
OBS ERVED RESULTS AND 
COMPANY REACTIONS 
The company manascmcnt ia 
very innovative a nd recep-
tive to ideas Cor i mprov ing 
products and aa•cmbly 
methods. The dovclopment 
of the point osaemb ly lo-
cator jig and the uac of a 
gage in setting t ho po int 
gap should reduce rejects 
at the final Inspect ion of 
the fire olarm bell dllem-
blies. The company has 
olrcody ordered somo sample 
si licone rubber plun o to be 
tested as replacement of 
the glass cap ill nry uyntem . 
If successful, tho chMlfi Q 
in design Yi ll cll~ !noto 
many quality problomo. 
Mojor ch~n~es to the 
point ing oper otlon ~ rc not 
justified at t h i• tlmo. 
The ( l rm makes over 200 
products nnd the volumo of 
Individual product! mu~t 
be grc~tcr before nn ac-
ceptab le r•yback could b~ 
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PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Information requested 
on the design and 
manufacture of ferrite 
ring magnets. 
2. Information on the 
design of magnetizing 
coils. 
OBSERVED PROBLE~IS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. The comp~ny's mixing and 
sizing (screening) equip-
ment is very antiquated. 
Dryine equipment is in-
adequ~te--some drying 
was being accomplished 
by spreading material on 
top of the heat treat-
ment oven. Entire 
facility is old, crowded, 
and poorly lighted. 
2. The m~jor quality problem 
is the deviations in the 
ring's m~gnetic field 
from the desired levels. 
This causes increased 
current consumption in 
the motors. Sample test-
ing indicates that the 
company hns been using 
tho same magnetizing coil 
since last ye~r for the 
31 mm ring. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Provided copy of "Metals 
Handb9ok" section on m~g­
netic, electrical, and 
other special purpose 
m~terials. 
Provided 4 recent arti-
cles from technical 
journals on the manu-
facture of permanent 
m~gnets, which included 
inform~tion on alloy 
compositions, particle 
size control and lubri-
cation. 
2. The company confirmed thnt 
most of 31 mm rings since 
last year were magnetized 
on the sa111e coil. The 
importance of developing 
an improved coil design 
was discussed with the 
company staff. No helpful 
Information wns found in 
the liter~ture on this 
topic. Recommended that 
the firm try a coil with 
a slightly nnrrower yoke 
and less wire turns. The 
field levels produced 
now ore stronr;cr thnn 
required. Variations in 
field could be caused by 
uneven gap between ring 




2. Follow-up with 
company by KCGF 
staff to encourage 
improvement of the 
m~gnetizing coil, 
Assist~nce could 
be obtained from a 
motor winding shop 
to develop ~ better 
coil by trial and 
error. 
P~ge 2 of 
OBSERVED RF.SULTS AND 
COHPNIY RF.ACTIO~S 
The company m~nagcment Is 
receptive of assistance, but 
their time 1' limited be-
cause of heavy involvement 
in the dally operation of 
tho shop. Much of the 
equipment nnd the overall 
!ncilltles are antiquated. 
The company management will 
probably continue to need 
outsldo assistance on tech-
nical matters In order to 
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PREVIOUSLY OBS ERVED 
PRODLEHS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Quality control of 
cable Insulation . 
Lou elongation of PE 
i nsulot!on on 22 KV 
cab 1 e. 
Separation of nylon 
cover on PE Insula-
tion of military 
transmls9 1on ~ire. 
Tcmperoturc control 
of PE and PVC jacket 
mater!nls. 
Need Improved methods 
for print ing on v!re/ 
cable !nnulat!on . 
Need ln-l!nc Instru-
mentation to ~c~surc 
uire nnd Insulation 
diameter. 
2. Information needed on 
copper u!rc drou!ng and 
annealing , in particular 
on the 11 vacuum11 anneal-
Inc process. 
3 . Copper u!rc plating prob-
l ems because of excessive 
oxidation on the surface 
of the molten tin bath. 
4. Information needed on the 
manufocture of flat cable . 
5. Information needed on the 
monufacture of large di-
ameter t elephone cable. 
OBSERVED PROBLEMS OR 
QU ESTIONS AS KED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Excessive vibration and 
movement ~as noticed in 
the extruding heads uh!ch 
resulted in o uavc effect 
on the large diameter 
insulation . 
2. The compnny has purchased 
a ncY wire drawing sys tem 
uh !ch has solved some 
problems in drau!ng and 
annealing. 
), The surface of the t!n 
bath vas covered u!th 
oxidized material (dro•s). 
Part of the problem in 
plating could be solved 
by regular maintenance and 
cleaning of the bath. 
4, The company has an ex-
tremely broad product line 
and seems interested in 
developing ncu products to 
cover every segment of the 
uire and cable market. 
This may not be practical 
considering the l!Jnita-
tions of their present 
plant. 
5. The plant tour revealed 
a high incidence of sofety 
hazards, primarily the 
lack of proper guarding 
around heavy equipment 
and exposed or worn elec-
trical uiring and con-
nectors. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Prov ided copies of 20 recent 
articles from technical jour-
nals on the insulation of u!re 
and cable products. 
Provided a packogc of in-
formation by Un ion Corbide 
Corp. on u!re and cable in-
sulation, Including product 
data sheets and techn ical 
papers. 
Discussed with the compony 
engineers the operation of 
the ink-jet printer uh ich Is 
being developed by Western 
Electric. The system can be 
controlled by a small com-
puter. 
2. Prov ided copies of 10 recent 
articles from technicol jour-
nals on coppe r uirc drawing 
and annen ling. These included 
2 articles on t he 11vacuum11 
process. 
3. Discussed proper care of the 
tin both with t he company 
sta ff. U.S. tech. represen-
tative did not recommend the 
use of flux. 
Recommended t he use of a 
pro tective gos tinning 
operation which would be 
directly in-line uith t he 
wire drauing process. Pro-
vided technical paper by 
Stoiber from \lire Industry, 
Hay 1981, on this system. 
Tin loss is reduced to 
almost zero. 
4. Provided 3 technical popers on 
the design and production of 
flat coble. 
5. Provided copies of produc t 
catologs and data sheets from 




1. The company is in-
terested in add i-
tional information 
on the Ink-jet cable 
and uire printer. 
The C.I.T. consu ltant 
u!ll contoct t h e 
\/estern Electric Co. 
to determine the 
status of this 
development. 
2. The company has ex-
treme interest in 
entering the f lat 
cable market. l t vas 
requested that C. I. T. 
investigate any pos-
sibilities for a 
joint ven ture betuecn 
Saehan ond o U. S. 
company u !th flot 
coble technology. 
Page 3 of 7 
OBSERV ED RESULTS AND 
COMPANY REACTI ONS 
The compony has several 
tec hn ical staff members and 
they a rc ve r y receptive o f 
technical In forma t !on ., 
Their efforts at times 
oppea rs to be more oriented 
touards neu product develop-
ment t han t ouards pr oduct 
Imp rovement . Based on limi-
ted con tact, the C. I. T. con-
sultant r ecommends t hat the 
c ompany striv e to im prov e 
Its quality o f products ond 
somcuhat l!m! t its product 
lines over t he short term. 
The company has pl ans for 
a large fac il ity In t he 
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PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Assist~nce needed in 
improving usc of inte-
grated circuits in 
megaphone products. 
2. Information needed on 
methods for producing 
paper spe~ker cones, 
including paper compo-
sition dat~, types of 
cone forming equipment, 
and improved adhesives. 
3. Information needed on 
the design of magnetic 
field ancl voice coil 
systems. 
4, Information on autom~tic 
speaker testing equip-
ment. 
OBSERVED PROBLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. The battery system of the 
SAH 34R megaphone will 
oper~te at acceptable 
amplification and clarity 
for only 3-5 hours in-
stead of the design spe-
cification of 6+ hours. 
2. The company is interested 
in using a cone forming 
system referred to as the 
"Heat Shock Method." The 
method is reportedly used 
in Jnp.1n . 
Need product data on 
adhesives which will 
not deteriorate at 
higher temperatures. 
3. Cqmp~ny products with 
higher performance levels 
incur problems from over-
heating voice coils. 
Need informa tion on de-
sign me thods to reduce 
voice coil temperatures. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Provided information from 
Hr. Barris Johnson (G.I.T.) 
on the design of integrated 
circuits for megaphones. 
Provided specific~tion sheets 
for Nation~! Semiconductor 
Company I.C.s (LH 386L, 
LH 389, and LH 20021\) which 
mny be suitable for their 
application. Johnson gave 
several sucgestions for re-
des ign of the system. 
2. Provided copies of 5 recent 
technico1l articles on improved 
designs for speakers. Dis-
cussed the present trend 
towards plastic and graphite 
cone mat erials with the com-
p~n y management. 
Provided a copy of a special 
Application Development 
Report by Loctite Corpora-
tion entitled "Audio Speaker 
Scrninar" which includes an 
in-depth evalua tion of ad-
hesives used in speaker 
construction. 
3. Lo~ned the company a t echnical 
hondbook- - Hich Pcr[orm~ncc 
Loudspeakers, Hnrtin Colloms, 
2nd ed., John \I iley & Sons, 
1980--which provides detailed 
inform~tion on voice coil do-
sicn. The firm made a copy 
of the needed ma teria l. 
4, Provided a technical ar ticle 
from the Journn l of Audio 
Engineering on "Production 
Testing of Loudepenkers Using 
Di&itol Techniques." Conduc-
ted an in-depth discussion of 




2. The comp~ny is in-
terested in addi-
tion~! information 
on new materials and 
me thods for spc~ker 
construe t ion. 
Need information on 
t he availability of 
technology for 
graphite cones. 
Need i nforma tion 
about the "Heat 
Shock Me thod" of 
cone forming. 
4, Need additional data 
on automatic loud-
speAke r perform~nce 
measurements and 
computer-based ana-
l ysis of speaker 
units. Need catalogs 
of available equip-
ment. 
5. The G.I.T. consultant 
will provide the com-
pony with information 
about membership in 
the Audio-Engineering 
Society . They need to 
receive the Journal. 
P~ge 4 of 7 
OBSERVED RESULTS AND 
COHPANY REACTIONS 
On the third visit t~ this 
company it was apparent that 
the managing director and 
technical manage r had ~are­
fully studied and reviewed 
all of the materials pro-
v ided on earlier visits. 
They were very appreciative 
of the assistance provided. 
The firm has well developed 
plans to up-grade t he qua -
l it y of its s peaker produc ts . 
They have a keen interest in 
new t ec hnical developments 
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PROOI.F.HS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Compnny needs design 
inform"tion on shaded-
pole induction motors, 
including materials of 
construction for coils, 
core , and rotor. 
Data are needed on 
the treatment method 
used to obtain black, 
o<idntion-resistant, 
Sllrfocc on cores. 
A comp"r is on of 
DuPont .. Delrin 500 
CL" ond J.1poncsc 
''Dur~con Hod'' occtal 
resins in needed. 
2. Information on effects 
of manual versus outo-
m~tic coil winding on 
the magnetic field 
that is generated. 
OBSERVED PROBLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Comparison data on 
acetal resins are no 
longer needed. 
3 . The company has no" 
undertaken the produc-
tion of a small syn-
chronous (stepping) 
motor '-'ith 12 and 24 
poles. Design informa-
tion is needed for t his 
type motor. 
ACTION DURI NG CURRENT PERIOD 
1. I nformation on s haded-pole 
motor design '-'~S provided 
from the follo.,ing hand books: 
(a) Machine Design--The 
Electric Hotor Book 
(b) Electric Motor Handbook 
( c) Fractional Horsepo.,er 
Electric Motors 
Provided copies of 5 recent 
technical articles on the 
design of shaded-pole 
motors. 
Discussed '-lith the company 
staff the advantages of 
using a con tinuous copper 
ring (stamped) i ns tead of 
'-lelded '-'ire for t he shading 
coil. 
Provided informa t i on on the 
carburizing of steel for 
surface hardening and pro-
tection against oxidation. 
2. Provided info r~1 tion on 
m~nu~l versus automatic coil 
'-'inding from Coil Wind i ng, 
W. Querfurth, 3rcl ed., 1968. 
FUTURE COMPANY 
REQUIREMENTS 
3. The company needs 
informat i on on de-
sign and m"nufac-
tu ring me thods for 
small synchronous 
motors. 
4. In genera l, the 
company needs to 
develop a library of 
technica l inform~­
tion on small elec-
tric motors. The 
C. I. T. consultant 
'-'ill obtain pub-
lishers' lists of 
mo t or re lated 
ref erence books 
for the company. 
P~ge 5 of 7 
OOSf.RV ED RESULTS AND' 
COMPANY REACTIONS 
This company is essent ia l ly 
copying proven or ra t her 
standa rd designs f or s mall 
elect ric motors and manu-
factur ing them for export . 
Ho.,ever, the <taf f has 
littl e under,tanding o f t he 
motor t heory or t he ef fe ct 
of changes in the design 
parameters. They are ver y 
eager to increase t he i r 
kno.,l edge of t hese pr oduc ts. 
The ass i stance pr ovided 
"as gr ea tly oppreciatcd and 
gaive t he technical stafff 
t he ir fi rst hord techn ica l 
mat eria l on s mnll mo t ors. 
The compony ap pea rs excep-
tionall y ~ell managed and 
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PROllLEHS OR QUESTIONS 
l. Noise problems caused 
by auto radio testing. 
2. Quality control im-
provement needed to 
reduce the 6% reject 
rate at final in spec-
tion. 
3. The company wants 
ideas for improving 
the product develop-
rocnt process by 
changes in the or-
ganizational structure 
or inter- departmental 
relationships. 
OBSERVED PRODLEHS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. By discussing t he audio 
testing process with the 
company staff and a noise 
consultant in the U. S., 
the G.I.T. engineer con-
cluded that the problem 
(although o nuisance) 
was unlikely to be o 
henlth hazard. The 
octual periods of high 
level noise are very 
short. This testing 
procedure is commonly 
used in the U.S . and 
meets OS IIA requirements. 
2. The quality control 
tests, made in-proc ess 
on each unit nnd the 
f~nal inspection sarople 
testing, arc highly tech-
nical and require 
sophisticated test equip-
ment and procedures. 
Copies of the final in-
spection forms were 
obtained . 
3. Separate departments 
such as engineering, 
marketing, nnd produc-
tion seem to operate 
rather independently. 
The main administrative 
office is in Seoul, but 
the Production Plant is 
at Yongin. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1 . The plant noise problem due 
t o product testing is no t 
considered a high priority 
item. No recommendations 
were made to expend capital 
to reduce the noise level. 
2. All in-plant time was used 
to investigate the compli-
cntcd process of quality 
control testing. Due t o 
t he large nu mhcr of t es t s 
required, It would be ad-
vontogcous to set up a 
computer controlled system 
to perform o sequence of 
testing and analyze rhc 
result•. The G.I.T. con-
sultant has neither t he 
e l ectronic experience nor 
t he resource mater i al s on 
hand to offer nss!st ancc 
during this visit on t he 
specific equipment needed. 
Informntion on general 
qu~l!ty control prncticca 
wns provided os follows: 
(a) Qunl!ty Control 
llondbook, 3rd ed,, 
1974. Section 38 -
F.lcctronic Com-
ponents and 
Section 41 -Assembly 
Control. 
(b) Industr!nl EnGineering 
llnndhook, 3rd cd ., 
1971. Section 8, 




2. The G.I.T . con-
s ultan t will discuss 
t he tes ting require-
ments ( as sho\.fTl on 
samp le Inspection 
forms ) with on elec-
tronics engineer in 
the U.S. Recomenda-
tions wi l l be made 
to the compony on 
comput er i zed testing 
syst ems. 
3. Problems i n product 
develo pment organiz~ 
t!onal methods will 
be addressed by 
Dr. Danncrman 
( G.I.T.) In April / 
Ha y. 
Page 6 of 1· 
OD SF.RVED RESULTS AND 
CO~IPANY REACTIONS 
The resu l ts from field v is i t s 
t o t his company were l i mi ted 
becousc o f tuo reasons: 
( 1) The company management 
wa s not well prepa r ed for 
t he Initial v isit. Th i s 
may hove been due to l ack 
of In ter-departmenta l 
coonl!nat !on. 
( 2) The G.I.T . consul t an t ha s 
ve ry limited knowledge 
and expe rience In s pe-
cific quality control 
t est i ng In the el ectron ic 
fi e l d and suitab l e 
reference resources 
we re not available at 
KCGF. 
However, the pl o1n t (Yongin) 
qual it y control mana~er was 
highly In terested in any 
assiAt nnc c which could hel p 
automate the Q.C . testing 
work requ ired. The company 
wonts to expand production 
by 507. to about 30/000 
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PROOI.EMS OR QUESTIONS 
1. lnformat!on n~eded 
paper cone speaker 
technology. 
on 
2. Information needed on 
adhesive tcchnolo~y 




lated to Inventory 
control computer ~111 
be addressed by 
Dr. Danncrman in 
Apr !1/Hay.) 
OOSERVED PROOLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURHf.NT PERIOD 
1. The company presently 
purchases n J 1 speaker 
cones from other com-
p.,n ies. Out, they 
want to eventually 
dc~ !gn and produce 
cones. Interested In 
l !cens ing a procc~~. 
The company ~auld 
like informnt!on on 
llolly Speakers (U.S.A.) 
Hanagement is in-
terested In Information 
on the Audio-Engineer ing 
Society. 
2. The company asked for 
recommcndntions for an 
adbesive to bond o ru bbe r • 
gasket to a mylar film 
cone. 
3. Requested information on 
an integrated quality 
control system for pro-
duction of electronic 
products. 
ACTION DUR ING CURRENT PERIOD 
l. Provided copies of 5 recent 
articles on Improved des igns 
for speakers. Discussed the 
trend to~ards the usc of 
pla5t!c and graphite cone 
m.Hcr!als. 
Discussed the problems of 
acquiring techn ical In-
formation in the highly 
accretive cone tcchno locy 
f ield. The l !censln& of a 
proccsa Wa9 cncour~gcd ns 
a menns of ~nterlng the 
top-quality market. 
2. Provided o copy of a special 
application developmen t 
report by Loct!tc Corpora-
tion entitl ed "Audio Speaker 
Seminor" ~hich includes on 
in-depth eva luation of 




420, 495, or 41 4) for 
bonding the rubber gasket 
to <1 myla.r cone. 
3. Provided a technical a rticle 
from the Journal of Aud io-
EngineerinG on "Production 
Testing of Loud-Spea kers 
Using Digital Techniques." 
Discussed usc of computer 
s ys t ems in qunl!ty control. 
FUTURE COHPANY 
REQU IRF.H£NTS 
l. Upon return to 
U.S., the G.J.T. 
consultant ~ill 
send to the com-
p.,ny ( v io KCGF) 
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OBSERVED RES ULTS AND 
COHPANY REACTIONS 
The m~n~semcnt was par-
ticular l y appreciative of 
assistance In ad hesive a p-
plications. They seem,to 
have problems get ting 
technical a'slstance or 
Information from U.S . com-
panies from ~hich they 
purchase produc ts. Th is 
company is ve r y progressive 
and durins the visit per iod 
moved manufacturing opera-
tion s to a nc~ pl ant about 
20 miles north of Seoul. 
The plant site has space 
allocated for the loca tion 
of sub- contr~ctor s or m3jor 
part ouppliers. 
Dates Visited: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
Principal Products: 
DONG BANG ELECTRONICS COMPANY, LTD. 
(Company Q) 
February 21, March 4, and March 18, 1983 
Mr. Sean, Yong-Hoon 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup 
Fire Detector and Alarm Systems 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
At the last visit by a GIT field engineer in the spring of 1982, the 
area targeted for technical assistance work was the manual painting operation. 
However, detailed discussions with the management revealed that a highly 
automated painting line is not practical because of the large number of low 
volume products being manufactured by the company. Products total over 200 
items. The painting area is presently undersized but any expansion would 
definitely require an addition to the building. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
During the initial visit, it was found that the company was experiencing 
serious problems in assembling a major new product-- a fire alarm bell. 
Trial and error methods were being used for properly locating sub-assemblies 
and the end result was a 30% reject rate at the final inspection. The stan-
dard for the final inspection requires that the bells have a sound level out-
put of 90 dB at 1 meter. Rework of the reject bell assemblies requires 
considerable time and greatly reduces productivity. 
Another technical problem was causing high rejects in the production of 
a small fire detector unit (another new product). The detector unit requires 
an airtight bulb. A small glass capillary was currently used for checking 
the seal of the bulb -- then the capillary tube was closed. However, the 
capillary tube was mounted in an assembly which required welding a steel nut 
onto the bulb. This weld was in itself a major cause of leaks. 
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Action During the Current Period 
A proposed plan for using an overhead monorail and a continuous oven 
was sketched for the company should the volume of specific products increase 
to the level where painting capacity must be expanded. See Exhibit A. The 
GIT consultant provided a copy of 11 Painting of Steel and Cast Iron 11 from 
the Metals Handbook, pp. 548-563. 
On the second visit to the company, a three-step method was proposed 
for standardizing the assembly of the fire alarm unit. The procedure is 
outlined in the attached Exhibit B. It was found that the company had 
already developed a gage for precisely locating the coil bracket (Step 2 of 
Exhibit B); but the company•s Technical Director expressed the need for a 
jig to locate the point assembly in Step 3 and hold it in position while 
fastening it to the coil housing. · A point assembly locating jig was 
designed as shown in Exhibit C and presented to the company on the third 
visit. The company plans to use the assembly methods proposed by the con-
sultant and develop a locating jig using the recommended toggle clamp and 
cam devices. Design information for the cam and toggle was provided from 
pages 108-112, Jig and Fixture Design Manual, Erick K. Henriksen, 1973. 
At the second visit, the possibility of replacing the glass capillary 
assembly on the fire detector unit was discussed. The best al t ernate may 
be a soft rubber plug which would be stable at temperatures over the range 
- l0°C to +60°C. The airtight seal could be checked by inserting a hollow 
needle through the rubber plug. Prior to the third visit, the Techn i cal 
Director had ordered sample plugs of silicone rubber f or t esting and 
evaluation. 
Future Company Requirements 
The company will need follow-up assistance on the use of the point 
assembly locator jig and the testing of the rubber plug as a method of 
checking the f ire detector seal. Th i s assistance could be provided either 
by KCGF or GIT staff. 
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Observed Results and Company Reaction 
This company has a broad product line of over 200 items. Lately, the 
firm has developed more sophisticated electronic products which require 
improved control over materials of construction and assembly practices. 
Company management is aware of these requirements and is very innovative 
and receptive to new ideas. The assistance provided during this period 



















CPARTS TO BE PAINTED) 
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Company: Dong Bang Electronics Co. 
Problem: Assembly of Alarm Bell to Achieve Maximum Sound Level 
Step 1: Always attach coil housing to bell at the same precise setting. 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
This should be a fairly close tolerance fit. 
Position the bell coil bracket precisely in relation to the coil 
housing. The coil rod should be centered in the drilled hole in 
the housing. A gage should be m~de to properly locate the coil 
bracket before fastening with screws. (Fig. A.) 
Locate points assembly by setting point gap (check with gage) 
when coil rod is depressed and in contact with bell. (Fig. B.) 
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Field Engr. - L. Edens 
Mar. 4, 1983 
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KCGF Staff Involved: 
Principal Products: 
KYUNG-WON FERRITE COMPANY 
(Company F) 
February 22 and March 7, 1983 
Mr. Seon, Yong-Hoon 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup 
Ferrite Magnets 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
During the previous visit by a GIT consultant, the company management 
expressed a need for design information for making ring magnets and mag-
netizing coils. In general, the firm needs to improve the control over the 
manufacturing process to upgrade the quality of the product. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
This firm's operation is housed in substandard facilities with poor 
access roads. Much of the equipment is ant iquated. In spite of these limi-
tations, the company is apparently successfully supplying the rapidly growing 
Korean small motor industry. The major problems at the company are related 
to the quality control of ring magnets to meet dimensional and magnetic field 
requirements. Quality improvement opportunities should be investigated for 
the following operations: powder composition; powder mixing and screening; 
heat treating or sintering; and magnetizing. 
Action During Current Period 
An in depth investigation of the ring magnet quality problems indicated 
that the magnetic field variations from the target values were probably re-
sulting largely from the magnetizing process itself. The GIT field engineer 
noted that the field strengths of the 31 mm rings sampled on 2/ 22/83 were 
very similar to the values reported by the GIT consultant who visited the 
plant in the spring of 1982. The plant manager confirmed that all of the 
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31 mm rings (except rejects for size) over the past year had been magnetized 
on the same coil. The variation from target values is shown in the following 
table: 
Magnetic Field of 31 mm Rings {Gauss) 
N NW sw s SE NE - -
Average Samples (2/22/83) 620 690 720 620 670 670 
Samples (5/82) 600 680 650 610 650 640 
Target Values 500 600 600 500 600 600 
The overall magnetic field is much stronger than the target values. The 
coil now used was made by the company on a trial and error basis. Uneven 
windings or gaps may be causing the field variations in the rings. The 
manager stated that they used about 30-35 turns of copper coil wire covered 
with a ceramic material. The firm had started making additional magnetizing 
coils some months ago but had never finished them. It was recommended that 
they make (or have made by an electrical motor winding shop) another coil 
with a deeper yoke and a few less turns. 
The following technical articles on materials of construction and manu-
facture of P/M ring magnets were provided for the company and discussed with 
the managers: 
l. "Magnetic, Electrical, and Other Special Purpose Materials, 11 Metals 
Handbook, Vol. I. pp. 779-96. 
2. "Will Magnets Get Better--Costs Come Down? 11 Robert W. Lee, 
Automotive Engineering, April 1978. pp. 59-61. 
3. ''The Importance of Powder Particle Size and Flow Behavior in the 
Production of PM Parts for Soft Magnetic Applications, 11 M. H. Khan, 
International Journal of Powder Metallurgy, Vol. 16, No. 2 , 1980. 
pp. 123- 130. 
4. "New Metallic Alloys,'' G. Y. Chin, Science, Vol 208, May 1980. 
pp. 888-894. 
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Future Company Requirements 
This company needed more in-plant assistance than could be made available 
under the limitations of the field engineer's assignment. The firm needs 
follow-up assistance to encourage improvements in the magnetiz·ing coil and 
upgrading of the facilities in general. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions 
The company is very limited in technical expertise and although appre-
ciative of assistance the company management has limited time for development 
work because of their heavy involvement in the daily operation of the shop. 
The GIT consultant strongly believes that this firm will continue to need 
outside assistance on technical matters in order to improve the quality of 
its products and to remain competitive. Simply providing technical informa-
tion to this company may not be effective -- in-plant assistance may be 
required for implementation. 
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Dates Vi sited: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
Principal Products: 
SAEHAN ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY, LTD. 
(Company G) 
February 22 and March 8, 1983 
Mr. Sean, Yong-Hoon 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup 
Electric Wire and Cable 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
During the previous visit by a GIT consultant, the company listed a large 
number of problem areas and requested technical information related to them. 
The technical problem areas included: 
(1) Temperature control of PE and PVC jacket materials 
(2) Drawing and annealing processes for copper and aluminum wire 
(3) Information needed on the "vacuum" annealing process 
(4) Automatic, on line wire and insulation measuring (diameter) eq~ipment 
(5) Oxidation control on the molten tin plating line 
(6) Break prevention in nylon wire coverings 
(7) Improved methods for printing on wire and cable products 
{8) Information on manufacturing process for flat cable 
(9) Information on "steam" and "gas" methods for curing PE 
(10) Information on manufacturing large diameter telephone cables 
(11) Data on cable taping (or wrapping) machines 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
On the initial visit to this company, it was confirmed that the technical 
staff was still interested in receiving technical information on all of the 
problem areas listed above. The company has several engineers on the staff 
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and a significant new product development effort. The GIT consultant con-
cluded that this company could be best assisted by the delivery of state-of-
the-art information rather than by in-plant work. 
The plant operations are crowded; the company plans to move to a larger 
facility in the southern part of the country in the near future. The pur-
chase of a new wire drawing line in 1982 has solved some of their drawing 
and annealing problems. The GIT field engineer noticed the following prob-
lems during the plant tour: 
(1) Excessive vibration of extruding heads resulted in a wave effect 
on large diameter wire insulation -- improved machine anchoring 
was recommended. 
(2) The surface of the tin plating bath was heavily covered with 
dross -- regular maintenance and cleaning of the tin bath was 
recommended. 
(3) Employees have a high exposure to safety hazards such as the lack 
of machine guarding and exposed electrical wires and connectors. 
Action During the Current Period 
The GIT consultant presented the client with articles from technical 
publications and sections from catalogs related to their areas of interest 
as follows: 
Articles 
1. "Wire Manufacturing--Testing and Control," A. E. Hartman, Wire 
Journal, March 1974. pp. 65-72. 
2. "Drawing of Copper Wire," Franco Paparoni, The Wire Industry, 
November 1966. pp. 1067-72. 
3. "High Speed Strand Annealing of Copper Wire," D. Boxall, The Wire 
Industry, December 1966. pp. 1167-8. 
4. "Some Modern Developments in Copper vJire Drawing," S. Harper, et al, 
Metals and Materials, August 1970. pp. 335-9. 
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5. 11 Nondestructive Monitoring of Copper Wire, 11 Z. A. Davydova, et al, 
Zavodskaya Laboratorija, Vol. 46, No. 8, August 1980. pp. 749-750. 
6. 11 Flat Cable and Its Connector Systems, 11 Jim McDermott, EON, 
January 7, 1981. pp. 108-138. 
7. 11 Wi re and Cable--What Is Happeni ng? 11 Jack Hickey' Instruments and 
Control Systems, August 1980. pp. 39-42. 
8. ~~sub-Atmospheric Pressure or Vacuum Heat-Treatment Processing, 11 
T. Bell, Metals Technology, May 1974 . pp. 209-221. 
9. 11 Protective Gas Tinning Plant for Copper Wires, 11 Siegfried Stoiber, 
Wire Industry, May 1981. pp. 342-4. 
10. 11 The Chance for a Better ROI as a Result of Higher Speeds in Non-
ferrous \>Ji re Drawing, 11 Lea Cl oostermans, et a 1 , Wire Journa 1 , 
June 1978. pp. 70-76. 
11. 11 Considerations in the Selection of Die Lines and Drawing Speeds, 11 
Edward Phillips, Wire Journal, February 1977. pp. 54-7. 
12. 11 Inductive Thickness and Eccentricity Gage, 11 Guy Millette, \>Jire 
Journal, January 1977. pp. 54-59. 
13. 11 New Approach to Concentricity Measurement, 11 James 0. Corbett, et al, 
Wire Journal International, June 1982. pp. 56-9. 
14. 11 0ie Drool--What Causes It, How to Avoid It, 11 Imrich Klein, 
Plastics World, May 1981. pp. 112-3. 
15. 11 Three Fine \>Jire Drawing Systems, 11 Frederic Krafft, ~·Jire Journal, 
July 1980. pp. 103-5. 
16. 11Apparatus for Extruding ~~ires of Soft Metals Under Vacuum or Inert 
Atmospheres, 11 F. X. Kayser, Review of Scientific Instruments, May 1978. 
pp. 639-42. 
17. 11 \~hat•s New in Wire Machinery, 11 Ruth Rose, vJire Journal, July 1979. 
pp. 98-104. 
18. 11A New Technique for Permanent and Non-Abrasive Marking of Plastic 
Cable Sheaths, 11 Jorg Hennig, \>Jire Journal, July 1977. pp . 54-7. 
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19. "Marking Inks--A Critical Coatinq," David Gemelli, Hire Journal, 
May 1982. pp. 46-50. 
20. "Noncontact Ink Jet Printer for Cable Sheath Marking," Wayne Newton, 
Wire Journal, April 1980. pp. 84-7. 
21. 11 Dry Powder Coating Systems," Donald Gillette, Wire Journal, 
May 1982. pp. 73-83. 
22. "Radiation Curing Works Best for PE Films and Wire CoatingS, 11 
A. Barlow, et al, Plastics Engineerinq, August 1976. pp. 42-5. 
23. 11 Developing Crosslinked Polyethylene Cables for High Voltage Power 
Transmission, 11 W. G. Lawson, Electronics and Power, February 1978. 
pp. 116-20. 
24. 11 Aging Investigations of Polyethylene Insulated Telephone Cables," 
K. Grill, Electrical Cormnunications, Vol. 52, No.1, 1977. pp. 80-3. 
25. 11 Improvements in Cable Insulation," w. F. Jensen, Electrical vJorld, 
May 1978. pp. 55-6. 
26. "Diameter Control of Cable in Continuous Vulcanizing Lines, 11 Charles 
Fitzgerald, Wire Journal, July 1978. pp. 74-9. 
27. 11 Completely Dry Curing and Cooling Process," Matti Aalonen, Wire 
Journal, June 1978. pp. 64-8. 
28. 11 Recent Developments in Continuous Compounding of PVC, XLPE, and 
Other Plastic Coatings for Wire and Cable," Hans J. Adam, Wire 
Journal, January 1978. pp. 80-7. 
29. "Development and Operation of a 48-\~ire Patenting and Coating Line, 11 
James Cunningham, Wire Journal, July 1977. pp. 74-7. 
30. "Crosslinked Polyethylene Insulations Using the Sioplas Technology," 
Bryan Thomas, et al, 1-Jire Journal, May 1977. pp. 88- 92. 
31. 11 Crosslinkable Polyethylene for Wire and Cable: An Update, 11 Mark 
Itzkoff, et al, Wire Journal International, May 1982. pp. 60-71. 
32. 11 New PE, ave Grades Introduced for Wire and Cable," Plastics 
Technology, March 1979, p. 37. 
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33. 11 New Way to Crosslink PE: All You Need is Moisture, .. Robert Bloor, 
Plastics Technology, February 1981. pp. 83-6. 
34. 11 Insulated Wire and Cable Markets, .. t~illiam Black, et al, Wire Journal, 
March 1980. pp. 120-125. 
35. 11 New Insulation Development for Hire/Cable, 11 Irwin Lazar, Specifying 
Engineer, September 1981. pp. 90-93. 
Catalog Material 
l. Standard Wire and Cable Company, Thomas Register. pp. 4070-4108. 
2. Graybar Electric Company, Inc., Thomas Register. pp. 2069-2080. 
3. Newcon Hire ~nd Cable Corp., Thomas Register. pp. 3245-8. 
4. Haartz-Mason Inc., Thomas Reqister. p. 2100. 
5. Ja-Bar Silicone Corp., Thomas Register. p. 2501. 
6. Daburn Electronics and Cable Corp., Thomas Register. pp. 1275-7. 
7. Linear Low-Density PE for Telephone Cables, Union Carbide Corp, 1981. 
8. Wire and Cable, Product Data Sheets, Union Carbide Corp. 
9. Kabel items, Nos. 139, 141, 153, 157, Union Carbide Corp. 
Company engineers were very interested in the ink-jet printer being de-
veloped by Western El~ctric. The field engineer discussed the advantages 
of the system which can be controlled by a small computer. The GIT consul-
tant recommended the installation of a 11 protective gas 11 tinning operation 
in-line with the wire drawing process to reduce tin loss and improve coating 
quality. The contents of a large number of the technical articles were 
explained to the company engineers. 
Future Company Requirements 
The company requested additional information on the development of the 
ink-jet printer and the manufacturing process for flat cable. The company 
is interested in obtaining flat cable technology through a joint venture or 
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a licensing agreement. The GIT consultant will follow up on the requests 
after returning to the United States. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions 
The firm has a very competent technical staff and they are extremely 
receptive of technical information. The staff carefully reviewed all publi-
cations presented by the GIT consultant. The consultant is concerned that 
the company may be overemphasizing a great number of new product development 
ideas at the expense of quality improvements on existing products. 
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Dates Visited: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
Principal Products: 
SAMMI ENTERPRISE COMPANY, LTD. 
(Company P) 
February 24, March 11, and March 22, 1983 
Mr. Seon, Yong-Hoon 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup 
Speaker Systems 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
During the previous visit to the company by a GIT consultant in the 
spring of 1982, the following technical problems were identified in order 
of priority: 
(1) Assistance is needed in selecting integrated circuits (ICs) for use 
in megaphone systems. 
(2) Technical information is needed on paper speaker cone manufacturing. 
(3) Design information requested for the magnetic circuits and voice 
coil wires for high performance loudspeakers. 
(4) Data on improved adhesives for speaker construction. 
(5) Information on methods of automatic speaker testing. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
On the initial visit, the company•s manager confirmed that the above 
technical problem areas were still of highest priority. In addition, he 
requested information on a speaker cone forming process called the 11 Heat 
Shock t1ethod. 11 Apparently the method is being used by some Japanese companies. 
No references to this method were found in the research publications collected 
in the U.S. 
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Action During the Current Period 
The company has developed a megaphone design (SAM 34R) which uses an 
NEC llPC 1230 HIC integrated circuit. The SAM 34R will operate on its battery 
system with acceptable amplification and clarity for only 3-5 hours instead 
of the design expectancy of 6+ hours. The Technical Director feels that the 
design uses more power than it should and the amplification becomes distorted 
when battery power gets low. The GIT field engineer provided the Technical 
Director with a letter from Harris Johnson (GIT) which recommended redesign 
of the circuit. See Exhibit A. Also provided were specification sheets on 
three National Semiconductor ICs (LM 386L, LM 389, and LM 2002A) which 
Johnson thought may be suitable for this application. 
Copies of the following technical publication articles were provided for 
the company: 
1. Loctite Corporation Audio Speaker Seminar, Application Development 
Report #12, Buth Marino, September 20, 1979. 
2. 11 Core-stiffeni ng Struts Boost Speaker Performance, 11 E. J. Stefani des, 
Design News, November 2, 1981. pp. 158-160. 
3. "Design Problems of High-Level Cone Loudspeakers," John Gilliam, et al, 
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 25, No. 3, May 1977. 
pp. 294-9. 
4. 11 Polymer-Graphite Composite Loudspeaker Diaphragm," T. Tsukagoshi, 
et al, Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 29, No. 10, 
Octoher 1981. pp. 720-5. 
5. 11 AcrylicSystem Used by Stereo Speaker/Hood Beam Makers," Adhesives 
~' April 1980. pp. 36-8. 
6. 11 Production Testing of Loudspeakers Using Digital Techniques," L. R. 
Fincham, Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 27, No. 12, 
December 1979 . pp. 970-4. 
7. 11 Plastic Film Boosts Speaker Performance, 11 Machine Des ign, Vol. 53. 
September 24, 1981. p. 46. 
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Also, the following reference book was loaned to the company for several 
weeks during the GIT consultant's stay in Korea: 
Colloms, Martin. High Performance Loudspeakers, 2nd ed., John Wiley and 
Sons. 1980. 
Lengthy technical discussions were held between the consultant and the 
company staff regarding the interpretations of the articles provided. Major 
subjects included modern innovations in speaker design such as the use of 
struts, the use of graphite and plastic speaker materials, the use of plastic 
films on paper, and designs used to avoid voice coil heating problems in 
high-performance speakers. The consultant recommended that the company in-
vestigate the use of computer analysis of automatic speaker test data to make 
optimum pairings of stereo speaker sets. 
Future Company Requirements 
This firm has a continuing need for technical information on the design 
of high-performance loudspeakers. The management also has a need for more 
data on the use of computers in testing and analyzing loudspeaker performance. 
The GIT consultant will obtain copies of references from the above-listed 
Articles 3 and 6 and will provide information on membership in the Audio 
Engineering Society. The company needs to receive the Journal. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions 
The company management was most appreciative of the assistance provided 
and showed a keen interest in all of the research materials. On the third 
visit, it was evident that the staff had carefully studied and reviewed the 
technical literature. The firm's goal is to upgrade the quality of its 
products. A commedable product improvement effort is already underway. Much 
of the information provided through this program will be utilized. 
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Sammi Enterprise Co. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
GINEERING EXTENSION LABORATORY 
West Georgia Area Office 
201 Tanner Street 
P.O. Box 676 
Carrollton, Georgia 30117 
Area Code 404/834-1480 
February 8, 1983 
TO: Larry Edens 
FROM: Harris Johnson 
SUBJECT: ~PC 1230 HIC 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Exhibit A 
NEC, in general, has an excellent reputation in this area and unless newer 
devices with greater dynamic range are available (takes an engineering search/ 
evaluation to discover) something has to give in the described application. 
One trade-off is that of gain vs. battery dynamic range. Slightly less gain 
may improve low battery performance. Other options might include a monitor 
circuit to signal low battery condition and thereby preclude operation in that 
condition. Another option would be to use a modified AGC to reduce gain with 
falling battery power. 
Other options exist, but they would in general require circuit redesign. As 
soon as I get the NEC data sheet, I'll compare it to National's version and 
comment. 









AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENTIEOUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Dates Visited: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
Principal Products: 
SHIN IL PRECISION COMPANY, LTD. 
(Company L) 
February 25 and r~arch 14, 1983 
Mr. Seon, Yong-Hoon 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup 
Small Electric Induction Motors, 
Electrical Switches and Timers 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
On the previous visit by a GIT consultant, the following technical 
assistance and information requests were made: 
(1) Design information on shaded-pole motors 
(2) Surface treatment methods for motor cores 
(3) Comparison data for 11 DURACON M90 11 (Japanese) and 11 DELRIN 500 CL 11 
(DuPont) Acetal Resins 
(4) Information on the effects of manual (uneven) coil winding versus 
automatic winding 
Observed Problems or Questions During the Current Period 
The company is developing an ice maker motor for General Electric. 
Essentially, they are copying a sample shaded-pole motor provided by G. E. 
which was made by General Industries Corp., of Ohio. However, many changes 
were made in the materials of construction along with minor design changes. 
The company now needs design information on this type motor to make i mprove-
ments and resolve problems which may arise. All of the previous requests 
listed above pertain to the shaded-pole motor. 
The comparison of 11 DURACON M90'' and.11 DELRIN 500 CL 11 has been accomplished 
since the last GIT visit and no additional assistance is needed on this item. 
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The firm has now begun the development of a small synchronous motor 
(stepping motor) which will be used as a control motor for robots. Informa-
tion is needed on the basic design and manufacturing methods for this type 
of motor. The company has a sample Japanese motor which they are copying. 
See Exhibit A. 
Action During the Current Period 
The following technical references were provided by the GIT consultant 
on the shaded-pole motor and coil winding techniques: 
1. "Design of Small Electric Motors," E. W. Mortimer, Component 
Technology, (Great Britain), Vol. 3, No. 2, October 1968. pp. 26-30. 
2. Veinolt, Cyril G. 
r~otors' 3rd ed. ' 
Hill Book Company 
Fractional and Subfractional Horsepower Electric 
Chapter 10 - Shaded Pole Induction Motors. McGraw-
(U.S.A.). pp. 192-213. 
3. Campbell, John. Machine Design: The Electric Motor Book, 1961 ed., 
Chapter 10- Fractional Horsepower Motors, General Electric Company. 
pp. 54-67. 
4. Machine Design: The Electric Motor Book, 1961 ed., Product Directory 
Section (General Industries Corp.), p. 157, and (Barber-Coleman Co.) 
p. 176. 
5. Thomas Register Ca ta 1 og File, 1980 ed. Robbins and Myers Electric 
Motor Products. p. 3729. 
6. Electric Motor Handbook, E. H. Werni nck, editor, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company (U.K.) Limited. pp. 235-8. 
7. "Effect of Parameter Changes on the Performance of Shaded-Pole Motors," 
0. I. Butler, et al, Proceeding IEE, Vol. 1T6, No. 5, May 1969. (U.K.) 
8. 11 Characteristics of Shaded-Pole Type Linear Induction Motors," T. 
Matsumiya and K. Takagi, Engineering Faculty Research Report, Meiyi 
University (Japan), No. 35, 1978. pp. 67-72. 
9. "Saving Energy with Shaded- Pole Motors," T. A. 0. Gross, Machine 
Design, Vol. 51, July 1979. pp. 85-86. 
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10. 11 Mathematical Model of a Shaded-Pole Motor, 11 P. Kaasik and V. Ivanov, 
Electrotekhnika (U.S.S.R.), Vol. 51, No. 3, 1980. pp. 7-12. 
11. Coil Winding, 3rd ed., Chapter 1, William Querfurth. George Stowers 
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 1968. 
The consultant discussed with the technical staff the various design 
parameters which affect the motor output and efficiency and suggested that 
the firm use copper stampings for shading coils rather than welded copper 
wire. The stator on the General Industries motor appeared to be carburized. 
Technical information on the carburization process as a surface treatment 
method for resisting oxidation was provided. 
Future Company Requirements 
The company needs basic design information on small synchronous motors 
for their present development project. For the long term, however, the 
company needs to acquire a collection of reference materials on small motors 
in general. The GIT consultant will obtain publishers' lists of appropriate 
reference books for the company library. Presently the firm has only one 
small reference book on motors (Japanese). 
Observed Results and Company Reaction~ 
The information provided was obviously the staff's first exposure to 
hard technical material on small motor design theory. They are very eager 
to increase their knowledge in this field and the assistance was greatly 
appreciated. Small motor manufacturing promises to become an important and 
expanding segment of the firm's business. 
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Dates Visited: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
Principal Products: 
SAM JUNG ELECTRIC IND. CO., LTD. 
(Company M) 
February 23, March 15, and March 22, 1983 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup 
Automobile Radio/Tape Players and 
Telephone Switching Equipment 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
During the previous visit by a GIT consultant, three priority problems 
were identified as follows: 
(l) Noise problems caused by auto radio testing 
(2) Quality Control improvements are needed to reduce the 6% reject 
rate for auto radios at the final inspection 
(3) The firm needs assistance in improving the product development 
process by changing their organizational structure or inter-
departmental relationships. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
Plans were made at GIT for the field engineer to address only problems 
(l) and (2) during the current period . . Problem (3) will be undertaken by 
the next visiting GIT consultant. 
Company management confirmed that the quality control and testing of 
auto radio/tape players are their major technical problem areas. Although 
there are several Q.C. checks made prior to final inspection, the operation 
still has the 6% reject rate reported in the spring of 1982. The radio 
assembly plant was designed for a production rate of 30,000 units/month but 
the actual output is generally less than 20,000. A reduction in rework time 
could significantly improve productivity. 
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The in-process and final quality control test procedures are highly 
technical and require sophisticated electronic and audio equipment. The 
complete final inspection testing of a sample AM/FM/Tape Player requires as 
many as 75 measurements. See Exhibit A, pages 1-3. 
Noise created at the radio test stations does not seem to be critical. 
All test areas have been completely or partially enclosed so that exposure 
is primarily limited to the inspection personnel. 
The firm's administrative offices are located in Seoul, but the produc-
tion plant is at Yongin. There were subtle indications that the company 
needs to improve interdepartmental communications. Separate units such as 
Engineering, Marketing, and Production seem to operate rather independently. 
Action During Current Period 
After discussing the quality control test methods with a noise expert 
in the U. S. and observing the operation, the GIT consultant concluded that 
the noise problem (although a nuisance) was unlikely to be a health hazard. 
Actual perfods that the tester is subjected to high noise levels are very 
short. This same testing procedure is used in the U. S. and generally meets 
OSHA regulations. 
The majority of the consultant's time was spent investigating the com-
plicated process of quality control testing. There are several in-process 
test stations which precede final assembly. Because of the large number of 
tests required, it appears feasible to set up a computer controlled system 
to perform a sequence of testing and to analyze the results. Such a system 
would need to be specifically designed for the operation. The GIT con-
sultant lacked the knowledge and experience in electronics and computer 
science required to provide recommendations on this matter. General informa-
tion on quality control practices was provided from the following manuals: 
1. Quality Control Handbook, 3rd ed., 1974. Section 38: 11 Electronics 
Components, .. and Section 41: 11 Assembly Quality Control.'' 
2. Industrial Engineering Handbook, 3rd ed., 1971. Section 8, Chapter 5: 
11 Quality Control.'' 
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Future Company Requirements 
The GIT consultant will provide additional information to the company 
on computerized testing equipment needed to conduct the sequence shown on 
the Q.C. Inspection Sheets. 
Observed Results and Company Reattion 
The quality control manager at the Yongin plant was highly interested 
in any assistance in automating the Q.C. testing. The company wants to 
expand production by about 50% and quality control appears to be a roadblock. 
However, top management was not well prepared for the visits by the GIT/KCGF 
staff. This may have been because of a lack of internal coordination rather 
than lack of interest. 
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QC INSPECTION SHEET Sam Junq Elec. Ind. Co. Exhibit A, Paqe 1 
SERIAL NO 
TAPE SOCTION SPEC 
REMARKS (TAPE NO) 
L 
MAXIMUM OUTPUT KHZ MIN 
w R 
L 
DISTORTION KHZ MAX 
% R 
L 
SEPARATION KHZ MIN 
dB R 
TRACK L KHZ MIN CROSS-TALK dB R 
TAPE SPEED KHZ -- HZ 
WOW & FLUTTER KHZ MAX % 
BALANCE KHZ MAX dB 
L 
HUM LEBEL · MAX VR MAX 
mV R 
HZ + dB i--/R ~ ~ ~ ~ -
FREQUENCY HZ 
+ dB iL/R ~ ~ ~ ~ 
HZ + dB IL/R ~ ~ ~ ~ RESPONCE -
HZ + dB fl-'/R ~ ~ ~ ~ -
HZ + dB iL/R ~ ~ ~ ~ -
' 
REW CURRENT MAX mA 
RIL, NO SIGNAL MAX mA 
CURREN REF, REC CURRENT MAX mA 
DRAIN PLAY NO SIGNAL MAX mA . 
NO CLIP DISTORTION ~A 
MAX OUTPUT MAX mA I 
S/N RATIO HZ MIN dB 
ERASING RATIO HZ MIN dB ~~ 
LOW MIN 80% 
VOLTAGE 
HIGH MAX 120'% 
MODEL ·TEMPERATURE 
NOTE 
LOT NO TEST BY . 
WEATHER 
HUMIDITY -37-
SAM JUNG ELECTRONICS lND~co.~LT~ 
-
• , , . 
SHEET 
Sam Jung Elec. Ind. Co. 
QC INSPECTION Exhibit A, Paqe 2 
SERIAL NO 
AM SECTION SPEC REMARKS 
EQUENCY RANGE 1 535 - 1605 KHZ 
.F ERANC E OUT PUT w 
F FREQUENCY 455 + 5 KHZ -
600 KHZ MAX dB 
lXIMUM SENSITIVITY 1000 KHZ MAX dB 
I 1400 KHZ MAX dB 
600 KHZ MAX dB 
SABLE SENSITIVITY 1000 KHZ MAX dB SIN 20 dB 
1400 KHZ MAX dB 
ALIBRATION ERROR 600 KHZ MAX dB 
1400 KHZ MAX dB 
;j N RATIO 1000 KHZ MIN dB INPUT 60 dB 
:MAGE REJECTION 
RATIO 1400 KHZ MIN dB 
~[ F REJECTION 600 KHZ MIN dB 
MOD 30 % MAX % INPUT 60 dB 
f.H DISTORTION MOD 80 % MAX % INPUT 100 dB 
,SELECTIVITY ± 10KHZ 1000 KHZ ± dB MAX, SENSITIVITY 
BANDWITH -6dB 1000 KHZ + dB 
MAX OUTPUT POWER 1000 KHZ MIN w INPUT 74 dB 
10% OUTPUT POWER 1000 KHZ MIN w INPUT 74 dB 
WHI STLE MODULATION 2.IF MAX % MOD 30 % 
3.IF MAX % INPUT 74dB 
AGC FORM 1000 KHZ MIN dB MOD 30% INPUT lOOdB 
AGC DISTORTION 1000 KHZ MAX % MOD 80 % INPUT lOOdB 




HIGH MAX HZ INPUT 74dB 
- 6 dB down 
CURRENT DRAIN 1000 KHZ A INPUT 74 dB 
L/R BALANC E 1000 KHZ MAX dB INPUT 74 dB I' 
' NOTE 
I 
MODEL TEST DATE 
\ LOT NO TEST BY 
I 
WEATH ER LOAD IMPEDANC E 
HUMIDITY % STD SOURCE VOLTAGE 
TEMP ERATUR E oc 
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QC INSPECTION SHEET Sam Junq Elec. Ind. Co. ' Exhibit A, Paqe 3 
FM SECTION SPOC SERIAL NO REMARKS 
REQUENCY RANGE - MHZ - - - - INPUT 60 dB 
I F 10.7 + MHZ 
90 MHZ MAX dB 
1AXIMUM 
SENSITIVITY 98 MHZ MAX dB • 
I 106 MHZ MAX dB 
'SABLE 90 MHZ MAX dB 
SENSITIVITY 98 MHZ MAX dB S/N 30 dB 
II 106 MHZ MAX dB 
J 
I MHZ KHZ 
IAL CALIBRATION MHZ KHZ 
ERROR 
MHZ KHZ 
/N RATIO L/R MIN dB 98 MHZ INPUT 60 dB 
MAGE REJECTION 106 MHZ MIN dB 2 IF 
F REJECTION 90 MHZ MIN dB 
90 MHZ MIN dB ± !z IF 
PURIOUS REJECTION 
106 MHZ MIN dB ± !z IF 
.FC HOLDING RANGE 98 MHZ ± KHZ INPUT 60 dB OUTPUT-3dB 
FC DISTORTION 98 MHZ MAX % INPUT 60 dB PEVIATION JSKC 
. ---
ULL LIMITING 98 MHZ MAX dB INPUT 60 dB OUTPUT-3dB 
.UDIO THO 75% 98 MHZ MAX % INPUT 60 dB I 
UD IO THO 22.5% 98 MHZ MAX % INPUT 60 dB 
-~ 
.0% TIID OUTPUT L/R w / / / / 98 MHZ INPUT 60 dB -I 
lUT PUT POWER AT NO / , 98 MHZ MIN w INPUT 60 dB CLIP 
I 
:URRENf MAX 98 MHZ MAX A INPUT 60 dB 
'ONE EFF OCT 98 MHZ MIN dB 
~ 
I _I 
1- MPX SECTION CARRIER FRE UENCY: Q 98MHZ DEVIATION: 7 5KHZ p ILOT: 10% l 
;EPERATION L/R MIN dB / / / / 1 KHZ INPUT 60 dB 
liSTORTION L/R MAX % / / / / 1 KHZ INPUT 60 dB I 
~EACON SENSITIVITY 1 KHZ MAX dB MOD 30% I 
,HANEL BALANCE MAX % R.L OUTPUT RATIO 
I 
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BUK 000 EUMHYANG COMPANY, CTD. 
(Company 0) 
Dates Visited: March 2 and March 16, 1983 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Seon, Yong-Hoon 
Principal Products: Speaker Systems 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
At the previous visit by a GIT consultant in the spring of 1982, the 
following four priority problem areas were selected for research and 
assistance: 
(1) Improvements in Inventory Control methods 
(2) Potential use of a small computer to assist in inventory control 
and production scheduling 
(3) Information on paper speaker cone technology 
(4) Adhesive technology applicable to speaker system assembly 
Problems (3) and (4) were addressed during the visits by the GIT consultant 
this quarter. Problems (1) and (2) will be handled by the next visiting GIT 
consultant. 
Observed Problems or Questions Duri ng the Current Period 
This firm purchases most of the speaker syst em parts and serves pri -
marily as an assembly operation. All cone speakers are presently purchased 
from ROM or LCC, but the company is interested in manufacturing its own high 
quality speakers. The manufacturing facility was relocated during the cur-
rent quarter from Bucheon to new f acilities at Dongducheon about 20 mil es 
north of Seoul . At the new complex space has been allocated for the pro-
duction of various speaker system parts . The company would consider licensing 
a cone manufacturing process or entering a joint venture. The manager spe-
cifically requested information on Holly Speakers (U.S.A.) and would li ke 
information on the Audio-Engineering Society. 
-40-
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The company has several assembly problems related to adhesive technology. 
Specifically mentioned was a need to an adhesive to fasten a rubber gasket to 
a Mylar cone in one step. They now use a two-step system with chloroprene 
and a primer. Poor adhesion causes a 20% reject rate. Information was also 
needed on high-temperature adhesives for use near the voice coil wire. 
Action During Current Period 
Copies of the following technical articles and publications were pro-
ded for the company: 
1. Loctite Corporation Audio Speaker Seminar, Application Development 
Report #12, Butch Marino, September 20, 1979. 
2. 11 Core-stiffening Struts Boost Speaker Performance, 11 E. J. Stefanides, 
Design News, November 2, 1981. pp. 158-160. 
3. 11 Design Problems of High-Level Cone Loudspeakers, 11 John Gilliam, et al, 
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol.25, No. 3, May 1977. 
pp. 294-9. 
4. 11 Polymer-Graphite Composite Loudspeaker Diaphragm, 11 T. Tsukagoshi 
and others, Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 29, No. 10, 
October 1981. pp. 720-5. 
5. 11 Acrylic System Used by Stereo Speaker, 11 Adhesive Age, April 1980. 
pp. 36-7. 
6. 11 Production Testing of Loudspeakers Using Digital Techniques," L. R. 
Fincham, Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 27, No. 12, 
December 1979. pp. 970-7. 
7. 11 Plastic Film Boosts Speaker Performance, 11 Machine Design, Vol. 53, 
September 24, 1981. p. 46. 
The GIT consultant discussed with company management the trends toward 
the use of graphite and plastic cone materials. The special Loctite Report 
(#1 item above) provided an in-depth evaluation of adhesives used in speaker 
system construction. The field engineer recommended ethyl-cyanoacrylate 




Company management and the GIT consultant discussed approaches for 
acquiring information in the highly secretive cone technology field. Licens-
ing of a process was encouraged as a means of entering the high quality market. 
Future Company Requirements 
Upon returning to the United States, the GIT consultant will send the 
company information on (1) Holly Speakers and (2) the Audio Engineering 
Society. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions 
This company is very progressive and appears to be well managed. The 
staff was particularly appreciative of the assistance provided in adhesive 
applications. (Korean firms often have difficulty in obtaining technical 
data from U. S. suppliers.) This firm 1 has great growth potential with its 
new facilities. 
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MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
TO KOREA CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND'S 
LOAN AND LEASE GUARANTEE COMPANIES 
Fifth Year, Fourth Quarter Report 




Technology Applications Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Stataion 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332, U.S.A. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report covers the fourth quarter of the fifth year of the 
Management and Technical Assistance Program for the Korea Credit 
Guarantee Fund (KCGF) project and provides information on two field 
engineering visits in Korea for the periods April 1 to May 5, 1983 and 
May 14 to June 17, 1983. During this time a total of 34 visits were 
made to twelve companies by Dr. James Bannerman and by Mr. James 
Muller, respectively. Sixteen of these visits were made to six 
companies during Dr. Bannerman 1 S field trip, and eighteen visits were 
made to six companies during Mr. Muller 1 s field trip. The purpose of 
these visits was a continuation of efforts by the Georgia Institute of 
Technology (GIT) to provide information and assistance on company 
problems previously identified as well as to handle any new requests 
for assistance or information within the constraints of available 
time. 
The procedures previously established by KCGF and GIT of 
assigning priorities to each company 1 s problems was continued. This 
procedure has improved the efficiency with which field assistance has 
been delivered. It has also enabled GIT to focus research activities, 
with a resulting improvement in the technical assistance process. 
The KCGF Staff continued to do an excellent job in scheduling 
company visits and providing necessary support for the GIT Field 
Engineers. GIT personnel were well received at the companies they 
visited. 
Extensive research activities at GIT were conducted in order to 
support the two field engineers. This research was done usually prior 
to the in-country visit by the field engineer. However, in other 
instances it was performed by GIT researchers at the cabled or 
telephoned requests of the field engineers . The results were then 
air-mailed or telexed for immediate application to information needs 
or problems. 
The following field reports, contained in two separate sections, 
provide a summary of the technical assistance activities provided to 
twelve companies. Draft copies of each of the field engineers' 
summary reports were presented to KCGF prior to their departures from 
Korea. 
MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
TO KOREA CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND'S 
LOAN AND LEASE GUARANTEE COMPANIES 
by 
James W. Bannerman P.E. 
Southern Technical Institute 
This report covers the five weeks field engineering work 
from April 1, 1983 to May 5, 1983 
Engineering Experiment Station 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332, U.S.A. 
PREFACE 
This report documents the five week field engineering work performed 
for the Korean Credit Guarentee Fund by Dr. James~~. Bannerman as 
a representative of the Georgia Institute of Technology. The period 
covered is from April l, 1983 thru May 5, 1983. 
Initially seven companies were assigned to the consultant however, 
prior to his arrival in Korea, one of the companies, Tae Chang Indus-
trial Co. Ltd., went into bankruptcy and ceased to operate. 
The report is formated as follows: 
Summary Report 
II Buk-Doo Eumhyang Co. Ltd. 
III Rolens Watch Co. 
IV Yu Il Corporation 
V Dong Kwang Co. Ltd. 
VI Sam Shin Iron Ind. Co. Ltd. 
VII Sam Jung El ectric Ind. Co. Ltd. 
SUMMARY REPORT 
KCGF/GIT Project 
Produ.; o r SC:o-\"ict: 
S.u. Jur.~ (it"( Orlc 
I nd. c". Lr c. 
.\uto~L!I~ R.lC)r>~ and 
St trt"O lc;~.o~p~cr. t 
VlSll 1Jkl£S 
J.:CGf S;u f ( 
A;>ril \2, ! 9!-J 
Apt] 19. 19-93 
t1r . Snln Junr-Sup 
Prf'vtously Obh4~rv~d Problur~ 
or Qut"5t Ions 
1. tooi .. e problem c aused by Q. C. 
testtn~ et hlth volulllt, 
2. t'ud Jn!oma t Jon on Q.C. 
proct:dure!. for auto radloa 
). Nt-l" d tnto~lton on product 
devrlop:~•ent. Of l(&l"' 1 ur t1onal 
at r ucture , 
SUMMARY REPORT 
April 1, 1983 thru May 5 , 1983 
. Probh-ms Observ .. d £ Que6t10n& 
Currt'nt \'l s 1t 
'· Probhm~o l Ia 2 ~o~~o: re as <>lsned 
to t},t- prtv J ou~ GJT 
co n,:ul :~nt. 
S. Tilt cl i ('nl U&ICd t h.t.t t he 
coo.pa n~ tr..J nA g•~nent h•d ch.-np.e:d 
11nd t h at they did not ptrcetv~ 
a p rob lem 1n t hl' Ut:"a o f 
orr.ahhatSOn.l l uructurt •• 
previousl y re pnrt<rd ,u problem 
), Howe , e r, •1nce the 
con.10ul t an t had pt:-rfor~t~"d t hl!' 
rcsc~rc.h t loey vou l d }l\ .. , · • 
br l e t t n g on • suF.s,~tste-d 
oq:an1%.at1onal •tructure . 
Actiona Durlng Curr<rnt Vi sit 
I . Thl: c on~u l t .tnt prepared a nd prescn~ t:d • 
p<lptr on t he c.Hrix or~<J I"l h<ltfon.;al Hruc-
t ure ~o•i t. h p.u t t cula r emphasis on how 1t 
c ould be appli e-d to t hit p r oduct dt:vl: lop -
Vll' nt acti v it)' at San. Jung tlecnic Co. 
Ltd, 
2 . Pr o•olided copiu. of t he follow i ng doc.u-
~r~enta relating to matrix organiza tion 
a truc.ture- : 
•Argyri s , C. "lo days Problems 
vJth Tomorrow' a Orga nhattonE.'' ; 
Jo\lrnal o f M.anartement. Stud i os, 
Feb. 1961 
•oo~vl&, S .H . ''Problera& of Ma t rix 
Or@.an1za t t ona"o Hu-v.lr d 8u5lne-sa 
Re vlev, Kay-June 1918 
•wJ braJ t h, J.R. "MAth Organ-
1tAtion5 De&lgn''; ius1 u ess 
~.Feb. 197-,---
•c thaon, J .L. Organ t :.atfons , 
iu&1ne.u Pub lic at ion&, lnc . 
Plano, Texu 1982 (Ch a p t . 11, 
"The Anatomy of Organ hat t o ns") 
•lJ\tght , K. "Hatrh Org.lnlz,H t o ns: 
A Rev ttv"; The Journal of H.·mag e-
N:nt Studio& , Kay 19J b 
• s tsk, H.L . H.1nager111•nt ' Or p:a n-
h at lnnG , Sout h-...,.e &te rn Publiahing 
Cu. CtncJnnatt, Ohio 1981 
(Ch.a p t . 9, " The Struct u ral De51gn 
o ( Oq~ . .t n1ut1on•") 
James W. Bannerman P.E. 
ltu: c omp~roy rrpte !>ent o~ t l v r 
&t .Ht'd t hat t ht'y h ad no 
p t oblerts or qut:st ions wh ich 
requ1red c onsult a nt uss1s -
t.anc e , too fu t uu. ac t ton s 
• re ant1ct r-.H~d. 
Oburvcd ~u.ult• t. 
Cornp~ny P.cac t t on 
Tht cocp.ln)' rrp re , cnt • t 1 V t" ! 
were recep t l vt' a nd !of:t'~e c.! ; · 
be l n tere&t ed t n t h e nPw ~:.. . · 
egu·cnt c onc rpt propo~ t!d t- ~ 
t he consu l t.tnt. Since, h • . 
eve r, t hey dn n o t h• ve a r · 
l rm t heTe 1 & s o!">e doub t t ). 
the &ug&esllons v tll bf' 1:: 
pl<rmented. The )· p roml s (·d 
del h'er the Nt t' rh l t o t l 
~uper.lors f o r c on &.ldtrl t 1· ·· 
KCGF/GIT Pr oj ect 
r.c::r ~~ a f ~ 
Ap ril L, J(JE) 
AJ•ril 18, 1983 
Arri l : ;, IS~) 
A~r 11 19 , 19E 3 
Pu• v l o u ... l y (lb'ltcrv(•d Pr oblem• 
L Qu~st 1onl'l 
1 . Jn1ult:qu.n r space for row 
c:..ll C' f 111 1 ~ !. l C' I 6JlC. 
2. Nt:(d 1o f o r N t1 nn e looul 
c or,.puter 1: .11 Jon o ( Inven tor y 
"'"d l'r o d.., t tion 11:a n ert~r~il"n t 
luuC'I Ionr.: . 
3. PltJ•'r c o nt t c-tlu,ology 
( • ulr.nt>IJ 10 •~<othe r c onsu ltenl) 
SUMMARY REPORT 
April 1, 1983 thru May 5, 1983 
ProbleU~e L Qucet Jon~ O~JOc t vt-d on 
Current Vi sU 
lo . rroduc t 1on line no t p r operl y 
b1hnct'd • rt:sulti ln non-
produc tivt' l.1bor . Co~:~potny 
want,; l n~truct lon con cc:hoJs 
of prn duct1 on l1nC' bolllint 1ng. 
5. Scvt-z •l ~o·or k ·r; t.:.tf ons poorl y 
l.o1d out .li nd in v l o h tlon o f 
t he r r tnc t pl cs of 11101 i o n 
t-conom~· · Co•pany v.lnt s 
i ntll r uc tlon i n •"t hod• o f v ork 
atat 1on dcatgn. 
Ac tions Taken Durln~~; Current PrrJod 
1. Consult.1nt wro t e .t 11d presented a 
p<~~ f'ler concHnlnJt: t he A-I!~ C m~thod 
o( 1nven1ory control a s 1t ~auld 
aprly to t he Rukdflo Co. 1"1-•dc 
reco1111"cnd.1t t on& t or 1mphm.cni 1nJt: 
a rtlln\Jal tn..,cn tor y lr..t llaft'lnent 
s ys.tem wh ich c OIJ ]d be IJd.tp ted 
to ,. r:ml cro-c ornpiJtt'r a t e f utu r e 
due. A!:Sht e d t he company ln 
l mph •1unt lng the re commended 
e yst cm. 
2. Cons u lt.3n t wro te and presented 
e peper su~Hnarlzlng t he 22 
pr inc l plea o{ MOt ion t>CO OC'I~y. 
Also des igned and p r cstnted A 
proposed vork ,.tat Jon layout 
(or one of tht- asse~J~bly line 
operations, Us ing t hcu 
docu:nen ts instru c t~d t he clie nt 
ln t he techno los,y o{ met hods eud 
v ork uu1on eng fnec rf ng. 
3 . De .. o nurued the eoe thods of 
b•lanc t n g a product i on line b)' 
a ctuall y behnc t ntt one of t he 
c ur r en t a e& ellb l y l t nes. Red1Jccd 
the numbe r of r t-qu1 r cd wc;.rku & 
! ro#'l 30 to 24 1.11t h no dl!c r~::.tu 
tn p r oduc tton. \.l r01e • me mo 
de &c rt b tng 5lgn1ftc ent po i nt• 
tn the line balance e.f {orl ond 
recoa:~~end1o& client f ollow-up. 
James W. Bannerman P. E. 
future ActJons J{eq ui red 
All t l•c l den; 1f hd problcl'ls 
a nd quest t ons ~o·ere re&ol v~d, 
The c nm;;. any h.;,s tndic.ated li n 
i n tenti on ( O t:~~r le "'~nt al l 
th re e r ecnc.:; ~:~dattone. Thr re 
Are other .are.ws for productivity 
tmpro ... crqo.:nt •t Rukdoo biJ t the-y 
~:hould be de lo yed unt il the 
curr~<nt e Hcrt s a r e e &s1m1l a t ed . 
AS the cu rrt:r. t recort~mrnda t ion& 
are Jmplewnted so~r~e t<"chni cal 
assistance aay be r equlrt-d . 
The COr.'il"a ny fr ()ducl1 on [ n jtl nr<"r a nd 
Pre: s tdc·nt \olf'r<' IDOSt ~prr('C i.:H lvl.• of 
tht- re":.uch cn nduCi e d by t hf' c ons u ltant. 
The:)' 1nC l cued thlll they pl;a nne d t o 
t tr.l"hlflcn t e:~ ch o f t h r &u~J;.eS t1 ons. 
Evfd~nce o f tht lr t n trnttons wa• 
observed dur1n& t he les t vUlt H : 
I . Thr woTk e.t.lt fon d(' slgn 
•ubmtlted b y the cC~n5ul t ant 
had bun built .1nd ..,.~~ bl' i n& 
used ... -J c h • no t 1cuble 
inc r e a se in ef I t clency. 
2. The " ht>lp w.,ntrd '' •iitf\ et t he 
cc-r:.ra n>· ~.1t c "'•" removed t n 
entlciptton o f tnc r t'ue-d 
p roduct i v ity vSth cxi~ttng 
t>mpl orc:es thr u mechods 
en~t necr lng. 
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~ .) I :::-! ·~ ':" •. ( .-
~C - ;- , ~ . .:) 
~ I ~ c : ..:: <; .1~J 
·..-.. ;I ( ! · .: k s 
( ~ .~ : r. ~·!<".::::u: J:1J 
!>p ~ : ~ :; ..:f-C; .tl c.! 1 
A;·r1J .:,, J Cj ) 
A!•t tl 1:., 19~j 
I. !',.~<! !-:!C" l.,.J t i O ~ e n 1\ou 10 rcCucc.> the z. Prcd~.;ction li ne l!. i:'l-
co s t C'l ll•~ St.Jtor i:'l th< <t l ec l: l c:. efl1 .:ie:tc dve to \,. c;.. IJ! 
d-'C" ~tor. Cut'rcn t ,1l.J cc r i .ll i s ~5 : 31t'lhc ds .:nJ; inccr;n ': 3:-.C 
~~ .lr.C 7~1 ::~ .snl! cost " bou t 100 !..'o n -..c rll plac ~ desh n . 
(4 Sc) f'l -::1\ . AI II'>Ost 1{1 the ~ r ic e o ! 
t.ne c: ·.·c~ ::-.,;,~n r l s 1n t he ~ t J tor. ). l.Jck of .lu tor ... HJCJ n . " l:r:os t 
.lll , pcrJt ion:o .J r c fh.' rfo r r:JO:C: 
b:t h ."lnd c:- r ~o· J th !1.1 nd 
po-..c r ed too i s. 
I . Provl d l.'d a c: .1 m~ le of a..H t!r1a l 
u sed ir: c l ock moc•ns by \o." l.' stcl ock 
Co. i ~ U.S. !1arer 1 <~ l i s Cl OD) 
co lC 1" oll ed steel '-'lt h Rocl-. ~o·e ll 
" S" l e s s tha~ ~~ - Co'it l s o1bou c 
1/10 of t he p r lc~ ·.:d th e cur'r e :n 
m:~t otr io~l. 
2 .. Prov i ded nJII"I~ S .l nd 4 drlresscs Of 
stee) a~anu !act ur c r1 J'lttl l ur @:lS t 
a nd ord<! r i nJF, ln{or ~r.a: ton, 
). \.'rott .a l et te r to I.Jorchtng l on 
Ste¢ 1 ask1ns fo r a um~ le l.Hgot 
~ nough for Rolc n s t o run tests 
t o ba shlppotd dtre~t!y to Ro l(! n s . 
4 . H.:1 de seve ra l s uggo:stions potrtain tng 
to lfte t h od s e n g i ne~r i n11 4 nJ """' "-
pl ., ..::~ dt'~ ign !or th~ COiflp.:l ny' s 
production f .I C11 1 ty. 
The C!l c onsu J ~.l nt provic! c.:f 
ht s U. S . .aJGness .1 :-~d offer eO: 
.~o ssis ~.a nc t l n obt.li n i n g S.J~;:- l t 
sca cor .c:~J ttr lo~ ! for tts tt n ~ o r 
i n p h clng _.n o rder . 
"-.J .'T"h 
C! i cn~ 1,;~ ~ < .o(.: t c :-<{ ·J J> i,· .J'>Cd -;-' t l"e 
;:~rcs jl ... ct u f I"= I.J ~nln$:. .1 l c~s C' ... i'<"r.~l"c 
lll<lttr f.J ! Cc:-r h is cl o ck .- .('l tO r S l .I ~O r s. 
T!'lcy ~o· l\ 1 ru n tests ~o.l'le n the ,q -.rl c 
3:-tl.,.. es .Jnd t( t he :"l..st e r Lll rrove s 
.JCCCP t .JbJ C '-"1 ( 1 OlfOb -t\1( ·. C' :"'.J "-: c ~r~ 
the ni! ·.o r. ..;uc :- i. .1! 
CJ i..:n : ... ·J s v~ry .;~ ;;tp r e~ I .. Hl~· t o t Chl.' 
cor: s ul t i.r~ su ~ ~ es c ton s cC"nc e r n ! ng 
pro C.uc t h·ity ~ rnpr ovc:-:e nt bu t .., i ll 
prob~ b l y not ~ IT".;;t l ~t::-.ent thc:"l 4t c ~t s 
t l!"'e du t to ~.:or ,.er re s is t a nc e . 
KCGF/GIT Project 
i::r'i ~= -~ ~f 
r ,,.,. inu~l ) (rl,·.(':"\' •·d f're>b 1 ('Ill<; 
II. ()Jr .. :, t h.•rs 
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t' rotdcn.!' l. Cl~o~t·!.t l rn~ CJb •;l' fY(:d 
Cu1 rc·n t Yi ::.lt 
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Action,: llur tnp: Current \' a51t 
James W. Bannerman P.E 
·- - - - - ·- · --- -----·--------+-- ·------- ---f--------·---------+---------1-
.. II . ' fj ' 
:f l . 
I 11!"n; 
<;-r il ! 1. ) 0 1· ' 
~~!~ !-~~:- ~~t! __ _ 
~~ ~ . S j ·"~< 
~:t. ~ h Hl 
I . t'ru1.1 ),. -,. \, Ill• !-i'(' l ~.-l oll nr.: 
.a) 1h, l f•:-p.r·.\ •.:.1111 s lt:' IJ{· } d 
.'!.l Jr·nr"· r r• ·.lch~· s. ~~·:d 
i nl r> rr .. 1t J (•n t •n 1./r, l c!ln ~ 
( ' l;u lj·ll'o' U I Or mocd I H'a' [ I C'r:::. 
t o t'l'. i !-tl lll', ,·qulr""'": 1.1hlc h 
u.ill <il lo .. fr. 
b' (LIIP' ~[ •.:r] r! l n K fllllC(•IhlTtG 
f'lh'durc- ol 1 r;•h·!.O lind ~u r f ·•C t: 
b l 1· r.. i -;.lw~. t'o· r·d ol ~·1·ldJn ~; 
,;cl,;· d u]r ~old r-h '-I 11 
rlirnn.·tt c- the- ddccr. 
2 . t'••..,.J lnfnr n::l ll "n o n .lut o~~>-lt lc 
flJintlnp ~yH t·~:.. 
). t'o·~·d a!.si.-toor.c(· ~n •· 111 c 1C'nt pl:tn t 
l .1yc>u t •"d n.:otC' rl .ll:. toand ll n~. , 
I.. fl ,-:c 1 ~ in.o.lo·'}u:ot c !.;.:oc(· t o 
SIC"rt' fl n lsht·ll ln'' l· nt('l r~ p ri.: 
(('I ~ h;p.'l~·l: t. 0\~ r() nl. i~ 
currrntly H Oil·d in :rl~ l C'S ;, :, J 
I n prcH.Juc t l o n t•H·..o. 
Pr ov ldt·J tnlo r r.a t i uu O)ud C'4U l t•m~·nt 
\.rC"ct:ore: .-. th' 5C r 1 1 -1••~ M•dc-rn rl· -
!olsta~c <· 1..·clJin~ f''J IIItiiiCnl -
li. po.>c ifl c .,l\y tqull'l~t: · •t ~o1t h Ions; 
rt01ch cap~b ill ty. 
2 . P r o v l df-d • I J!>t of r··,bliiJtJ C'ns ;orod 
ordc rjnr. 111fOr lla t 1on fo r ~t f r1al $ 
pr C'do ct- d h~· r h t• Re:- 1 !; t.1nc c \."e ) de r 
~.lnu t.lct .. re r s A-:-!.0.:1 .-•tlon. 
), rrov5ded co,• lts o f th o,.> p t•rt i C'n of 
t ho! l 9til TloC'm,H 1\.q.: li-< te> r pt"r1 .1 in 1n & 
tr.> rcsl st .lnce i.."l:]dlt: •~ cqul pD;;:on t . 
' · Descr i bed tl•c clcctrt• ~ latlc srra r 
p.:J i n r lnr J' lf' rt<S !- l'!nd rrovJ d t· i.l 
broc hur., ~ ani.! cquipnwnl dL"!:Crlptt o u s 
for tht· k .:. n.,burr. lleCf :-C'~t .;n J o; Spr.Jy 
P .a J11 t t nt, Sy!- t C'm. 
5. rrov li.l ... d u c ory and <! is cu::.Hd 
C\o.lp tcr b " Cr>n\' l.'n t.i on.:al Tt.·chni c;tw s 
! o r Ana ly z: llllt H.:a t cr 1D l rl o~..:" rr nr.: 
Plnnt l ilvC•tH .;,nrl ~.llcr::a l s li.1ndli11f 
b y J 11~T>C ~ Arl'le. 
b. Prov ided 111 CC'f' )' o f I l ot' st'ct iC'II o{ t ile 
Het als lt onJt-.l•o lo pc rt .d •, fnc. t o 
R.,!> i s ta ncE: \.'c)dlnf. t.:C'n t . o ver t ht-
mt~ tcrl ,.l raftt' by p.1;.:r a nd c mph .o sf u.- d 
t lof- rc:osun a nd mt' thod~ o f pre vent Son 
_cl_j:[!Q.t ... weld d1mp le:s . Em;oh.1S!H·d t he 
.=1\..o!'O}Uf (' 11\' CCS:d t )' for ,1 S}":"I\"/TI;H. jC"-· 
invcstl r.a t lon o f vc.ri ('lu s con"t inations 
C'f sq(o('t· lt' prc:s~urC'; <"lcct roJc 
ch:or .1ct c· r l :<> \ Jc s a nd l." ,· )cllr:,.: c urrt"nt 
I (' iri C' nllf~ tb<' h··~t rurd.oin.1t i ('Ou. 
(hot l ine r! ·' tf·S t pr('Ot,·dillt' .111J I!" •.Jdl 
S&H·c i! lc r ('.:nnllllc roJJt J <'l'S ( ur thC' 
C' :H :• h ll ~ 1•mc nt cof .1 wcl.l!nl' ~- c l oC'i.l ul c 
None . llu· c o q .1 ny rrprcsc nt.1 t ivc ~..·,:,s qui r C' 
h ' Cl!fl ti vc a r~ • l vcr~· .appr~·cJ.Jth,. .., ol 
t he rt~L".ardo condu< tt·d ;Jnd d '"'c u::.cnt .:Jt l o r• 
pro , ·JdC'd Ly th(' consu l t<on t. It 
to;> p f-H"t:d, hc.•.:e v e r , t h .H the co;;:pJn:-
wll l Le so:~r l..·t.ct rt• lun a n t t o lnf. lc·m<·n t 
t he Sufl:t·sth•n s, T he t·h·ct r OSL!Itlc 
f'.lintlnj:: fiys tt- m TT<. I)' b t• tuC' e-: p c n !>i Yc; 
t hr ~ ..,,e nnt suro:- {.liter cnr. ~ide r :r t1 un) 
tl•.lt t l ot' y nt:t·~ t C' I..'Cid .l t ) u l"".j::C' f h'.l C I •t· ~; 
anG they ! c·c l t h.H .1 s,· ~ ll·m.1t.ic 
invrH iJ::tth.'n t'f t lo•· d l::- j' lJ n ; pruloi(·n" 
lll·' Y t .r he yN•.! t loe J r lt·cl oH ic;rl C.lf'.1!' i 1 l t .". 
Tl. t· .' prc•h.lbh I..' J lJ m.,k.· ~U:-tC' dfort tr 
l r.opr.~,. ,. n.:.o tcr t:rl ~ I I C' ... :.uri SlC. t.1;: ~ 
Ln cout v~l nr thl· l 'f C't.t·cillr \'~ i.l~,; !-.c rJ~~·d 
h v ttre con ~ult.J n t , 
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.;.:::r .; : ... ~r 
A ora l 7. I')~} 
A;n l IS. I~H 
..l~rll ll, 1·;j] 
1 . :l~'!O ~n :' )c-...;t •.t c.n .Ab-3•Jt <!-;,ul;u:'i~n~ to 
lns~al1 t t ~~r ~:.:.~p::. . 
z. :11!~1 a:-::'.: r-Att :)n l bC •Jt ~~c: .-,nnll'l.;J' of 
HW i ~3 t":M~ l~l11S SO th.l t ~~d!ll C:C: t:'!' 
c ut t ' "!" . 
j . !'i t' '!1 i "'fJ:-':" ~ ':.lon .JCOut .11'>•JI! r~ sewtr.g 
'll.l C: ~tn~ s • .lc-:t:.;orl ':' 3> .\nO :=l.lt oer l.il s 
~ - Se'!'1 .JSSl:;t.~r.c:e .,, ~:"flci-t:'1t s":"wa ns 
Llyo ut . 
Pr ~~l~::~:; \ ..;u~stl 'Jr.s Cb:.•r ·Jfl!:-1 
•>.~rr~!"tl '1\:; t t 
; . !/et1 .1 t:.rg~e :~ht.il r to cu t 
1.10 to SO ;~l 't l) :" P.'I . C. up 
ISO Clll cs,M) .,i<le . 
6 . ~lted lOllity (.') I! SLl bl\sh 
'" ~ ~. :Jn1J.r'1 ti :::t'" for '!len 
or 'J~·Jc: '. :o ·. ~ -lt t na c:o:~p.Jny 
:.:;.n cl~ pr~uC:ll?n ::;c :':<!I.3•J Ia nt" 
and foree .J ~ t 1 n~ . 
Aetl l.)n-3 DYrln~ Curr~nt Vl"Ht 
I , Prov1~P.:I tnfor-::ul\.:~n .Jnd brochur~s 
(roll\ s~verill U. S. CCI!Ip:anu~ 31 ..,t'lo 
lllanufl c ture ln.J / or dt .striOut~ 
z ipp~r boc:-tor.~ stop t:~ach ln~ s · 
2. Pravt~ed op~rH 1 n~ Hlstruc t.l cn ::a , 
~ost infor:~.JtlOn, .Jnd :. rdtrlr.g 
ln:Jtr~ctlons f or both ne..., ana 
usee 1:tpper Oot.to.n sto p 3\achLnes 
} . P:-ovlded • cop y or •.he 1q82 editton 
o( the SAJ'S R.lNO c ,ata \ 0 13 '2) I • 1 
comp lete ltnoe or cutt i ng , 3~~o,qn~. 
rtntshir.IJ. and ...... ,.~hous{n;s: t-:;uip-
l'l".:nt, p3rt::a, .1nd acc~ssorit.s 
l. Provided lnfor:Jia~tlon, c atal o!;ues, 
and bi"'c hur".: 3 f r o 111 • numo~r o r 
U. S . •nd tnttrn,Hlon.£ 1 O\ :J tr-1 -
butor:J or llloder n sewt ng • achlne:J 
•nd accessories 
'5 . An•ly~ed the COII94ny's se wtn~ !ft<tChlne 
requlr e11ent3 ( tn lt&nt or 9rot.te1113 
1 4 2) and ~.Jdt S9o!Ctrtc reco~r~­
e~endH. lon.s for the lcq•Jb ltton o f 
new otqul9ftlo!nt 
6. Pr? vt1ed ln3 t ruc tton t o COl71D-'InJ 
po!rso nnet o n lllo!thod' o r analytl :"!Jt 
(As so!~oly c rnrt, flow process chart, 
flow di.J-tra"'l ..,no tmpl~::.entln~ 
efrtc te n t p).J n t layout a nd tuterlo~l.s 
lh1.!LdJ tng . s y s t ~m s 
7 , i»I"CVL1e-1 : n :;truc t : ~n Ln .:l<e~r";:.,-o l:> o f 
e:St.JO I LsnL :"3 ":;t .1n<'l:tra t~ .':'I "':J- 1ncl 
USl :'I IJ t h.Jt in!"o r:ntl C'n t~ ;::-, o l ~ ­
!lll~:'l t p r •:-oJu(.:'. l ? n c :-nr. r;,l Jn:l sc:"1-:-
~ul i ;-:; 
~ :-ov 1.:~d ! ~~ fo l lo:>..,l ~{ =?c ·.;~ ... · r.-
t~tl .;n t o 3u::>,.,r::. tn"! ~:'ls :. ;- ·.;c :.L :n 
c it ~1 Ln S ~ .; ~1::.·: ~ : 
~ ~~~;; ~~s:\ ... ,~~~··.:-::;, 
\ E,;).":.:o , ·; ": ., !::-l< :111 . tr:-:.,; -.~ :­
'S .. r;:--:v ,. --: t : ln~ l T"'c.'ln~ • · ,~ ::; :' -: r 
)rl i J=t-; .. ,~ ~ r \ .ll t: : w ~ . t :v: 
C:-: J.> t~:- 1 1 .. :: J : '! ·>~..;:-~i ~ :r .. ~.:!'l") 
3 . · ~ ~"' :"::) )~ ._, i :"':"luc·.; :~ ! 1~. 
Jn ·-n ::·JOii :· -:t ;.J; ~ .. ':1'.' '{.,r· ... i ... l: . ,n 
o\ ~: ')C I J ~"! ' {-c . 
I. Con :J•Jit.Jnt wtll, upon r~~ur-n 
to U. S . , re:eJrch and for-w..,rd. 
t o the d lent throu~h !(CCF' , 
ln(orr.:~at~on ..,n lar-g"! ~atul.:~ i 
,he u·3 
2. Consult.Jnt wtll u pon r-l!:tur;"' t~ 
U. S . , r"!searc~ t he • ·,-tLIJ Ol li ty 
of a pre-nee'1le ..,'!It c •JttlniJ 
o~t. t.Jc r-~en t wh i ch the c1 ient 
cl.Ji lll s to ha ve s~en on a 111-lChlne 
in raiwan 
I . Th~ -: l l ef'lt w_., <!tlf""!:"''!l ·t ;: l"!1H1 
WLtn th-e- J.,c•;r.~~n t H. \oJn .:~n-:: 11'~ . ,_ 
il".~ n~v : "! ·.,l r: ~ -r.ac~::'l"! II'':UID-
:: "! !'I t a n1 -t-: ":-: 3 :."ln -:s. He 
in<ll c .J t e'l ~ ~ l t ~"! ,)l .l nr:"!'1 r.~ 
fOl 1cw t.'\e t; ?n : uJ t l nt ' S f" ~": .. CI-
=~ r.oj.Jt ~Cr. .S :'or ·:u-: ~ 1:-.~ r "! ,)l~c e-
z. The c ltent '4 ·U ''"!"'( r eceottv"! 
Jn'l '~91""!": t.l•. l v--: ., r t tl~ : nH I"·Jr-
t i;,n ~r-ovt<H1 <:')r.-:e:-ntq; ~I.Jnl 
\ .JJt)u t , :: .onttr.~ u::l! ~t .~ ·. jJr-": .s. 
.lnll t:HJtlt,hlnf!!: ' :"~O 'ICt l ':n CC :"' · 
t r-o l • . ,C1 'Cn'!1ultr~ . .I. I tt:c:-u s, :"l 
: a r.''! or the ~ o! chn tQuP.:o .~.~~, ::.e 
Oeyond tr-.-: t ecr-,n : : JI : -:-.-.gl!' te'nce 
of t he ~IJnt per:o nr:-1. • . .":e y 
.trll" now awar~ '> f t t:e r:e"!1 for 
the se technl1 u e , . The ct l •!!'ll 
lnd IC..Ited t h .Jt hoe .-:~y rur-'! a 
pr t vate ~an3ull.Jn t to i r.:,)!~~~:'ll 
the 'f!tt~ r-::~crr.,"! ~d~1 ':1 '..h .. 
con,ul •.ant 
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BUK-DOO EUMHYANG CO. LTD. 
Dates Visited: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
Primary Product: 
Company Background: 
BUKIXO EUMHYANG CO., LTD . 
. (Company 0) 
April 6, April 18, ]\oril 25 and 
April 29, 1983 
Mr. Shin Jung-Sup 
Radio Speakers 
The Bukdoo Eumhyang Company is a manufacturer of car radio speakers. The 
company produces over 100 sizes and styles of speakers in its plant outside 
Seoul which employs approximately 350 workers. Gross sales in 1982 exceeded 
$5 million with 75% directed overseas to Europe and the U.S., and the 
remaining 25% used by secondary markets within Southeast Asia. 
Previously Observed Problems and Questions: 
During the preliminary visit by a GIT field engineer the company identified 
four problems with which they desired assistance. In a subsequent agreement 
between GIT consultants (see attached memo) the last two problems, dealing with 
cone-paper technology were assigned to another consultant. The two problems 
assigned to the current consultant were: 
1. The storage facility for raw materials is inadequate 
and J?OOrly arranged. The company needs assistance with 
storage l ayout and inventory management. 
2. The company management is interested in using a micro 
computer (Radio Shack TRS-80) for inventory and production 
management. They need informati on about the capability, 
limitation and cost of such equipment and sof tware. 
Problems and Questions Observed During Current Visit: 
3. A tour of the production facility revealed that the 
assembly line was considerably out of balance with a 
significant number of idle \<.Drkers. The company 
representative requested instruction in the methods of 
balancing production lines. 
4. The layout of many of the \<.Drk stations violated the 
principles of rrotion economy. The company representative 
requested suggestions and improved work place design. 
Actions Taken During Current Visit: 
During the first visit on April 6, 1983 the consultant met with client 
representatives and toured the production facility. A subsequent discussion 
revealed that the previously reported problem with inventory storage space had 
been solved by a recent move to a new and larger factory. The client stated 
also that they were not ready to consider computerization of the production 
and inventory management systems at this time but were very interested in taking 
initial steps to prepare their inventory management system for eventual com-
puterization. They wanted a system which can be operated manually at the present 
time and easily adapted to a micro-computer in the future . The consultant 
promised to research the problem and prepare a set of recommendations for the 
next visit. 
During the tour of the production facility the consultant pointed out 
several work places that were poorly designed from the standpoint of rrotion 
economy. The client requested instruction and assistance in redesigning the 
\<.Drk places. The consultant pointed out that he could redesi gn the work 
station, however when the production line changed for the next rrodel _run the 
designs would l::e obsolete. It would l::e IIDre beneficial if the client learned 
the techniques of efficient workplace design. To that end the consultant 
promised to prepare a set of docUIT'ents describing the principles of IIDtion 
economy and the techniques of v.JOrk place design. These docurrents were to l::e 
presented during a subsequent visit. 
During the second visit on April 18, 1983, the consultant presented a 
paper he had written specifically for Bukdoo on Inventory Management Considerations 
(a copy of that paper is attached to this report) . The client was asked to read 
the paper and gather the data (described therein) necessary to implement the 
system. The consultant agreed to answer any questions concerning the paper and 
assist in implementing the system on subsequent visits. 
The consultant also provided info~ation and brochures describing the 
TRS-80 micro computer and its inventory management software package. The 
system was discussed and the advantages and disadvantages to Bukdoo were pointed 
out. 
During the third visit on April 25, 1983 the client presented his data for 
the inventory management system. He stated that he had read and understood the 
consultant's paper and was prepared to implement the A-B-c rrethod of inventory 
control. The consultant clarified a few technical points and the client stated 
that he could proceed without further ass istance. 
The consultant next presented a paper on surrrnarizing 22 principles o f 
motion economy and a redesign of one of the work places (copies attached) . 
Each of the principles and the ir application were di scussed at sorre length , after 
which the client indicated that he understood the t echnique and would attempt to 
redesign sorre of the IIDre inefficient work places. 
During the fourth visit on April 29, 1983 the consultant instructed the 
client in the techniques of production line balancing. The plant engineer 
and the consultant then balanced the existing line as an example of how the 
techniques should be applied. Attached to this report is a rrerro to Bukdoo 
presenting notes and the results of the line balancing effort. In effect the 
number of ~rkers on the single line analyzed was reduced from 30 to 24 without 
decreasing production. Both the plant engineering manager and the company 
president were impressed with the results and indicated that in the future, 
when possible, production lines would be balanced as part of the start up procedure. 
Future Company Requirerrents: 
All of the company's reported problems and questions were answered. All 
that remains is for the company to implement the consultant's recommendations. 
There are numerous other areas for productivity improvement at Bukdoo but efforts 
on them should be delayed until the current recommended improvements have been 
assimilated. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions: 
The company representatives were extremely appreciative of the consultant's 
efforts. Without doubt rrost of his recomrendations will be implemented. Several 
recommendations have already been implemented; for example during the last 
visit it was observed that the work station design prepared by the consultant 
on the previous visit had been constructed and was being used with considerabl e 
improvement in efficiency. It was a lso observed that a "Hel p Want ed" sign on 
the company gate was immediately rerroved after the company president saw the 
results of the line balancing effort. It is obvious t hat the compa'1y management 
was enthusiastic and confident in the potential manpower saving that could 
be achieved through proper methods analysis and design. 
To: Bukdoo Eumhyang Co. Ltd. 
From: Jarres W. Bannerman P .E. 
Subject: Notes on balancing the production line for the 3 inch - 8 ohrn-
1 watt standard speaker. 
I. Analysis of the Current Line: 
Current production is at the rate of approximately 800 speakers 
per hour employing thirty production line employees (not counting 
supervisors). The pacing activity is "riveting the terminal to 
the rear of the speaker frarre." (activity #1) This is the first 
activity on the line and loads the line for subsequent activities. 
That activity requires 3. 3 seconds per speaker, and even with 
appropriate allowance for fatigue, should produce approximately 
1000 speakers per hour. The lower actual production rate can be 
attributed to production line inefficiencies and short duration, 
but frequent, power outages. There appeared to be no stoppage due 
to materials shortage, although it was noted that the workers at 
several critical stations had to replenish their own materials 
stock. 
II. The Prooosed Line: 
Data was gathered and a proposed line balance developed as shown 
on the attached data sheet. Under the proposed line, production 
will still be set at 1000 units per hour, however, the number of 
workers is reduced from 30 to 24. If it is desired to increase 
production a new parallel line will be required since the current 
line and the proposed line are both paced by fixed machine 
operations (activity 1 and 2). 
All of the "combined" activities shown on the proposed line may 
not be possible and therefore the proposed line might have to be 
rrcx:lified to sorre extent. The proposal does provide a starting 
point however, and identifies areas for improved productivity 
thru innovative design. Specifically, the following should be 
noted: (activities described on attached worksheet) 
a) Activities 2 and 3 may be difficult for one person to 
perform efficiently. It might be better to delay activity 
4 until just prior to and in combination with activity 9. 
b) Activities 6, 7, and 8 all require glue gun operations. 
Activities 6 and 8 use a different kind of glue than 
activity 7. It is suggested that these activities might be 
combined (to be done by 2 people instead of 3) by using a 
double-barreled glue gun. 
c) Activities 16 and 17 probably cannot both be done by a 
single worker. It may be possible, however, for one worker 
to perform activity 16 for both sides of the production line 
and another worker to perfo:rm activity 17 for both sides. 
This will reduce the total number of people required for 
these operations on both lines from 4 to 2 saving one person 
on each line. 
III. Future Actions Recommended: 
4/29/83 
The Bukdoo Engineering manager should continue the analysis started 
on this visit. When an acceptable balance has been achieved, the 
sequence and duties at each station should be well documented and 
filed. The next tirre that particular rrodel speaker is produced, 
the production line plan can be retrieved and implemented 
innlediately. Similar line balancing efforts on the other Bukdoo 
speaker production lines will make major improvements in the company's 
productivity. It must be rerrembered, however, that a production 
line, once balanced, should not be considered fixed. The engineer 
must always be alert for rrethods of improving the balance thru 
improved work rrethods, work place design or rrechanization. 
James W. Bannerman P.E. 
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
A Paper Written for the 
BUKDOO EUMHYANG CO., LTD. 
by 
Jame s W. Bannerman, P. E. 
consultant to the 
KOREAN CREDIT GUARANTEE FUND 
Seoul, Korea 
April 7 , 1983 
The Nature of Inventory Managerrent 
An inventory control system may J::.e very simple, or quite elab:::lrate or 
anywhere in J::.etween. In each case, however, the system is essentially a set 
of rules which descril::.e when to order items for inventory, and how many items 
to order. 
The complexity of the inventory managerrent system is generally in direct 
proportion to the value of the items maintained in inventory or the cost 
associated with an inventory shortage. If too large an inventory is maintained, 
excess capital will J::.e tied up in material sitting on the shelf. If too small 
an inventory is maintained, the company may experience lost capital through 
cancelled orders or penalty payments for expedited delivery o f needed parts . 
The purpose of an inventory managerrent system then, is to balance these two 
potential costs and at the same time de-couple the production process f rom the 
parts purchasing process. 
Inventory Characteristics 
Inventories generally contain l arge numbers of parts or items. It would 
not J::.e rmusual for a company like BUKDOO EUMHYANG CO. LTD. t o maintain an inventory 
of we ll over a million individua l items, with as many as a thousand different 
categories. Such a profusion of different items may appear to make the task of 
establishing an inventory control system J::.eyond the capability of the technical 
and managerial staff of the company. The re are , however , sorre assumptions and 
procedures which will simplify the process and at the sarre time prepare the 
inventory system for f uture adaptation to a computer. 
The A B C Method of Inventory Control 
This rrethod is designed to focus attention on .inventory items .in pro-
portion to their value and importance. The importance of any item is detennined 
by (1) the value of the item, (2) the tirre required to replenish depleted stock 
and (3) the cost of a stock outage. 
Generally, a small percentage of the .inventory items make up a large 
percent of the cost of the .inventory .investrrent. These items are called class 
"A" items and special care should be taken .in controlling their inventory. By 
contrast sorre items are comparatively unimportant. Generally as much as 50% 
of the inventory items fall .into this category. Inventory conb;"ol of these 
items which are called class "C" can be quite simple. 
All items which are not class "A" or class "C" are .in class "B". These 
items are of average importance and their .inventory control should receive a 
normal amount of attention. 
It is this A-B-c rrethod of .inventory control which will be described in 
this paper and recorrrrended to the BUKDCX> EUMHYANG CO. , LTD. 
Establish.ing The Order Rules 
An order rule is a staterrent of when to replenish .inventory, .in what 
quantity to replenish it, and how f requently the .inventory should be reviewed 
to determine which itens should be ordered. The objective of the order rule 
lS to establish a balance among (a ) the cost of replenish.ing .inventory, (b) 
the cost of carry.ing .inventory, and (c) the cost of stock outages. 
In establish.ing an .inventory managerrent system for the BUKDOO EUMHYANG 
CO., LTD. it i s recorrrrended that three sets of .inventory rules be employed : 
one each for class "A", "B" and "C" items. 
The first step then is to classify all items in inventory as A, B, or 
C. This is the client • s responsibility and must be done before any other 
steps in the inventory ma.nagerrent system can be implenented. The company 
inventory clerk should tabulate the following data on each item carried in 
inventory. 
1. Item name and identification data 
2 . Cost per nni t 
3. Normal usage rate 
4 . Replenishrrent lead tirre 
5. Shortage cost 
6. Re-order cost 
7. Quantity disconnt information 
8. Unusua l cost of holding inventory 
9. Replenishrrent time for energency r e plenishrrent 
The second step will be to classify inventory items as class A, B, or C. 
This should be done by the company management after reviewing the tabulation 
described in the previous paragraph. 
There are six basic order rules available. One of these rules, or a 
slight r.odification, will fit alrrost any inventory ma.nagerrent r equirenent . The 
six rules are as follows: 
1. Fixed r e-order point 
2. Net requirerrents 
3 . Reservations 
4 . Fixed review tir:'e 
5 . Group ordering 
6 . Two-bin orde r c ontrol 
Although no definitive recom:rendation can be made as to which rules should be 
adopted by BUKDOO EUMHYANG until the A-B-c classification has been completed 
and the data on individual items reviewed, it is anticipated that the Net Require-
rrents rule, Fixed Re-Order point rule and 'IWo-Bin Order rule will be recormended 
for class A, B and C items respectively. These three rules are described below 
to illustrate the type of inventory control procedure s that should be practiced. 
If analysis of the data on specific inventory items indicates that other rules 
might be more appropriate, they will be recommended with a full explanation of 
their operation. The rules described below should give the client an under-
standing of the involverrent and commitrrent which \vill be necessary if he is to 
adopt an inventory managerrent system. 
Two-Bin Control System Recommended 
for Class C Ita~ 
The '1\.D Bin Order control system is designed to provide control at a 
minimum cost. It relies on physical or visual control of inventory rather than 
on formal inventory records. It is particularly suited then to "high volurre, 
low i.rnp:Jrtance" items as identified as Class "C". 
The rule operates as follows: one bin contains a quantity equal to the 
re-order point quantity (determined from the usage rate, re-order l ead time , 
and safety stock). This bin is sealed shut so that all withdrawals are made 
from a second bin. ~men the second bin is empty, the seal on the first bin is 
broken and an order is placed . ~en the order is r eceived it is pl aced in a 
bin and sealed while withdrawals continue to be made from the other bin. The 
procedure continues with re-order quantitiGs reviewed and re-established 
periodically. 
Fixed Re-Order Point Rule Recommended 
for Class B Items 
The re-order date in the Fixed Re-Order Point rule is determined when the 
stock on hand plus stock already on order falls to the order point. The 
order point is an inventory level as large as the reasonable maximum usage 
of the item during the lead time to replenish stock. How much to order is 
prescribed by the Economic Order Quantity (ECQ) calculation, which will be 
explained to the client if this rule is adopted. In any case the Economic 
Order Quantity is calculated as the quantity that >vill result in the lowest total 
cost of ordering, making or procuring the item and carrying the resulting 
inventory. 
Under this rule, the re-order quantity is fixed, and the tirre interval 
between orders varies according to usage rate. The quantity on hand is checked 
every tirre material is withdrawn, and when the minimum on hand inventory is 
reached a new order is placed. 
This rule is relatively simple (although rrore complex than the t'WO-bin 
system) to or_::erate and maintain, because order points and quanti ties for many 
items need be revised only infrequently . It is well suited, t herefore, to 
Class B items. 
Net Requirement Order Rule Recommended 
for Class A Items 
Under the Net Requirements rule, gross requirements are determined for 
each item - either from forecasts or from orders already on hand - for each 
period (such a s a rronth). The gross requirements are then converted to net 
requirements by subtracting the numbers of unallocated units on hand and 
already on order. Orders are placed for t.~e net requirement thereby adjusting 
for any errors in the forecast for the previous period. Thus inventory is 
ordered every time requirements are develo~ and order quantities vary depending 
on the net requirement. 
The Net Requirerrents rule demands rrore clerical effort than the other rules, 
and therefore should be used only for Class A items where the potential savings 
in inventory procurement and carrying costs will be offset by the additional 
clerical costs. 
Conclusion 
This paper describes in brief outline the procedures and rationale for 
an elementary inventory management system. It does not contain the details 
necessary to implement such a system. These details and the technical assistance 
required will be provided if the client decides to adopt an inventory management 
system and is able to provide the necessary background data. The system 
suggested is totally a manual operation, however, it will provide the first 
step to future computerization. 
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that inventory control does not 
necessarily mean keeping inventories at a minimum, for the lowest possible 
inventory is often not the best or least costly inventory. The real need is 
to achi eve the best bal ance between too much inventory with all its financial 
hazards and too little inventory with all its unfavorable effects, customer 
relations, competitive position, and production stability. Inventory control 
in the BUKDCO EUMHYANG CO., LTD. offers tremendous potentia l if the company 
is willing or able to commit the resources necessary for its implementation 
and maintenance. 
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James W. Banne rman 
GIT Consultant t o KCGF 
Seoul, Kor ea 
Apr i l 1983 
The Principles of Motion Economy 
The 22 principles of rrotion economy as related to the use of the human body 
were developed by Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, the founders of industrial 
engineering, in 1923. Since that tirre they have been interpreted, investigated 
and proved but they remain today just as valid as they were 60 years ago. 
Many of these rules can be applied directly to the production operations at 
The Bukdoo Co. with a resultant irnproverrent lD productivity. 
The twenty-two rules are stated in this paper along with a brief explanation 
or amplification where appropriate. Each station on the production line might 
be e..'<:amined in the light of these rules. Maximum benefit will be derived, 
however, from applying the rules to these activities which are machine coupled: 
for example, the operation where the washer is welded to the rear of the speaker 
frame. These rules will also provide a valuable guide when designing future 
work stations or incorporating jigs and fixtures. 
1. The two hands should begin and complete their rrotions 
at the same time. 
2. The two hands should not be idle at the same tine except 
during rest periods . 
3. Motions of the arr.tS should be made in opposite and 
symmetrical directions and should be made simultaneously. 
The first three principles are close l y related. The hands should work 
together stopping and starting at the same tine and in symmetrical but opposite 
directions . It is frequentl y very easy to arrange the work place or build a 
fixture which will take advantage of these three rules. 
4. Hand and body rrotions should be confined to the lowest 
classification which is possible to perform the work 
satisfactorily. The rrotions in order are: 
a. Finger rrotions 
b. Finger and write rrotion 
c. Finger, wrist and forearm rrotion 
d. Finger, wrist, forearm and upper arm rrotion 
e. Finger, wrist, forearm, upper arm and shoulder rrotion. 
5. M::>rrentum should be employed to assist the worker \·Jhenever possible, 
and it should be reduced to a minimum if it must be overcome by 
muscular force. 
Where possible use the rrorrentum to do the work like driving a nail rather than 
screwing. Avoid using muscles to overcome rrorrent'l..lm and stop the piece. 
6. Sm::::>oth continuous curved rrotions of the hands are preferable 
to straight line motions involving sudden and sharp changes 
in direction. 
7. Ballistic rrovernents are f aster, e asier and rrore accurate than 
restricted (fixation) or controlled rrovements. 
A ballistic rrovernent employs energy only at the beginning of the stroke as in 
using a hamrer. The controlled moverrent uses e nergy during the entire stroke 
such a s bring ing a pencil to the pad in preparation to write . 
8. lbrk should be arranged to permit an easy and natural rhythm 
whe neve r possible. 
Rhythm is important. It is a pacing mechanism and results in l ess f atigue than 
the sarre wor k done at irregular intervals. 
9. Eye fixations should be as few and as close together as 
possible. 
10. There should be a definite and fixed place for all tools 
and materials. 
The operator should always be able to find the tools and materials ll1 the sarre 
place. Likewise finished parts should always be delivered to a fixed location. 
11. Tools, materials and controls should be located close to 
the point of use. 
12. Gravity feed bins and containers should be used to deliver 
materials close to the point of use. 
13. Drop delivery should be used whenever possible. 
The work should be arranged so that the finished units may be disposed of by 
releasing them in the position in which they are completed. 
14. Materials and tools should be located to permit the best 
sequence of motions. 
The material required at the beginning of a cycle should be placed next to the 
point of release at the finished piece from the preceding cycle. 
15. Provisions should be made for proper lighting of the work 
place. 
16. The height of the work place and the chair should preferably 
be arranged so that alternate sitting and standing at work 
are easily possible. 
17. A chair at the typ2 and height to penni t good posture should 
be provided for every worker. 
18. The hands should be relieved of all hDrk that can be done 
rrore advantageously by a jig or a fixture or a foot operated 
device. 
19. 'l'M:> or rrore tools should be combined when possible. 
It is usually quicker to turn a small two ended tool end-for-end than it is to 
lay one down and pick up another. 
20. Tools and materials should be prepositioned whenever possible. 
The repository for a tool should facilitate the next grasp of the tool. 
21. Where each finger perfonns sorre specific rroverrent, such as in 
typewriting, the load should be distributed in accordance 
with the inherent strength of the finger. 
First and second fingers are stronger than the third and fourth. The right hand 
is generally stronger than the left. 
22. Levers, crossbars and handwheels should be located in such a 
position that the operator can manipulate them with the least 
change in body position and with the greatest mechanical 
advantage. 
The rrore convenient a machine is to operate the highe r the production is likely 
to be. 
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ROLENS WATCH COMPANY 
ROLENS WATCH COMPANY 
(Company C) 
Dates Visited: April 4 and April 14, 1983 
Company Representatives Involved: Mr. Choe Tae, Leon (Manager} 
Mr. C. D. Ok (President} 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin Jung-Sup 
Background of Company: 
The Rolens Watch Company produces a line of watches and wall 
clocks, with about fifty different styles of watches and eighty 
styles of clocks, both electric and wind-up. Approximately 70% 
of their product is for domestic consumption with the remaining 
30% exported to Italy, the Netherlands, and France. The Company 
was organized in 1975 and currently employs 100 people in its two 
plants. Gross sales in 1982 were 2 billion won ($3.2 million}. 
Previously Observed Problems and Questions: 
During the survey visit by the GIT field engineer, the com-
pany representative related that the ir primary concern was in re-
ducing the cost of the stator in their electric clock motors. 
The current material is 25% N: and 75 % Fe. It is formed in 2 
laminations and costs about 300 won ($.50} per motor. They wan t 
to know if the stator can be made of wire or redesigned with less 
expensive materials. 
The GIT field engineer reported no other problems or questions . 
Observed Problems and Questions During Current Period: 
In addition to the probl e m previous l y reported it was ob-
served that the production line was qu ite inefficient. There 
were only two power operated machines in the entire p lant. The 
rest were hand operated, and absolutely no automation was em-
ployed. The work stations were poorly laid out and much wasted 
and duplication of effort was observed. 
Actions Taken During Current Period: 
During the first visit on April 4, 1983 the consultant met 
with company representatives and toured the production facility. 
A preliminary discussion of the company's problems and areas 
where the consultant could be of service was held. In addition 
to providing information on the new stator material the company 
asked for any general observations the consultant might make on 
improving the efficiency of the production line. 
During the second visit on April 14, 1983 the consultant pre-
sented a stator from a Westclock electric motor. The material in 
the motor in cold rolled Cl005 steel (5 % C, 35 % MN, 60 % Fe) with 
a Rockwell B hardness less than 55. The materia l is available 
from the U.S. at approximately 32¢ per pound (2 pound/sq.ft.). 
This would be approximately 1/10 the price the company is paying 
for the current stator material. 
The company representative was very pleased with the prospect 
of a significant cost reduction and asked if it would be possible 
to obtain sufficient material (approximately 1 sq. ft.) upon 
which he could run tests. The consultant promised to write to the 
stee l distributor in the U.S. and ask for a test specimen (a copy 
of that letter is attached to this report). In addition, the com-
pany representative was provided with the name and address of the 
supplier in the U.S. a nd the name and phone number of the sup-
plier's metalurgest in the U.S. as follows: 
Worthington Steel Company 
P.O. Box 37 
Catawba, South Carolina 29704 
U.S.A. 
Mr. Tom Rennix, Plant Manager (803) 324-4140 
Mr. Tom Flunnery, Purchasing Agent (803) 324-4140 
Mr. Tom Zimmerman, Chief Metalurgist (614) 438-3210 
During this visit the consultant also made several suggestions 
relating to methods engineering which, it was felt, would improve 
the efficiency of the production line. Both the plant manager 
and the president stated, however, it would not be possible to 
implement the suggestions at this time since it was the company 
policy that the method for doing a job was determined by the 
worker and no changes could be implemented without the worker's 
approval. They had previously tried some of the suggestions, but 
had met with worker resistance, because either the worker felt it 
was more difficult to do the job that way (resistance to change) 
or that perhaps the increased efficiency might eliminate jobs. 
In any case, the manager grate f ully accepted the suggestions, 
but indicated that they would probably not be implemented at this 
time. 
Future Actions: 
The consultant provided the company manager with his address 
in the U.S. and offered his services ln obtaining f urther in f or-
mation about the ne w stator materia l or a ssis ting in placing a 
purchase order. 
Observed Results and Company Reaction: 
The clie nt was extr e me ly pleased with the prospect o f ob-
taining less expensive material for the electric clock motor 
stator. They will test the material when the sample arrives, 
and if it is satisfactory will undoubtedly switch to the new 
material. 
The client was very appreciative of the consultant•s sug-
gestions for improved work station layout and production methods, 
but will probably not implement them until such time as the 
worker-management relationship changes. 
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YU IL CORPORATION 
YU IL CORPORATION 
Dates Visited: 
Company Representative Involved: 
KCGF Staff Involved: 
[}2scription of Company: 
(Company A) 
April 11, and April 28, 1983 
Mr. Chong, Plant Manager 
Engineering Manager 
Mr. Seon Yong Hoon 
Mr. Shin Jung Sup 
The Yu Il Corporation produces a line of office furniture with major emphasis 
on rretal desks and filing systems. The company produces over 150 different 
products in its two plants which employ approximately 200 workers. Total gross 
sales in 1982 were in excess of 3 billion won ($4 Million) all destined for 
domestic consumption within the Republic of Korea. 
Previously Observed Problems and Questions: 
During the preliminary survey visit by the GIT field engineer, the 
following problems and questions were noted: 
1. Current spot welding procedures produce dimples and surface 
blemishes. Company wants information on how to e liminate this problem. 
2. Current plant l ayout is inefficient. Company wants information 
on how to l ay out the production facility in an e f f i c ient manner. 
3. Company feels they have a problem with their painting methods. 
They would like information about automatic painting systems. 
Observed Problems and Questions During Current Visit: 
1. In addition to the problems cited above it was observed that 
there is no systematic rrethod of storing the finished product. The 
allocated storage space is inadequate for the volume of product to 
be stored. 
Actions Taken During Current Visit: 
During the first visit on April 11, 1983 the consultant rret with company 
representatives and toured the production facility. A preliminary discussion 
of the company's problems and areas where the consultant could be of service 
was held. In order to develop a solution to the spot welding problem, the 
company was asked to provide data on the existing welding rrethods, specifically: 
(a) Sheet rretal thickness and composition. 
(b) Welding electrode size (diarreter) and shape. 
(c) Welding hold tirre and squeeze force. 
(d) Welding current. 
(e) Cycle tirres. 
During the second visit on April 28, 1983 the company representative was 
unable to produce the requested data \-Jhich would enable the consult ant t o 
analyze the spot welding problem. The company representative stated that the 
operation of the welding equiprrent was the worker's prerogative and that 
managerrent was reluctant to interfere by asking for data or setting oper at ing 
procedures and standards. They stated that over the years the operators had 
-
tried many times to eliminate the problem but had ahvays been unsuccessful 
therefor e they felt that a solution was imposs ible. If , however, the 
consultant would give them a set of ins tructions that would eliminat e the 
problem they would try to follow them. 
The consultant emphasized that dimpling was a very prevalent problem in 
spot welding and could be eliminated only by a systematic analysis and 
controlled experirrentation. The consultant explained that the four factors 
which influenced weld characteristics (including dimpling) were: 
1. Weld current and cycle. 
2. Electrode size and shape. 
3. Squeeze pressure. 
4. Metal COITI[X)Si tion and thickness. 
Each of the factors could be varied independently or in combination to 
achieve a "welding schedule" which would produce the desired characteristics. 
The consultant outlined very precisely the steps required to arrive at an 
acceptable welding schedule. The consultant also provided a copy of the 
chapter on resistance welding from the Metals Handl:x:>ok. That chapter outlines 
the steps to follow in establishing a welding schedule. The client stated 
that they had a copy of the Metals Handbook but felt that the procedures 
outlined are too complex for them them to follow. What they wanted was 
someone to just tell them how to weld without blemishes. 
The consultant provided the following additional documents relating to 
welding equipment and procedures: 
1. Copies of the appropriate pages (15834 thru 15843) of the 
1982 Thomas Registers listing manufacturers of resistance welding 
equiprrent. 
2. Berke ley Davis Co. catalogues on the following equiprrent: 
a. Resistance welders. 
b. Bench welders. 
c. Press t ype welders. 
d. Rocker arm we lde rs. 
3. A list of publications and order information from the 
Resistance welder Manufacturers Association, Philadelphia, Pa. 
In response to the request for information about automatic painting 
systems, the consultant provided brochures and an explanation of the Ransburg 
Electrostatic Spray Painting System. The equipment is used extensively for 
automatic painting systems in the U.S. and should suit the Yu Il needs very 
well. The consultant explained the theory and areas of application of 
Electrostatic Painting Systems. 
The consultant provided a copy of Chapter 6 from Plant I.avout and !'1aterials 
Handling by J. Apple. This chapter describes conventional techniques for 
analyzing materials flow in a manufacturing facility. The contents of the 
chapter were discussed and the consultant explained how the techniques should 
be applied to iTproving the plant layout at Yu Il Corp. 
Future Actions: 
·The consultant has provided all the explanations, instruction and 
documentation necessary for the client to solve the identified problems. If 
the client elects to implement the recommendations he may require some 
£ollow-up technical assistance. As explained in the next paragraph, however, 
the client did not indicate which, if any, of the suggestions he pl~1.ned to 
adopt. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions: 
The client was very receptive and appreciative of the consultant's 
research and docurrentations. Although it was not stated, i t appeared that 
the client will be sorrewhat reluctant to adopt the suggestions. The client 
gave the inpression that a systematic analysis of the s:pot welding problem 
would be beyond the capability of his staff. He preferred a trial and 
error effort or a "magic wand" solution. The client will probably attempt 
to inprove his plant layout by f•::>J.lovJing the procedures provided. He 
probably will not take any furtt,er action relative to the automatic spray 
painting system since it would involve an expenditure of funds for new 
equiprrent. 
DONG KWANG COMPANY LTD. 
DANG KWANG co. I LTD. 
(Company I) 
Dates Visited: April 7, April 15 and April 21, 1983 
Company Representative Involved: Mr. Han Kyou Kim (Director) 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin Jung-Sup 
Background: 
The Dang Kwang Company manufactures cloth and plastic luggage under 
contract to Samsoni te and Sears, Roebuck and Co. , as well as for Korean 
domestic consumption. The company's single plant, located on the outskirts 
of Seoul, employs 300 people, and produces over 100 different styles of 
luggage with 70% exported to the U.S. and West Germany. Their gross sales 
in 1982 were approximately 3,400 million won ($4.5 million). 
Previously Observed Problems and Questions : 
During a survey visit by a GIT field engineer, the company representative 
related the following problems: 
1. They need information about equipment to install zipper stops 
(bottom stops) . 
2. They need information about techniques for sewing long seams 
and making the material ends come out even. 
3 . They desire information on modern sewinq machines and acce ssor i e s 
as well as mater ials handling equipment. 
4 . They desire information on sewing plant layout methods. 
Observed Problems and Questions During CUrrent Visit: 
In addition to the problems identified above, the current consultant 
observed the following: 
1. The company needs information about a large shear which will 
cut up to 50 ply of p. v. c. 60 inches wide. The company's current 
machine is limited to a 37 inch width (the director stated it didn't 
work well). They currently cut the material on the floor with a 
steel straight edge and a razor blades 
2. The company has never established standard times for any of its 
products so is not able to forecast the duration of production runs 
to meet the specific orders. They would like information on how to 
establish standard times. 
Actions Taken During the Current Period: 
The consultant made three visits to the client's Droduction facility 
during the current period. On the initial visit the consultant met with 
the plant director and discussed the probl~ts and questions identified by 
the GIT field engineer during the survey visit. The consultant then toured 
the production facility at which time the additional problems listed above 
were identified. 
During the initial visit the plant director stated they were anticipating 
a week long visit by the representatives from the Korean small and Medium 
Industry Prorrotion Corp. (SMIPC) and their consultant. The director 
further indicated that the SMIPC consultant would work on the probl em of plant 
layout and production forecasting, and that he would like the GIT consultant 
to provide information on rrodern sewing pl ant and materials handling equipment 
and assist the SMIPC consultant with the other problems. It was agreed that 
the GIT consultant would meet with the SMlPC consultant at the end of the 
following week to discuss the progress made by the SMIPC consultant and 
identify areas where the GIT consultant could be of further service. 
During the second visit the GIT consultant met with the plant director 
and the SMlPC consultant. During the four days that the SMIPC consultant 
had spent in the plant he had identified problems with the production 
equipment and methods. It was interesting to note that the problems were 
almost identical to those identified by the GIT field engineer and consultant. 
It was agreed that in the four days he had remaining in the plant, the SMIPC 
consultant would construct an "operation process chart" and obtain standard 
times for each operation. The GIT consultant on the next visit would then use 
that data to perform a "line balance" and instruct the plant director in the 
techniques of production forecasting. It was agreed that due to the fact that 
the company produces over 100 different styles of luggage , and that each 
style required a separate production set up, it was more important to 
instruct the company representative in methods of determining standard times 
and making production forecasts than in developing such data for a specific 
production run which would be obsolete at the end of the run. 
The consultant provided a number of catalogs describing modern leather 
and pl astic sewing machines and equipment (see attached list of documentation) . 
The consultant went thru the catalogs with the client highl ighting specific 
equipment which was particularly appropriate to the client 1 S r:eec<.s . The 
consultant recommended that the client give consideration t o the acquisition 
of the following equipment when replacing his e..'<isting machines: 
• 
1. Pfaff 335-H3-6/01(.900/52) cylinder-bed sewing machine. This 
single needle cylinder bed sewing machine is one of the rrost 
frequently employed machines, for sewing bags,soft suitcases and 
leather craft articles. It is equipped with unison feed, horizontal 
rotary hook and 46 rrm diarreter cylinder bed. It can be fitted with 
a thread puller/trimmer, an automatic presser foot lifter, and/or an 
automatic needle positioner. Due to the slender cylinder bed the 
machine is particularly well suited for sewing concave tubular 
work pieces which occur especially in the leather goods industry. 
The combined action of the three feeding mechanisms ensures that 
materials are joined evenly without any interply shifting. This 
attribute should solve the client's problems of uneven seams. 
2. Pfaff 1295 - 706/35 - 17/01 - 940 Post bed Sewing Machine. This 
machine is equipped with a compound feed, large vertical rotary 
hook and a robbin that holds 60% .i"!Dre thread tha'1 the standard 
version. Its triple feed ensures that multiple pieces of material 
having differ ent thicknesses or a rough, slippery or tacky surface 
will be fed at a uniform rate. The machine is excellent for 
sewing bags and soft suitcases, and should serve the client's 
desire for larger robbins as well as the seam malalignrrent problem . 
3. Pfaff 1245 - 706/05-6/01 Single Needle Fl atbed Sewing Machine, 
has a unison feed, large rotary hook and robbin which holds 60% 
rrore thread than standard rrodels. The areas of application of 
this machine are alrrost unlimited and include all normal sewing 
• 
operations in the leather gcx:ds industry. There are a number of 
attachments which make this machine adaptable to many special 
-.·.sewing jobs. The machine is of special sturdy construction 
making it particularly suited to application where maintenance 
may be a problem. This machine can be fitted with a double 
needle for sewing zipper tapes. 
4. Several other general and special purpose machines were 
discussed with the client. 
The consultant provided documentation and catalogs on automatic zipper 
stop machines. The consultant described the operation of such machines and 
discussed the advantages of rretal staple zipper stops over sewn ends. The 
consultant recommended that the client consider acquisition of an automatic 
bottom stop machine similar to those described in the CARBIDE or MURKO 
catalogs (see list of provided docurrentation} . The price of such a machine 
would be approximate ly $3,300 FOB U.S.A. The consultant discussed ordering 
procedures in the event the client decided to adopt the recommendation. 
During the third visit it was discovered that the SMIPC consultant had 
not deve loped the "operati on process chart" or e stablished standard t irres. 
It would, therefore, not be possible f or the GIT consultant to perform a 
line balance . Instead the GIT consultant rret with the p lant production 
supervisor and instructed him in the rrethods of developing the "oper ati on 
process chart" and the "flow diagram" and using the se documents to design 
an improved plant l ayout and e fficient mat erials f l ow. 
The consultant provided a copy of Chapt e r 6 (Conventional Technique s 
for Anal yzing Materia l Flow} and Chapter 11 (Space Det e rmination} from 
• 
Plant Layout and Materials Handling by J. M. Apple. The consultant also 
provided a copy of a set of procedures for "Sewing Room Production Systems" 
·developed by Kurt Salrron Associates Inc. 
Future Actions: 
It is felt that the docun~tation provided, along with the technical 
instructions given to the plant personnel afforded answers to the questions 
and provided the techniques by which the company could solve rrost of the 
problems identified in both the survey and current visits. The principal 
remaining problem concerns the large shear. The consultant agreed that upon 
his return to the U.S. he v..Duld obtain information on the shear and forward 
it to the client thru KCGF. The consultant also agreed to investigage the 
existence of a sewing machine accessory which will cut a welt tape prior to 
the needle in a welt sewing operation. (This may be impossible, but the 
client claims to have seen such an attachment in Taiwain.) 
Observed Results and Company Reaction: 
The client was extremely pleased with the documentation, catalogs and 
brochures concerning rrodern sewing room and materials handling equiprrent. 
He indicated he intended to follow the consultant's r ecommendations and 
would replace much of his existing worn out equiprrent with the new machines. 
The c lient was very r eceptive and appreciative of the instruction on 
production planning techniques. Although implerrentation may be beyond the 
t echnical ability of the plant personnel at this tirre , they are at least 
aware of the problem and probably will attempt to use a "flow diagram" to 
• 
improve the materials flow thru the production facility. It is quite 
possible that they may hire a local consultant to perform a complete work 
study to determine standard times and produce a production schedule. 
.. .. 
Docurrents, Catalogues and Brochures provided DANG KWANG, CO. during Second 
Visit April 15, 1983 
1. SANBRAND catalog #231, 1982 edition. Sandbrand Co., 
3900 Green Industrial Way, Atlanta, Ga. 30341. A 
Complete Catalogue of Cutting, Sewing, Finishing and 
Warehousing Equiorrent, Parts and Accessories. 
2. Instruction Manual for Operation and Care of Series 
1730 Staple Bottom Stop Machines, TALON Corp., 626 
Arch Street, Meadville, Pa. 16335. 
3. Catalog of CARBIDE Automatic and Semi -Automatic 
Machines for Zipper Industry. CARBIDE Corp., 1631 
63rd Street, Brooklyn, New York, 11204 
4. Brochure of MURKO Ziooer Chain Machines and Assembly 
Equipment. MURKO Machinery and Die Corp. , 32-38 
62nd Street, Woodside , New York 11377 
5. PFAFF Special Service Catalogue # 71-01, 1982 Edition. 
PFAFF PEGASUS Corp. , Gre en Industria l Way , Atlanta, 
Ga. 30341. A Ca t a l oque of Machines for the Production 
of Handbaqs and Suitcases. 
6. PFAFF Special Service Ca t a logue #001-01, 1982 Edition. 
PFAFF PEGASUS Corp., Gre en Industrial ~\lay, Atlanta, Ga . 30341. 
A range of machines catalogue giving technical details on 
the equipment described in catalogue #71-01. 
7. Photograph of Zipoer Stop Machine used by YKK Zipper Co. 
1306 Industrial Drive, Marietta, Ga. 30065. 
" • l 
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SAM SHIN IRON IND. CO. LTD. 
.· 
SAM SHlli IRON IND. CO., LTD. 
(Company J) 
Dates Visited: April 8, April 26, and April 29, 1983 
Company Representative Involved: Mr. I. G. Kim 
Chief, Quality Control Section 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin Jung-Sup 
Background: 
The Sam Shin Iron Ind. Co. is a manufacturer of forged steel valves and 
fittings. There are 135 employees at the Inchon plant which produce s 
approximately 12, 000 valves per rronth in 50 different rrodels. The company's 
gross sales in 1982 were 2.5 billion won ($3.3 million) of which 60% was for 
domestic consumption and 40% exported to the United States, Holland, and 
Southeast Asia. 
Previously Observed Problems and Questions: 
During the original survey visit the field engineer reported the 
following problems and questions: 
1. The company wants to purchase books on high pressure 
valve design and manufacturing They need a list of current books 
and ordering information. 
2. The company wants to manufacture AS.ME "N" stamp valves . 
They need information about obtainL~g ASME nuclear certif i cation . 
3. The company wants to upgrade their existing machinery. 
They need information arout numerical controlled (N.C.) machines 
including cost justification. 
4 . The company wants information on rrodern forging 
technology. 
Problems and Questions Observed During Current Visit: 
l. The Quality Control Section Chief reports that his staff is 
spending too Imlch tirre on quality control tests. They desire 
information on how to reduce the arrount of testing and still stay 
within the scope of Mil. Standard 105 D. 
2. The company has a Rockl.vell hardness tester, but does not 
have a calibration standard. 
Actions During Current Visit: 
During the first visit the consultant met with the client's representative 
and discussed the problems identified by the GIT field engineer during the 
survey visit. The client stated that the problems still existed and that 
the consultant's interpretation was correct. The consultant and KCGF staff 
toured the production facility and in a subsequent discussion identified 
the additional problems cited arove. 
During the second visit the consultant provided documentation and 
made recommendations relative to each of the problems i dentif i ed in the 
survey visit. The documents and recommendations (keyed to the specific 
problems cited above ) were as follows: 
Problem #1 - Books on high pressure valves 
(a) The consultant provided a Xerox copy of the title page, table 
of contents and preface of the following books and articles: 
1. Hutchison, J. W., ISA Handbook of Central Valves. 2d 
Edition. Instrument Society of America, Pittsburg, 1976. 
2. Lyons, Jerry L., Lyons Valve Designers Handbook, Von 
Nostrand Reinhold Co. , N. Y. 19 82 • 
3. Lyons, J. L. & Askland, Lvons Encvclooedia of Valves, 
Von Nostrand Reinhold Co., N.Y. 1972. 
4. 0 'Keefe, William, "Learn Fluid-handling Lessons from 
Nuclear Isolation Valves and Activator Systems," Power, 
January 1981 (pp 68-71). 
5. Pearson, G. H., Valve Design Manually Operated Pattern, 
Pitman Publishing Co., N. Y. 1972. 
6. Schweitzer, Philip A., Handbook of Valves, Industrial 
Press Inc., New York- 1972. 
7. Valve Technology, A Computation, Technology Utilization 
Office, NASA, 1970. 
(b) The consultant provided copie s of the appropriate pages (concerning 
valve technology) from the 1980 and 1981 editions of the Applied Science 
Technology Index. 
Problem #2 ASME "N" Stamp 
(a ) The consultant provided the following docurrentation: 
1. ASME application (form letter N.l) for nucl ear certificates 
of author ization and code symbol stamps. 
2. Forms and work sheets to be completed prior to a 
certification survey. 
3. Order form and instructions for ordering the ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. 
4. Order form and instructions for ordering the Proposed 
Standard for Functional Qualification Requirements for Power 
Operated Active Valve Assemblies for Nuclear Power Plants, 
ASME, 1983. 
5. A copy of the part of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code, Section III, relating to quality control standards. 
6. A copy of the ASME "N" sta!Tl? certification "Qualitv Program 
Survey and Audit Checklist. 
7. A list of companies authorized to witness nuclear 
certification quality control tests. 
8. The narre and contact information of a U.S. company willing 
to assist ($50 per hr. + expenses) with obtaining ASME 
certification. 
9 . The narre and phone number of an ASME contact f~r questions 
r elative to "N" stamp certification. 
(b) The consultant estimated that the cost of obtaining an "N" 
stamp certi f ication would be approximately as follows: 
Survey t eam $30,000 + expenses 
Consultant services $15,000 + expenses 
Upgrading Company Q.C. 
Total approximate cost 




In light of the high cost associated with such certification, the consultant 
recomrended that the Sam Shin Iron Ind. Co. investigate the alternatives of 
sub-contracting to provide valves and fittings to a company which already 
possesses the "N" stamp certification. 
Problem #3 Infonnation on N.C. Machines 
(a) The consultant prepared and presented a cross-tabulation of 
the attributes of five different nurrerical control systems (A copy of 
the tabulation is attached.) 
(b) The consultant provided the following: 
1. A copy of the appropriate chapter (N.C. Machinery 
Guidelines) from the Machinery Data Handbook, 3rd Edition. 
Machinery Data Center, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
2. Ordering information from the Machinery Data Handbook 
and other publications of the i"lachinery Data Center, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
3. A brochure and equipment description from the Allison 
Machinery Co. , Atlanta, Ga. The docurrentation described 
the following equipment: 
a) Turning centers 
b) Vertical milling centers 
c) Machinery cells. 
4 . A brochure and equiprrent catalog frcm the Schmiede Machine 
and Tool Co. , Atlanta, Ga. The doet.UT'entation described the 
following N. C. syste.rns: 
a) Bendix System 10 
b) Puma 10 
c) BMC - 8B. 
5. Copies of the following articles from current technical 
journals: 
a) Duquetta D. Remanufacturing: The Evolving Crisis in 
Re-Industrialization, COMMLINE, July-Aug. 1981 (pp 28-30) 
b) Gehrels, J. C., Nurrerical Control Technology, 
COMMLINE March- April 1982 (pp 14-44). 
c) Makino Milling Machines, Metalwork, Sep. 1980 
(pp 99-102). 
d) Thomas, D.W., The Impact of N.C. on Quality Control, 
COMMLINE, Sep-Oct. 1981 (pp 20-21) . 
6. A check list of 44 points to consider for the justification 
of N.C. machinery reprinted from M::xiern Machine Shop, 
Allison Machinery Corp. , Atlanta, Ga. 
Problem #4 Forging Technology 
The consultant provided a copy of the title page, table of contents 
and preface of: Jensen, J. G. , Forging Industry Handbook, Forging 
Industry Association, Cleveland, Ohio 1970. 
The consultant then discussed most of the above described documentation 
with the client and pointed out the sections, equipment and articles which were 
most appropriate for the Sam Shin Iron Ind. Co. Ltd. 
During the second visit the consultant also provided 4 calibration standards 
for use with the company's Rockwell hardness test. Three of the standards the 
consultant had manufactured himself and the fourth standard was a certified 
calibration standard obtained corrrrercially. The hardness of the standards 
ranged from Rockwell C 25 to C 60. 
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SAM JUNG ELECTRIC IND. CO. LTD. 
SAM JUNG ELEX::TRIC IND. CO. LTD. 
(Company M) 
Dates Visited: April 12 and April 19, 1983 
Companv Representatives Involved: Mr. Y. H. Ku 
Chief of Development Division 
Mr. K. S. Olt 
Director of Engineering 
Mr. D. 0. Lee 
Director of International Dept. 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin Jung-Sup 
Background: 
The Sam Jung Electric Industrial Co. Ltd. is a manufacturer of automobile 
radios. It employs 400 workers in the company's only plant located outside 
the city of Seoul. The 1982 gross sales totaled 4 billion won ($5.3 million) 
with approximately $1.4 million exported to the U. s. and Europe. 
Previously Observed Problems and Questions: 
During the survey visit by the GIT field engineer, the company 
representative reported three problems. 
1. A noise problem associated with the final quality 
control check. The company r equest ed information on 
c:;t:_ equi prrent. 
2. The company requested information about in-process 
c:;t:. checks and procedures . 
3. The company r equested informat ion and suggestions on 
establishing an organizational s tructure t o support a 
pr oduct development activity . 
Observed Problems and Questions Current Visit: 
By a letter dated February 7, 1983 (copy attached) the previous 
consultant assumed responsibility for problems 1 and 2 identified above. 
On the initial visit to the plant the current consultant was 
· inforrred that the company managerrent had changed and that the new manage-
ment did not perceive any problem as described in item 3 above. In fact 
the company representative stated that he knew of no problem with which 
the consultant could be of assistance. 
Actions During Current Visit: 
During the first visit on April 12, 1983 the consultant met with the 
company management representatives in the corporate office in Seoul. As 
stated previously the new management could not identify any problems or 
questions with which the consultant could be of service. Since, however, the 
consultant had perforrred significant research on the previously stated problem 
of product development organizations, the company representatives stated that 
they would be interested in a briefing and copies of the source documents 
relating to the research. Bet'i.veen the first and second visits the consultant 
prepared a summary paper describing the Matrix Organizational Structure with 
particular emphasis on how such a structure could be used by Sam Jung 
Electric. A copy of that paper is attached to this report. 
During the second visit on April 19, 1983 the consultant briefed several 
representatives of the Sam Jung Electric Co. management on L~e characteristics, 
benefits and disadvantages of a Matrix Organizational Structure. Tb.e paper 
described in the previous paragraph was presented along with copies of the 
references and source documents. (A bibliography of those documents is 
attached to this report.) 
Future Actions: 
The company representative did not identify any areas where the 
consultant could be of further service. There appears to be no future 
action required. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions: 
The company representatives were very receptive and seemed to be 
interested in the new management concept prepared by the consultant. Since, 
however, they do not perceive that they currently have a problem there is 
some question as to whether they will incorporate the suggestion in their 
management structure. The representatives stated that they -would pass the 
information on to their supervisors for further consideration. 
Georgia Institute of Technc)logy 
I.'<DUSl RIAL EXTE.'<SION DIVISION 
SJv•nn•h Arc• Office 
P. 0 . Box I JS17 
6606 Abercorn S!reet 
S•.annJh, Georgi• 31-106 
Are• CoJc 912/ 356-2390 
~1E~10RMJDUt~ 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
February 7, 1983 
TO: Dr. Ken Maddox 
International Pro~rams Division/TAL 
FROM: Larry Edens, Savannah Area Office 
Industrial Extension Dtvision/EDL 
SUBJECT: KCGF PROJECT -- A-3333-000 
Today, Jim Bannerman and I agreed to the follm·ling changes in the Project 
Assignments, in order to avoid duplication of research effort: 
(a) I 1:1ill address probl ems 3 and 4 for Bukdoo Eumhyang Co. ( 11 011 ) 
which pertain to Speaker Cone Technology. 
(b) Ji m will cover problem 3 for Sam Jung El ectri c Ind. Co. ( 11 W' ) 
regarding Product Development Organizational Methods. 
Note that the above chanqes do not involve the highest priority problems 
listed by either company. 
c: Jim Bannerman 
Jim Muller 
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The Matrix Organizational Structure 
A Paper Prepared for 
SA:M JUNG ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
by 
James W. Bannerman P.E. 
GIT Consultant to the 
Korean Credit Guarantee Fund 
Seoul, Korea 
April 1983 
OJRRENT ORGANIZATICNAL STRUCTURES 
Most common forms of industrial organizations group together activities 
which have a common basis: that is a common product, a common customer, a 
common geographical area, a corrm:m function, {engineering, managerrent, 
manufacturing, etc.) or a common process {forging, machinery assembly, etc.). 
Each of these bases have various costs and economies associated with it. The 
functional structure, for example, permits the hiring of teclmical specialists 
and using them across product lines. Fewer specialists are therefore needed 
and efficiency is increased. The teclmology is also suppJrted in that the 
specialists can keep abreast of developrrents in their area of expertise. This 
capability is essential if the organization is going to develop high teclmology 
products. The t asks that the organization must perform, however, will require 
varying amounts of specialization in varying sequences. It is almost impossible, 
under a functional organization to complete all the tasks on t~e with the 
stipulated quality and still make efficient use of the specialist's tirre. The 
peaks and valleys of demand for specialized resources necessitate a highly 
coordinated effort with long l ead time and conserable planning. 
In contrast, the project or product organization facilitates co-
ordination among specialists to achieve project goals. It allows quick 
reaction capability and reduces the impact that a problem in one area of a 
project might have on other areas of the project. The problem is that specialists 
must be hired for each project with no cross-project utilization. This generally 
requ1res duplication of cost with resulting inefficienci es. In addition, when 
assigned to a product or project team , the specialist tends to lose his identity 
in the technical speciality as he gains experi ence in the project or product. 
No one keeps abreast of new developments in the technical speciality; a 
requirement as stated previously for organizations involved in high technology 
products. 
"The problem is that when one basis of organization is chosen, the 
benefits of the others are surrendered. If the frmctional structure is adopted, 
the technologies are developed but the projects fall behind schedule. If the 
project organization is chosen, there is better cost and schedule performance 
but the technologies are not developed as well." (4:30) Whether technical 
developments, or schedule completion, what generally happens is that top 
management decides which is more important and then chooses an organization 
which supports his decision. 
The Matrix Organization Design 
An emerging organization design called Matrix Organization attempts to 
ITBXimize the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of roth frmctional and 
product structures. In this organizational design personnel are assigned to 
t'IM) rmits within the company. They have a frmctional responsibility and are 
assigned to their frmctional rmit as a "home base" when not operating rmder 
project or product responsibility. Each specialist therefore has a dual 
r espons ibility. When a need arises he serves on a project t eam r epr e senting 
his t echnical speciality, rmder the l eadership of a project director. For 
example, i f Sam Jrmg Electric Co. is pl anning t o introduce a new product they 
might form a "product development project." Specialists f rom engineering , 
manufacturing, marketing and finance \vould be called to serve on the product 
devel opment team under the l eadership of a project director (possibly f rom the 
company executive management) . The t eam would f rn1ction as a separate entity 
performing all the functions of product developrrent ie: Research and Development 
Market Analysis, Production Planning, Product Financing, Manufacturing Layout, 
Quality Control Planning and Sales and Distribution Planning. When the product 
entered the phase of routine production the team members would return to their 
individual functional units and rreet occasionally as a team, on the call of 
the project director, to review the status of the project. 
If the company expanded to the point that several products were under 
development simultaneously, the functional areas would also expand to provide 
the resources to support the simultaneous projects. Sorre of the projects might 
require continuous surveillance in which case a project director could be 
assigned on a permanent basis. He could then call upon his team as conditions 
warranted after the product was in routine production. 
It is very conceivable that a technical specialist might belong to three 
or four project teams, however, since he would serve on only one team until 
the product was in regular production before being assigned to a subsequent 
team, alrrost assuredly, the majority of his projects v10uld be operating in a 
routine manner without much demand on his time. 
Disadvantages of Matrix Design 
Matrix organizations are not without fault and problems. l'-bst of the 
problems (at le·ast for a small co~any using Matrix management) can be 
attributable in the final analysis to corpJrate leadership. By the sarre token, 
elimination of these problems and srrooth operation of the Matri..x design can 
be achieved thnl correct "high l evel" management actions. 
Some of the pitfalls of Matrix organizations, and how management can 
he lp to forestall them are listed a s f ollows: 
Problem: Since each team rrernber has two bosses, (the functional unit 
leader and the team leader) , there sometimes exists a conflict of interest 
and a disloyalty to either the functional unit or the team. 
Solution: Management must emphasize that the team rrernber has complete 
autonomy as far as the functional unit is concerned, when serving in his 
team capacity. Team rrembers must be selected on the basis that they will 
act in the best interests of the company, even if it means subordinating the 
team or functional unit goals. Promotion, recognition and rewards must come 
as a result of performance to the company, not necessarily to either of the 
assigned units. 
Problem: The specialist tends to become polarized towards either the 
team or his functional unit. 
Solution: Not all people are good team workers nor do all people have 
the fle.:<ibility to change their inclination as conditions dictate. Top 
management must make a concerted effort to select people who will function well 
under the Matrix design. 
Problem: Design by a committee is frequently ineffective and inefficient. 
Somet imes t eams t end to emphasize what is wrong rather than f ind ways to do 
it right. 
Solution: The team leader must have outstanding human relations skills. 
Specialis t s t end to be individualis tic, egocentric and myopi c . The team 
leader must be chosen with great care to assure that he can cope effectively 
with the divergent interests of the people with vlhom he will serve. 
Getting the Matrix Started 
One of the most important first steps in establishing a Matrix organization, 
in light of the problems identified above, is to communicate to all concerned 
that a Matrix organization is not just an extension of the existing pyramidal 
structure. "The pyramidal structure acquires its form from the fact that as 
one goes up the administrative ladder (1) power and control increase, (2) the 
availability of information increases, (3) the degree of flexibility increased, 
(4) the scope of the decisions made and the responsibility involved increases. 
Implicit in the Matrix organization are almost opposite tendencies. For 
example, power and control are given to the individual and/or the group who 
have the technical skill to accomplish the task, no matter what their organi-
zational level. Thus a team could be composed of five people,representing all 
different levels of authority,who are equal. The group could be chaired by 
the individual or group with the least organizational authority . "The group 
or individuals must be given responsibility and authority to make decisions 
at the widest necessary scope." (1:48) 
Conclusions 
Matrix organizations are not well-suited to all companies. A Matrix 
organization is a bureaucracy in which authority is delegated to the individual 
best qualified to perform a specific task without regard to his status within 
the organization. It is a progressive management organizational structure 
and can only operate in a progressive enviromrent. Top managerrent must be 
willing to give up many of its prerogatives and insist that each lower echelon 
of management do the same if the system is to work. 
Matrix organizational structures are suited to companies which are 
progressive in their product development while maintaining a production level 
of standard products. If the company is not particular 1 y interested in reing 
"first-on-the-street" with a new product then perhaps the functional organi-
zation or the project organization will rest suit their needs. 
If, however, the company must produce a routine product and at the sarre 
time develop new products dependent on the state of the art in technology 
then Matrix organizations offer an unequalled opportunity to do l::oth jobs well. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report covers field activities from !v1ay 14 to June 17, 1983. During 
this period, the GIT field engineer, Mr. James Muller, made 17 visits to six 
companies. The purpose of these visits was to provide information and 
assistance on problems identified on previous field visits and to respond to new 
requests and problems that arose in the interim. 
By agreement between KCGF and GIT, problems for each company were 
pre-listed in priority order. Approximately two man weeks of research effort 
were spent on the problems before the field engineer's departure for ROK. The 
high priority problems were researched in great detail, with the rest of the 
problems researched proportionately less. Also, the high priority items were 
covered at length with the companies and the remaining problems were 
addressed as time permitted. A total of 32 problems were listed by the 
companies, the fewest being three and the most being l 0 by any one company. 
During the first visit to the companies, the previously listed problems were 
reviewed and clarified for the benefit of both the company and the GIT 
consultant. The scope of some of the problems was expanded in several cases, 
but no new problem areas were identified. This was fortunate because many 
problems already needed to be covered and research time and materials were 
very limited. The spectrum of the problems ran from very specific design and 
manufacturing requirements to current awareness requests. Most prevalent were 
the requests, for the transfer of current technology. In this regard, the 
consultant provided very current articles on the subjects of interest from major 
technical publications and was prepared to instruct the company on the contents 
of these articles. 
As always, the KCGF staff tlid an excellent job of scheduling the company 
visits and logistically supporting the GIT consultant. This GIT consultant had 
participated in the third-year project and noted significant improvement this 
time in the staff's fluency in both the English language and technical matters. 
The staff is now fully effective in delivering western technology to its companies 
and dealing with western consultants at any level. 
SUMMARY 
The GIT consultant was well received at all the companies. He was given a 
plant tour at each company and was permitted to take photographs in all but one 
instance. From one to six company managers/engineers participated in the 
consultation sessions, the average being three participants and in just one 
instance did only one participant attend. The participants were always the top 
operating personnel of the company and were well versed in the problem areas. 
The GIT consultant considers that the assistance provided to five of the 
companies was highly effective and in only one case was the assistance only 
moderately effective. 
In almost every instance the GIT consultant noted a Jack of technical 
literature (textbooks, handbooks, etc.) and technical publications (Machine 
Design, American Machinist, etc.) at the companies. The subject-specific 
literature provided to the companies by the GIT /KCGF project would have been 
impossible for the company to acquire on its own. The consultant also surveyed 
the technical literature holdings in the KCGF library and found there had been 
no noticeable additions in two years. However, the consultant is not considering 
any Japanese language additions, if any exist. The consultant urged KCGF to 
resume collecting broad-based technical literature from the U.S. and to promote 
an open library policy with its companies. 
In regard to the above Jack of technical literature and to promote a greater 
focus of interest in technical matters, the consultant proposed that KCGF 
become a catalyst in the formation of a Chapter of the Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers (SME) in Seoul. SME is an international organization with 15 offshore 
chapters. ROK, and particularly the area around Seoul, is becoming increasingly 
industrial. SME provides a very large library of technical materials to its 
offshore chapters which could be housed at KCGF provided that all members 
have access to the materials. The primary interest of this organization and its 
divisions -- Association of Finishing Processes (AFP), Computer and Automated 
System Association (CASA), Robotics International (RI) -- are parallel to KCGF 
and to ROK. The GIT consultant left printed materials on SME and a roster of 
current ROK SME members with KCGF. He also gave a slide presentation on 
SME to the staff members of the Engineering Extension Division of KCGF, and 
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to a group of engineers from Sam Yang Heavy Machinery Company. Sam Yang 
was the largest company receiving assistance, and the president of the company 
was very receptive to the possibility of participating in the start of an SME 
chapter in Seoul. 
A brief summary of the technical assistance activities of the GIT 
consultant during his field visits from May 1 to June 17, 1983 is included as an 
Appendix. A draft summary was provided to KCGF prior to the GIT consultant's 
departure. 
The body of this report contains detailed observations, discussions, 
deliverables, and recommendations concerning the technical assistance activities 
at the respective companies. 
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Kyung-11 Precision (Company B) 
Dates Visited: May 17 and 27, and June 9, 1983 
K CGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin, Jung Sup 
Principal Products: Auto and truck axle spindles 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
The company's problems/questions all relate to metal cutting. The 
company is machining forged steel axle spindle blocks to their final dimensions. 
They are bothered by continuous chips when turning this material and would like 
to know how to contend with them. They use drilling jigs to drill the hole 
patterns in the spindles, but the jigs wear out, quickly resulting in an out of 
tolerance condition. They use an extractor drill to drill through the spindles; the 
brand name is Sandvik. This drill has carbide inserts for cutting, and the 
company wants to be provided with sharpening specif ications on these inserts. 
Virtually ·all turning is done on conventional lathes with carbide cutting tools and 
without cutting fluids. The company wants to know if it should use cutting flu ids 
and what might be the benefits of doing so. The company wants methods and 
equipment, if available, to measure surface finishes by means other than visual 
comparison. The company is cutting large diameter external threads on the 
axles spindles by multiple passes on a lathe. They require better methods and 
equipment. The company will welcome any suggestions that might reduce 
machining time. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
As happens only rarely, the consultant observed several pre listed 
problems/questions which were not actual problems at all. 
One problem regarding holding a 0.03 mm tolerance on a 96 mm outside 
diameter was dispensed with immediately after it was discovered that rejections 
were only 3 in 1,000. 
The consultant contacted Sandvik, U.S.A., regarding the company's desire 
to sharpen the carbide inserts on their B T A drills. The Sandvik technic a l 
representative related that this pa rticular drill tip was relatively inexpensive and 
disposable, and that it should not be sharpened. In f act, it could not be 
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sharpened because once the insert experienced excessive flank wear the original 
hole size could not be recovered by any sort of grinding. Sandvik provided a 
technical catalog on the B T A drills, which the consultant delivered to the 
company together with the news about the throw-away tips. The company was 
not happy with this answer; they did not wish to throw the drill tips away. They 
chose to braze in new carbide blanks and grind their own geometry on them. The 
consultant could not comment on their geometry. He suggested that they try to 
locate an extractor drill with indexable carbide inserts, but added that the small 
size of the drilled hole didn't offer much hope of finding such a tool. 
When the consultant viewed the multi-pass external threading operation he 
found that the firm wasn't using a lathe at all, but a single point threading 
machine. Evidently the company had acquired this machine in the interim 
between the preselection of the problems and the consultant's arrival. The 
consultant had brought information on this type of machine and specifications on 
several candidate machines. He could possibly improve the speed of the 
company's machine selection, but not appreciably enough to cause them to 
consider a change. 
Action During Current Period 
The company's machine shop produces only rotational parts. Most of the 
machine tools are lathes, and most of these are conventional type lathes. The 
workpiece is invariably a forged steel blank. The parts are produced ~n series, 
handed from one lathe operator to the next in small lots, but long runs of the 
same part. The cutting tools are all carbide inserts, cutting dry. It is a fairly 
efficient operation considering the type of machine tools employed. 
The company's problem with continuous chips is real and troublesome. The 
consultant examined the inserts used and found that they had pressed in chip 
breaking groves. The inserts were triangular and square shapes. Tney were 
cutting with a positive rake angle. All things considered, they were doing most 
things right in breaking the chips up. There was no clear cut solution to the 
company's problem. The chips were wound up very tight in most cases and it 
appeared that they should break, but didn't. Nevertheless, the consultant 
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reviewed several pieces of research material on the methods and mechanism of 
chip breaking. He had some helpful hints for the company. 
For best chip breaking efficiency, the depth of cut to feed ratio should be 
10:1. This should improve chip breaking in the roughing operations. The 
finishing operations will still produce long stringy chips, but these are a little 
easier to handle. The company should try different combinations of chip 
breakers - those that produce chips at skewed angles to the workpiece as well as 
those perpendicular to and parallel to the axles of the workpiece. Chip breaking 
is unpredictable and one has to try every combination and adopt that which 
works best. Forged steel is literally and figuratively very tough when you are 
trying to break its chips. 
The problem of drilling jigs wearing out and drilled holes out of tolerance 
in every manner imaginable is very common in Korean machine shops. Granted, 
Korean machinists are very skillful, but none of them can sharpen a twist drill on 
a bench grinder. It is impossible; drill point geometry is very complicated and 
very critical. You have to use a precision drill grinding machine, not the pencil 
sharpener variety and certainly not a bench grinder. Also, you have to have an 
operator who understands drill point geometry and how to operate the relatively 
complicated drill grinding machine. 
The consultant explained this to the company management and provided 
them with a brochure on the Optima drill grinder, an excellent U.S.-made 
machine. He also recommended the Black Diamond drill grinder, almost a 
standard in the industry made by Black and Webster of Waltham, Massachusetts. 
Unfortunately, the consultant did not have price quotations on the machines. He 
did give some estimates and the company responded negatively to the high cost. 
He intends to get some approximate costs on these machines from the 
manufacturers on his return and send them to the company. 
The consultant provided the company with several research articles citing 
the benefits of using cutting fluids with carbide tools. However, after careful 
consideration, the consulta nt instructed the company to ignore these articles and 
continue to cut dry for reasons and circumstances cited below. 
Cutting fluids can be benefic ial in many ways for cutting with any type of 
tool material: longer tool life, better surface finish, higher cutting speeds, less 
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power, etc. Carbide tools are very hard, but in some ways very fragile -- they 
are highly susceptible to developing cracks from thermal shock and/or 
temperature cycling. When this happens they can prematurely break, sometimes 
after only a few cuts. You must keep the carbide tool flooded with cutting fluid 
at all times to prevent thermal shock. Proper procedure for a lathe is to apply 
cutting fluid from both above and below the cut. This is possible only if you have 
the entire bed of the lathe enclosed in splash shields, which is, in turn, possible 
only for NC turret lathes. NC turret lathes are virtually the only type of lathe 
that can benefit from the use of cutting fluids and carbide tools. The company's 
system of using conventional lathes in series does not lend itself to the use of 
cutting fluids. It would be a disaster if cutting fluids were used. The place 
would be dripping in cutting fluid, the operation would be slowed down to adjust 
partially effective splash shields and there would still be frequent premature 
breaking of carbide inserts. 
The consultant satisfied the company's request for information on methods 
other tha·n optical comparison for checking surface finishes by supplying and 
reviewing several articles on laser and piseoelectric methods. He provided the 
company with literature and specifications on a commercially available device 
for doing this, the Surftest III sold by Mitutoyo of Japan. The company can 
easily get a demonstration of the device in Tokyo, or perhaps even Seoul, along 
with a price quotation. 
The consultant's suggestion for reducing machining time is pervasive. This 
operation is a natural for a CNC turret lathe. One such machine could perform 
all of the operations on one end of the spindle and another machine could 
perform all the operations on the other end. Two machines could outperform the 
. ten or more conventional lathes in the machine shop; quality would be much 
better; and cutting fluids could and should be used. 
Oberserved Results and Company Reactions 
The consultant was very well received by the company's management. 
They discussed the problems at length with as many as four of the managers 
taking part at a time. They appeared to understand and agreed with the 
consultant on all of the issues. They were disappointed that the consultant and 
Sandvik both disapproved of their sharpening the disposable extractor drill tips, 
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and they will probably continue to try and sharpen them. They do intend to 
purchase a drill sharpening grinder as soon as possible. Hopefully, they won't 
allow price to be the sole determinant and they'll buy a good product. They 
won't even attempt to use cutting fluids on their lathes. 
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DELIVERABLES TO KYUNG-IL PRECISION COMPANY 
Problem B 1. They are turning forged alloy steel and getting continuous 
chips. They need to know how to contend with these chips. 
1. "Designed-in Chip Control," D.J. Weller, Tooling and Production, 
February 1 980, pp. 92 & 93. 
2. "On the Mechanism of Chip Breaking," S. Kaldor, A. Ber, and D. Linz, 
Journal of Engineering for Industry, August 1979, Vol 101, pp. 2 & 1 -
2 & 5. 
Problem B2. The company desires to reduce machining time. 
3. "Choosing the Right Carbide Insert," Eugene H. Sanders, American 
Machinist, April 1982, p. 139. 
4. Description of Upset Forgings. 
5. "Research Goals in High Speed Drilling," G.H. Kahng, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, Technical Paper. 
6. "Cutting Speeds & Feeds," Machinery's Handbook, pp. 1744-1780. 
Problem B3. They are drilling with a multiple drill head and using a 
drilling jig which quickly wears out, resulting in out-of-
tolerance hole patterns. 
9. Brochure on the "Optima" drill grinder. 
Problem B4. Company needs specifications on sharpening the Sandvik 
extractor drill bit. 
10. "Drilling Systems/Tools and Inserts," Sandvik Coromant. 
Problem B6. The company wants to know if they should use cutting fluids 
in cutting forged steel with carbide tools. 
11. "Cutting Oils and Compounds," Machinery's Handbook, pp. 1826-1833. 
12. "Cutting and Grinding Fluids," Tool and Manufacturing Engineers 
Ha ndbook, pp. 2- 1 through 2-19. 
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13. Cutting Fluids Improve 
Reactions, W. Konig 
Werkzeugmaschinin und 
Aasken. 
Tool-Life of Carbide Tools by Chemical 
and N. Diederich, Laboratorium fur 
Betriebslehre der Technischen Hochschule 
14. Cutting Fluids Increase the Life of Cemented-Carbide Face Mills 
When Milling Chrome-Nickel Alloy, N.I. Tashlitskii, Vestnik 
Moshinoshoeniya, Volume 61, Issue 4, 1981, pp. 43-44. 
Problem B7. They needed general ideas of methods and equipment to 
check surface finishes other than visual comparison. 
15. Brochure on Mitutoyo Surftest III. 
16. Laser Scanning for Defects, Dimensions and Surface Finish, G.M. 
Clarke &. J. Bedford Ferranti Limited, Dalkeith, Scotland. 
17. Ein Oberflachenprufgerot mit Piezoelektrischen Fuhler, H. Wolf, 
Werkstatt und Betrieb. 
Problem B8. They needed a better method for single point cutting of 
threads. 
18. A collection of specification sheets on various types of thread 
cutting, single point tool, and machines. 
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Dong Sung Development Manufacturing Company, Ltd. (Company D) 
Dates Visited: May 19 and 31, and June 13, 1983 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin, Jung Sup 
Principal Products: Automotive clutches and stamping presses 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
The company was interested in a replacement material for asbestos in its 
clutch and brake products and wanted information on appropriate materials. The 
company wished to be informed of current regulations in the U.S. regarding the 
health hazard of asbestos in the factory and in end products. The company 
wanted information on the replacement clutch market in the U.S. 
The second series of questions pertained to stamping presses. The company 
wanted information on press automation, especially where robots were employed. 
The company requested information on safety standards that apply to presses 
sold in the U.S. Lastly, the company wanted information on the stamping press 
market in the U.S. 
Observed Problems or Questions During the Current Period 
During the consultant's presentation of substitute materials for asbestos, 
the company's engineer requested that preliminary cost figures be developed 
comparing these materials with asbestos. 
The stamping press factory is crowded with work-in-process. Carrying 
excessive inventory is a strain on the profitability of the company, and it is 
difficult to work in a crowded workplace. 
Actions During Current Period 
The consultant reviewed nine pieces of research material relating to 
asbestos, asbestos substitute materials, and safety and health regulations 
concerning asbestos use. The consultant presented information on the world 
production of asbestos and the demand patterns. The grades of asbestos mined in 
Canada and their prices were included in this information. The location and 
types of mines in the U.S. were given as was the information for Canadian mines, 
also including mill capacity. 
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Several articles specifically addressing asbestos substitutes were reviewed 
with the company. These presented the candidate materials: fiberglass, ceramic 
fibers, aramid fibers, silicone rubbers, mineral wools, graphite fibers, calcium-
silicate boards, and silicate fiber boards. He discussed the attributes of these 
materials in relation to these applications in replacing asbestos. Several U.S. 
sources of these materials were identified: Dow-Corning, Ownes-Corning, 
Corning Glass, DuPont, Pyrotek. 
The consultant's preparatory research caused him to conclude that aramid 
fibers are the best asbestos replacements in brakes and clutches. He contacted 
DuPont and requested information on their Kevlar aramid filler, which he 
delivered and reviewed in detail with the company. Kevlar has high strength, 
high resistance to wear, nonabrasiveness, and very good high temperature 
performance. Kevlar is supplied in continuous filament fiber, pulp, and chopped 
fiber. The continuous filament fiber is generally used in clutch facings. 
The consultant cautioned the company that Kevlar required special 
processing; the tough fibers do not break up during mixing, forming clumps or 
poor dispersion. This reduces efficiency of the reinforcement of the material 
and can lead to locally weak areas which fail in molding or machining. 
Regarding the cost effectiveness of Kevlar, the consultant did not have actual 
prices of the material; however, he did review a cost effective analysis with the 
company based on the relative costs given in the research materials. Such cost 
comparisons are not as trivial as comparing the cost of two materials on a 
weight basis. For example, the cost of Kevlar, on an equal weight basis, is more 
than ten times that of asbestos. But, the aramid is stronger and has a density 
which is less than half that of asbestos. Therefore, a smaller amount of the 
aramid will provide as good reinforcing characterizing as a given weight of 
asbestos fibers. 
In one application, it was possible to replace 20 pounds of asbestos with 1 
pound of Kevlar plus 19 pounds of inexpensive inorganic fillers. The result was 
an asbestos-free product that costs about the same as the original asbestos-
containing product. Thus, the consultant suggested that a rule-of-thumb for 
break-even cost between asbestos and Kevlar is the replacement proportions of 1 
to 20. However, the company should be mindful that the wear resistance of the 
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Kevlar containing product is two to three times that of the asbestos-containing 
product. Since wear is of paramount importance in clutch facings, the Kevlar-
reinforced facing should be able to obtain quite a large price premium. Should 
the company wish to pursue Kevlar further with regard to price quotations or 
further technical information, they can contact the consultant's source, R. V. 
Michum at (302) 994-4213, o~ John C. Norman, who is a marketing specialist in 
Kevlar at E.I. DuPont, Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A. 
In answer to the company's request for information on current regulations 
m the U.S. on the health hazards of asbestos in the factory and in end products, 
the consultant delivered the OSHA regulations regarding asbestos exposure, 
research results from brake emissions studies, and his summary of the situation 
which was acquired from secondary sources and know1edgable individuals. OSHA 
is active in forcing replacements and checking to determine if air standards of 
two fibers per cubic centimeters of air are being met in work areas. Industry's 
reactions are mixed. Many plant managers say they wi1l continue to use asbestos 
until they are forced to replace it by some outside agency. Some want to 
replace it only if costs of replacement materials are in line with present costs. 
Others want to get rid of asbestos regardless of the cost consequences. 
Public pressure has forced the discontinued production of many asbestos-
containing items and is forcing asbestos replacement in other necessary items. 
With regard to the items of interest to the company, brakes and clutches, many 
research projects have attempted to quantify the hea1th hazard due to asbestos. 
The results are mixed, and the U.S. government has not enacted any ban on 
asbestos use in brakes and clutches. The knowledgeable sources contacted were 
unable to say if or when such a ban would be enacted. Some U.S manufacturers 
are currently moving to asbestos-free clutch and brake facings, as are European 
manufacturers. The consultant showed the company a news release from Saab 
stating that asbestos-free disc brakes are standard equipment on all their 1983 
models. This may be a precursor of things to come. 
The consultant reviewed an excellent recent article entitled, "The Basics 
of Press-Feed Automation," with the manager of press manufacturing. The 
consultant covered when to use cradles or reels with coiled stock, if reels were 
indicated; when to use power reels, and what types of mechanisms and controls 
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were appropriate for different situations. He reviewed straighteners, the 
different types and their relative capabilities. Then he covered combinations of 
coil handling and press feed equipment, their relative speeds and tolerance 
capabilities as well as their set-up procedures and set-up speeds. The manager 
acknowledged that he knew a great deal about press feed equipment because his 
company made several items in this line, but he had never been exposed to such a 
comprehensive overview of press feed automation from a user's point of view. 
The consultant had witnessed a demonstration of robots specifically 
designed to feed stamping presses at the recent Auto Fact IV exposition. He 
requested information from the manufacturer, Minster Corporation, and 
reviewed this material with the company. This robot system fills the gap 
between transfer/progressive stamping and single unit stamping. The robots can 
be used with any make of press and provide totally automated operation from 
stock feeding, through any number of stamping operations, to finished parts 
handling. The robots can also reorient the parts between operations. The system 
provides a level of automation and flexibility formerly unavailable at any price. 
The consultant encouraged the company to contact Minster to see what 
arrangements could be made to market their presses with the Minster robots in 
Korea and Asia. The consultant also presented the company with brochures on 
Praab and Felsomat robots. These are simple robots generally used in stamping 
applications; they are not as specialized as the Minster robots. 
The consultant reviewed "Power Press Safety Manual" with the company. 
This manual is over one hundred pages long and is published by the National 
Safety Council. It is a very concise and useful guide to press and die safety 
design. The consultant reviewed major topics. The manager wanted to study 
this in detail and requested that the consultant try to get an original copy of the 
manual for the company's use, because the photo copy was inconvenient for 
repetitive use and not durable enough. 
To satisfy the company's request for market information on both 
automotive clutches and power presses, the consultant presented materials taken 
from U.S. Industrial Outlook 1983. The pertinent sections were on motor 
vehicles and machine tools and accessories, respectively. In both cases, 
statistical trends were shown from 1972 to the present and projections were 
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made for 1983. The consultant instructed the company representatives on the 
items covered in the statistics and how to interpret the tables, and reviewed the 
important text passages in the material. 
The consultant's observations on the excessively large amount of work-in-
process inventory in the plant were acknowledged by the plant manager. There 
are extenuating circumstances accounting for the large WIP: the machine tools 
employed are old, conventional tools requiring extensive set-ups; they are not 
· flexible enough to allow streamlining of the workflow. Also, the supply of parts 
and rna terials are sporadic, causing production delays and set-asides. These 
circumstances may indeed be the overriding cause for the large WIP, but t he 
magnitude of the funds involved should encourage the company to adopt a very 
effective scheduling and job order control system in this instance, even a 
computerized system running Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) software 
might be justified. 
Future Company Requirements 
The company requested that the consultant promote their clutch manufac-
turing capability to U.S. customers when and where appropriate. The company 
may require follow-up assistance in dealing with DuPont in regard to Kevlar. 
The consultant will acquire an original copy of the "Power Press Safety 
Handbook" for the company's use. 
Observed Results or Company Reactions 
Both the managers of the clutch plant and the stamping press plant were 
well pleased with the assistance provided. The second visit was made exclusively 
to the clutch plant and the third visit to the stamping press plant. In each 
instance the manager was initially skeptical re garding the value of the assistance 
and resentful of the interruption. However, both managers became intense ly 
inte rested once the session was underway and the sessions ran well past the ir 
allotted times. Both managers were degreed engineers who had studied English 
language textbooks and had spent time in the U.S., so the burden of language 
translation was not great. The sessions moved briskly; there was a lot of 
materia l to cover. The mana gers made a conscious effort to communicate 
direct ly with the consultant in English which, judging from experience, t hey 
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would not have done if they did not value the assistance. The materials and 
information provided were very valuable to the company and almost impossible 
for the company to have acquired on its own. Also, all of the assistance has a 
direct impact on the current or near future operations of the company. 
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DELIVERABLES PROVIDED TO DONG SUNG DEVELOPMENT 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Ltd. 
Problem D 1 and D2. The company requested information on clutch facing 
materials and would like to be made aware of the 
current trends in the U.S.A. in regard to the use of 
asbestos materials in clutch and brake linings. 
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Substitute for Asbestos," E.I. DuPont de 
531, 1/81. 
" Ronald L. Williams and Jean L. 
cience Department, General Motors 
2, 1981, pp. 70-82. 
Saab Motors new release in Machine 
Tough Applications," David. T. Curry, 
pp. 32-55. 
1 the textbook Engine ering Aspects of 
3. 
on of the U.S. Occupational Safety and 
8 pages. 
uested information on U.S. clutch 
Projections)," U.S. Industrial Outlook 
>ted information on press automation 
1 standard stamping presses. 
:omation," Edward Walker, American 
'-120. 
. ; 12 . Minster/OR11, "The New Age of Press Robotics," Bulletin 102, The 
Minster Machine Company, 11 pages. 
13. Publication Order Form, American Metal Stamping Association, 
November 1982. 
1~. Prab &: Versatran Robots, Prab Conveyors, Inc. 
15. A RMAX Robots, Planet Corporation. 
Problem 06. The company requested information on U.S. stamping 
press market. 
16. "Machine Tools &: Accessories (Trends and Projections)," U.S. 
Industrial Outlook 1983, pp. 20-1 through 20-3. 
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Sam-U Dies Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Company E) 
Date Visited: May 23 and June 6, 1983 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin, Jung Sup 
Principal Products: Molds for plastic injection molding 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
The company needs technology to mold computer keyboard keys. These 
keys have molded in figures of a different color plastic from the body of the key. 
The company needs to know how to engrave dies with figures and letters. 
There are two specific problems: 
(a) Keyborad keys are concave on the top. The company engraves dies 
by using a pantograph type engraving machine which works on a flat 
surface. 
(b) They use a milling cutter engraving tool and this leaves edges and 
corners that must be subsequently cleaned up by hand. The company 
needs a better technique and/or equipment. 
The company also requested general assistance in terms of a technology 
audit and an operations audit. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
No new problems or questions were tendered during the initial visit. 
However, clarification was gained on the prelisted problems. 
The company's technology needs with regard to the design and tooling of 
molds for two-color keyboard keys go beyond the conventional techniques for 
two-color molding. They are interested in making tooling for a special type of 
low profile key for a particular customer. The tooling is sculpted and canted so 
that the geometry of the key makes the design of cores and slides for the mold 
practically impossible. However, the company did not have the final specifi-
cations on such a key. 
Action During the Current Period 
The consultant reviewed mate rial on two-shot moldings and co- injection 
moldings. · These two processes are the conventiona l methods for making two 
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plastic or two-color parts. However, this information was not new to the 
company. The company's requirements for design tooling for a proprietary key 
design was the major concern. The consultant could not supply information on 
this specific design, because the method is proprietary and not in the public 
domain. The consultant and the company could only discuss possible methods, 
and no significant progress was made in formulating a workable design. The 
company admitted that they did not expect to get the solution to this problem 
from the GIT consultant. It is a very difficult problem whose solution has defied 
many experienced mold designers. They were taking a long shot chance that the 
GIT consultant might happen to know the alleged Japanese mold design strategy 
which produces the sculpted and canted keys. 
Regarding the company's need for better methods to engrave numbers and 
figures on irregular surfaces, the consultant delivered specifications on four 
different types of equipment. The three dimensional pantograph copy mill is 
capable of this task, as is the CNC milling machine while executing specialized 
sculpted surface NC programs. However, both of these devices use conventional 
milling cutters, so no matter how small the cutter, some hand work is required to 
clean up the ridges and rounded corners. The consultant suggested electric-
discharge milling (EDM) as an alternative. EDM is widely used where complex 
internal shapes are desired that would be impossible to produce by conventional 
machining. The consultant also suggested wire ED:\1. Wire EDM is finding many 
uses in the production of dies and molds and is capable of producing complex 
multi-axis cuts and exceptional surface finishes, both of which are very 
important to mold makers. The only drawback of wire EDM is that it requires a 
through hole. However, there are methods to construct the mold by laminations 
and cores so that wire ED~ can be used in many instances which at first seem 
implausible. The company was enlightened, but somewhat disappointed that 
there was no quick and inexpensive solution to their problem. 
In responding to the company's request for general information on die-
making technology and management techniques, the consultant delivered articles 
on a range of pertinent subjects. The consultant is very familiar with the 
problems of managing a job shop operation. He sympathized with the company 
on problems concerning the control of work flow and the assurance of quality. 
Every job is different and there are many opportunities for mistakes. About the 
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only way to handle this type of operation is to install a rigid job order system and 
acquire the services of an experienced production planner. The consultant gave 
the company a copy of "Four Steps to Better Tooling" by Carpenter Technology 
Company. The company manager said this would be very useful. The consultant 
also showed the company a technique to make prototype molds that could be 
used for production. Also, the consultant explained how Computer Aided 
Engineering (CAE) is revolutionizing the mold making industry and urged the 
company to keep abreast of developments in CAE because they must consider 
employing CAE in the near future if they are to continue to compete in this 
industry. 
Future Company Reguire:-nents 
No further assistance required. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions 
This company is fairly advanced in its knowledge of mold making. The 
amount of work underway and the size and complexity of the molds tend to 
substantiate this. In fact, this company makes molds for enclosures for 
Televideo Corporation, which is a fairly large U.S. manufacturer of terminals 
and microcomputers. 
The company of its own admission was looking for highly specialized and/or 
proprietary techniques or new ways of cutting metal which are very inexpensive 
and currently nonexistent. This is a highly speculative approach to receiving 
assistance from a consultant with general experience and limited time. There 
are undoubtedly many areas needing information and explanations in the 
company which the consultant could have addressed very effectively. The 
priority item was wasted on a "needle-in-a-haystack" type problem and the last 
problem is simply a safety net to catch some useful information from the 
assistance. Fortunately, the consultant did have some useful research 
informa tion and a familiarity with the compa ny's type of busine ss or else the 
assistance would have been of no benefit. 
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DELIVERABLES PROVIDED TO SAM-U DIES & MACHINERY 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Problem El. They needed to know how to make computer keyboard 
keys. 
1. "Conjection Molding," Kurt Alex, Modern Plastics Encyclopedia 1982-
1983, pp. 316-317. 
2. "Selecting the Right Keyboard," Rand J. Eikelberger, Machine 
Design, November 12, 1981, pp. 68-74. 
3. Inductric Keyboards, Keytels Division Electric Corporation. 
Problem E2. How to engrave dies with figures and letters. Keyboards 
are not flat and this pantograph engraving machine works 
on flat surfaces. How do you get sharp internal corners 
on figures and letters? 
4. Specifications on Deckel and Lars engraving and copy milling 
machines. 
5. Specifications on a large number of Electric Discharge Milling (EDM) 
machines. 
6. Specifications on a large number of Wire EDM machines. 
7. Brochures on Ogie wire EDM machines. 
Problem E3. General productivity and technology issues related to 
production of molds for plastics injection molding. 
8. "Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) in Plastics: Designing for 
Production," Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC) 
Newsletter, Summer 1982, pp. 1-19. 
9. "Four Steps to Better Tools and Dies," Computer Technology 
Corporation, May 1981, pp. 1-36. 
10. "Building Prototype and Production Tooling Simultaneously for 
Injection Molded Parts," Robert M. Lien, Bell Laboratories. 
11. "Rumerless Molds for Engineering Plastics," Thomas M. Roder, E.I. 
DuPont Neumours & Company. 
12. "Inspection of Molds During Manufacture and Use," Kenneth W. 
Green, IPSCO/ ARCONIUM. 
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13. "CAD/CAM: Helping the Plastics Industry Meet the Challenges of the 
Future," Ronald D. Gates, Polster Tool Engineering, Inc. 
14-. "Computer Aided Analysis in Plastics Injection Mold and Part 
Design," David G. Richards et al., General Electric. 
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Nae Way Industrial Company, Ltd. (Company H) 
Date Visited: May 16 and 26, and June 3, 1983 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin, Jung Sup 
Principal Products: Pumps and Blowers 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
Above air output pressure of 0.5 kg/CM2; the temperature of the roots 
blower causes the rotor and housing to come into contact. The company has 
heard that the Japanese apply heat-treating methods to reduce the thermal 
expansion coefficients of the cast iron rotor, eliminating this problem. The 
company requires research data and assistance on this problem. 
The company heats the cast iron rotor and presses in steel shafts on either 
ends of the rotor, which they subsequently machine. The cast iron rotors 
sometimes crack and the shafts come out during the machining. 
The company has very little information on pump design and pump 
fabrication; they simply copy the designs of others. They are anxious to acquire 
this type of information particularly on centrifugal pumps applicable to pulp and 
paper mill processes. 
Observed Problems and Questions During Current Period 
No new proble ms or questions were tendered during the initial visit. 
However, clarification was gained on the first two problems. 
The contact of rotor and housing of the roots blower occurs when the 
blower is cycled on after being off for a while. Thus, the temperature 
differential between the housing and the rotor is a contributing factor to 
interference between the two. 
The cast iron rotor is heated to 14QOOF by direct firing as part of a 
normalizing process before the steel shafts are pressed in. This has serious 
implications on the proble m. 
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Action During the Current Period 
The consultant extensively researched the problem related to the inter-
ference of the rotor and housing of the roots blower. He provided three pieces 
of research material listed below that are pertinent to the problem. He 
reviewed each piece in detail with the company, answering all of their questions. 
In summary: the coefficient of thermal expansion of cast iron can be 
reduced by alloying or by alloying and heat treatment. The heat treatment of 
unalloyed cast iron has little effect on this particular attribute. 
There are a number of alternatives suggested in the research material 
which would suffice; however, the trick is to select the most cost-effective 
solution. The first article from the Russian source indicates that Titanium has a 
spectacular effect on reducing the thermal coefficient of expansion. However, 
the consultant suspects that the titanium alloy will cause the formation of 
titanium carbide in the iron, thus making it hard to machine. The assumption 
that small amounts of graphite-formers reduce growth resistance appears to be 
correct. This is going to require the collaboration of a foundry and some trial 
and error to get it right, but it may the cheapest method in the long run. The 
other alloys suggested in the literature are all very high in Nickel content, 
making them quite expensive. If the company is going to go to this expense, it 
might as well consider using Nodular Corrosion-Resistant Austenitic Nickel Iron. 
This iron contains from 18% to 36% Nickel and is treated with magnesium to 
achieve high strength and ductibility. This iron is nonmagnetic and resistant to 
frictional wear, corrosion, erosion, heat, and oxidation. Also, this iron responds 
to heat treatment to include dimensional stabilizing. These irons can be found in 
deliverable 113 in Table 16. It would be possible to mold the rotor as one piece 
instead of pressing in the steel shaft ends. A number of heat treatments would 
be required and should be done in a controlled atmosphere furnace to prevent 
decarbonizing and scaling. The end product would be excellent from all 
standpoints, but the cost might be excessive. 
The second problem, rotors cracking and shafts coming out after shrink 
fitting the shafts in either end of the rotor, is related to the first. In fact, the 
use of Nodular Corrosion-Resistant Austenitic Nickel Iron would eliminate the 
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shrink fit operation altogether. There are several other alternatives which will 
be explained after the causes of the problems are diagnosed below. 
The consultant carefully questioned the company's engineer about the 
processing of the rotor. The information had to be gained secondhand as the 
heat treating and shrink fitting is done at the foundry which casts the rotor. It 
seems that the rotor is heat treated to .relieve the stresses in the as-cost 
condition. The process involves bringing the rotor to over 12000F and slowly 
cooling from there. The steel shafts are inserted at this elevated temperature 
prior to the cooling down --hence a shrink fit. 
Two possibilities exist here: If the assembly is not reheated to the elevated 
temperature, the cold shaft will quench the area around the hub and embrittle 
that area, making it susceptable to cracking. However, if the assembly is 
reh~ated to the stress-relieving temperature, the stress of the shrink fit will also 
be relieved, resulting in a loose fit. Neither of these eventualities is desirable. 
The consultant also did some calculations on the tangential tensile stress of 
the fit (see Exhibit 1). The stress is much too high for the gray iron material. 
The consultant recalculated using a more reasonable stress limit and arrived at a 
recommended interference fit allowance. He then calculated the expansion 
temperature necessary to permit the shrink fit assembly. The resultant 
temperature is 300°F, which fortunately is below the crack-sensitive 
temperature for cast iron which is between 400°-700°F. Therefore, the 
recommendation is to: 
· 1. Reduce the interference fit as shown in the exhibit. 
2. Heat the rotor to the stress-relieving uniform temperature of 
1200°F, slow cool in the furnace to about 325°F, then insert the 
shafts and allow to cool to ambient. 
The above recommendations should work. The radial force, axial force, 
and torsional holding power of this fit is calculated in Exhibit 2. The company 
will have to compare these figures with its specifications on the part and the 
machining forces involve d in machining the shaft ends. If they are not 
sufficient, the company can increase t he length of fit. The consultant does not 
recommend increasing the inte rfe renc e, a s the yield stre ngth of t he cast iron 
will be exceeded. If the holding forces are st ill not sufficient, the company will 
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have to change the material of the rotor to a high strength cast iron in order to 
increase the interference. If a change in materials is indicated, the one piece 
nodular iron rotor suggested above should definitely be considered. 
Other alternatives are possible rather than changing materials of the rotor. 
An anaerobic adhesive could be used to join the shafts and rotors. The U.S. 
company LOCTITE makes such an adhesive. The only reservation the consultant 
has is whether the adhesive can withstand the heat cycling of the blower. The 
consultant provided information on the LOCTITE company. Welding the steel 
shafts to the cast iron rotor is possible, but it is difficult and unpredictable. 
Mechanical fastening with dowel pins and bolts is also a possibility, but the extra 
machining operations required would be expensive. Also, care must be taken 
that the fasteners do not loosen from vibration or heat cycling during the 
operation of the blower because this could be disasterous in this piece of high 
speed machinery. 
The third requirement of the company, design methods for centrifugal 
pumps to handle pulp mill products and information for impellers and volute 
casings for different density products, was satisfied by the transfer of materials 
from the Pump Handbook and other current sources, as listed under the 
deliverables section. The consultant reviewed these materials with the company, 
pointing out the most important considerations, most notable of which were the 
new trends in centrifugal pump toward higher speeds and fewer stages, the use of 
inducers, and new materials such as Compacted-Graphite Iron. The company was 
delighted with the information from the Pump Handbook and wanted a copy of 
the handbook. The consultant loaned the company the copy he had brought, 
which belongs to the GIT Library. He notified the project director at GIT of the 
company's request, and a copy of the handbook was immediately sent for the 
company's permanent use. 
Future Company Requirements 
All company requirements were satisfied dur ing the GIT consultant's tour 
in ROK. 
Obse rved Results a nd Company Reactions 
The company was very enthusiastic about getting the assis tanc e and will 
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implement the consultant's recommendations. The management of this company 
is young, energetic, and progressive. Also, the company appears to be well 
positioned in the pump and blower business in terms of market and equipment. 
The apparent shortcommings of the company are lack of space and rather 
primitive assembly techniques. These conditions are most prevalent with the 
small to medium-sized ROK companies and will take time to improve. 
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Existing Situation 
Calculations Based on Shrinkage Fit 




Maximum Interference is 0.16 MM 
in inches - .0063 in. 
Fit A!!owance is .0038 IN/IN or MM/MM 
T (2 +C) 
A = (For cast iron hub and steel shaft) 
30 X 1Q6 
Ratio of Diameter = 64/42 = 1.524 
From Ta ble I. C = .237 (by interpolation) 




A*30*106 .0038 * 30 * 106 
T = = 
2+C 2.237 
T = 50,961 psi 
But T is too high for gray cast iron. The tensile strength of cast iron is 
only 30,000 PSI. This would have to nodular iron, and it is not. Therefore, 
we must use a smaller shrink allowance. 
HMIT T To 25,000 psi. 
25 X 106 (2.237) 
A = = .00186 ----------------
30 X 106 





Recommended Shrink Fit Dimensions 







4::<..08 4:2...0 I 
t t 
This type of notation is easy for the machinist to interpret and the limits 
of the force/shrink fit can be easily seen. 
Now to determine the temperature for the shrink fit. The coefficient of 
expansion for cast iron is 6.2* 10-6 N/IN-oF. 
0.00186 




Calculations Based on Shrink Fit Section in 
Tool and Manufacturing Engineers Handbook 
Radial Pressure: 
(b 2 _ a 2) (c 2 _ b 2) 
p = E 
16 X 106 * .0016 * (.8268)2 * (.4331)2 
= 
2 (.8268)3 • ( 1.2598)2 
= 1830psi 
Axial Force: 
Length of the fit was estimated at 2 inches. The consultant does not have exact 
measurements on the length. 
F = 2L bPf 
= 2.2 * .8268 * 1830 * 0.2 
= 12101/ 
Torsional Holding Power: 
T = 2 Lb2Pf 
= 
= 
2.2 .82682 * 1830 * 0.2 
1000/1 
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DELIVERABLE$ PROVIDED TO NAE WAY INDUSTRIAL COMPANY 
Problem Hl. Different cool down rates of the rotor and housing of a 
roots blower product causes the rotor to contact the 
housing. The company requires information to reduce the 
thermal expansion of cast iron. 
1. "Growth Resistance of Cast Iron for Enamelled Castings," translated 
from Liteinoc Proizvodstvo (USSR), 1974. 
2. "Structure and Properties of Austenitic Nickel Cast Irons," L.I. 
Aptekar &: Y .A. Abramenko, Translated from Metallovedeniee 
Termicheskaya Obrobotka Metollov (USSR), No. 4, pp. 28-40. 
3. "Heat Treating of Cast Irons," ASM Committee on Heat Treating of 
Cast Irons, pp. 203-220. 
Problem H2. They heat the cast iron rotor of the roots blower and 
press in steel shafts on either end, which they sub-
sequently machine. The cast iron rotors sometimes crack 
or the shafts come out during machining. 
4. "Shrinkage Fits," Machinery's Handbook, pp. 1549-1553, 1558-1559, 
1566-1567. 
5. "Shrink and Expansion Fits," Tool and Manufacturing Engineers 
Handbook, pp. 27-50 thru 27-57. 
Problem H3. They require design methods for centrifugal pumps to 
handle pulp mill products. 
6. "Centrifugal Pump Theory," Walter K. Kekot, Pump Handbook, 1976, 
pp. 2-1 thru 2-30. 
7. "Centrifugal Pump Construction," Igor J. Karassik, Pump Handbook, 
1976, pp. 2-31 thru 2-62. 
8. "Pulp and Paper Mill Service," J.F. Giddings, Pump Handbook, 1976, 
pp. 10-108 thru 10-123. 
9. "The Centrifugal Pump of Tomorrow," Igor J. Karassik, Mechanical 
Engineering, May 1982, pp. 41-45. 
10. "CGI: A Cast Iron Reborn," John A. Vaccari, American Machinist, 
October 1981, pp. 156-159. 
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Sam Yang Heavy Machinery Company (Company K) 
Dates Visited: May 24, June 7, and June 10, 1983 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin, Jung Sup and Mr. Min, Kung Sup 
Principal Products: Iron casting, metal fabrication, and machine shop 
contract work 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
The company prelisted ten problems or questions. The priority require:11ent 
was to obtain information on methods to perform welding repairs on large iron 
castings. They were interested in methods to relieve the stress in large 
structures which were fabricated by welding. The company had tried to 
implement ''Full Mold Casting" with marginal success, and requested information 
and assistance to produce quality casting from the full mold method. Next was a 
number of related requests that concerned metallurgy and/or heat treating of 
cast iron material or products. Some items of interest were 50,000 psi gray cast 
iron and 60,000 psi ductile iron, maleable iron, chill rolls, and new materials. 
The final concern related to machining of cast iron especially chill rolls. 
Observed Problems or Questions During the Current Period 
The company preselected many questions which were still of interest, so no 
new questions were tendered. However, the company has some specific 
requirements for information relating to the original questions which were 
brought out in the consul tat ion sessions. 
The water soluble, silica-base, refractory material which is applied to the 
full mold pattern is critical to the success of the full mold casting process. The 
company requested that the consultant contact a likely source of this material 
for possible use by the company. 
The consultant's introduction of a new Silicon Nitride ceramic cutting tool 
was of keen interest to the company, and they asked the consultant to try and 
obtain a sample insert for their trial. 
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Action During the Current Period 
The consultant spent several hours instructing the company president and 
two chief engineers in the proper practice of welding cast iron. He supplied the 
company with five separate articles/research materials on the subject. The most 
valuable of which was an article in American Machinist, November 1982, simply 
titled "How to Weld Cast Iron." 
Most of the problems in welding cast iron are related to structural changes 
caused by heating and cooling during the welding process. Stress cracking in the 
area adjacent to the weld is common and the formation of iron carbides makes 
the welded area difficult or impossible to weld. 
The consultant explained peening the weld as a method to prevent stress 
cracking. It is a standard practice to peen all but the first and last welding pass. 
He stressed that cast iron has a crack sensitive temperature range of 400° 
to 700°F. He outlined a quick and inexpensive method to perform welding 
repairs on cast iron that will not require machining. The method is referred to 
as welding "cold." A single short pass (4 inches long for example) is made and 
quickly peened while hot. Then adjacent areas are cooled with an ice bag held 
against the weld deposit and/or an air blast. This permits the weld to be 
completed in small weld increments and the casting is never allowed to reach the 
crack sensitive range of 4QQO to 7QQOF. 
It is most difficult to produce a weld in cast iron that can subsequently be 
machined. Proper selection of an electrode is paramount. There are 10 or more 
modern types available for cast iron repair, and each is suitable for a little 
different purpose. It is usually necessary to experiment to get the right match. 
Modern electrodes for cast iron repair have the following characteristics: 
Weld all cast irons, 
Are completely machinable, 
Have extraordinary strength, 
Have at least double the elongation of nickel-type electrodes, 
Have a coating that enables them to bond dirty cast iron, 
Are highly crack resistant, 
Can join steel to cast iron, 
Can be used successfully on both thick and thin cast iron, 
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Are a good color match to cast iron, and 
Weld in all positions. 
Proper surface preparation is a must. Clean and degrease the part. 
Remove all sharp edges or rough areas and corner edges by grinding. File the 
areas that have been ground to remove the graphite smeared on the surface by 
the grinding wheel. Sear the surface with an oxycetylene torch with a large tip 
and a highly oxidizing flame to loosen and dislodge remaining surface graphite. 
Several guidelines specify proper welding techniques: Do not weld over 
sharp edges, threads or other irregularities. Do not strike the arc directly on the 
cast iron surface; instead, initially strike on a small piece of steel placed 
adjacent to the weld location and subsequently on previously deposited metal. 
Do not focus the arc directly on the cast iron. Once the weld deposit has 
commenced, the electrode should be held at an angle of 30° from perpendicular 
in the direction of the travel. The idea is to deposit the weld material as quickly 
as possible. The largest electrode diameter possible should be used. This 
minimizes the amount of heat introduced in relation to the large volume of weld 
metal deposition. Contrary to practice when welding steel, weld penetration is 
not desirable when welding cast iron. 
Although not listed as such, the consultant considers "Full Mold Casting" to 
be of great importance to the company. The company casts dies for stamping 
automotive sheet metal parts. Many are one-of-a-kind castings. It is very 
economical to make these patterns in styrofoam and subsequently employ full 
mold casting to make the part. This is the major advantage, but there are 
others. Namely, the process requires no heavy equipment, pits, sand muliers, 
heavy duty shakeout, bottom boards, flask maintenance, or molding machines. 
The company is presently employing a modified version of the full mold 
process which, in reality, isn't full mold casting at all. They use the styrofoam 
pattern, but they use bonded sand and conventional cope and drag techniques. 
The styrofoam pattern is laboriously removed from the mold by cutting it up and 
picking it out in small pieces. This requires delicate surgery because the mold 
cavity can be damaged very easily and you don't get a second chance to remake 
the mold because the pattern is destroyed. 
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Although some full mold castings are made in bonded sand, the conven-
tional practice is to use unbonded sand. The pattern is coated with a water 
soluble, silica base, refractory material, which is applied by dipping, brushing, or 
spraying. The coating must have a high gas permeability to permit vapors from 
the polystyrene to escape rapidly during the pouring cycle. These coatings have 
been developed specifically for the lost-foam process and, in some cases, are 
proprietary. The company uses bonded sand; their experience shows that 
unbonded sand collapses as the pattern evaporates. However, the company 
doesn't have the correct refractory coating for the pattern. Properly done, the 
casting is not actually made in the sand, but rather in a ceramic coating 
surrounded by the sand; the combination of gas pressure developed by the 
evaporating pattern and the instantaneous replacement of the pattern by the 
molten metal prevents collapse of the mold walls. The consultant was not 
previously aware of the specific need for the brand name or recipe for this 
refractory material. He will make some inquiries to likely sources in the U.S. 
for this information upon his return. 
The consultant discussed gating and venting of the molds with the foundry 
manager. There was information in the research materials which may help the 
company perform full mold casting in the interim prior to acquiring the correct 
refractory material. Permeability may be a problem with the bonded sand. The 
flask sides should definitely be vented and they should try perforating the sides 
of the mold with spikes that extend almost into the styrofoam pattern. This will 
increase permeability. 
The company's problems with stress in large structures due to welding can 
be minimized or solved by uniform welding and slow cooling of the weld and 
adjacent areas. Fortunately, the structures welded by the company are 
predominantly cylindrical and the welds are peripheral. The structures can be 
turned on a cradle or an arbor, while the weld is made by an automatic welder, 
preferably submerged arc. At the same time, a series of natural gas or LP gas 
flames can be directed on the recently welded area to prevent rapid cooling by 
the quenching effect of the massive structure. The set-up is fairly easy after 
the problem of rotating the large structures is solved. 
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The company's economic problems with casting large parts and its dilemma 
over casting methods and mold materials was far too broad in scope to be 
covered during this brief field visit. The consultant's treatment of full mold 
casting was very crucial to this overall problem and may, in fact, be a panacea. 
The consultant provided the company with relative cost and design features of 
the various conventional casting processes. He also provided handbook listings of 
a great many molding materials and their attributes. 
Two new iron materials were introduced to the company. The first was 
High Sulfur, Wear Resistant Iron. The attention devoted to sulfur was 
historically concentrated on eliminating or at least limiting it. Electric furnaces 
make it possible to attain very low levels of sulfur, .03% or less. However, it 
was learned that operating at this level leads to excessive scrap loss due to 
spiking and shrink defects, so the desirable level is in the range of .08% to .12%. 
This use of sulfur as a process alloy has no appreciable effect on the 
performance of the casting. Early experiments with higher levels of sulfur 
resulted rn foundry problems and poor machinability, so no production was 
realized. As a result of recent research, the quality problems have been 
corrected, and high sulfur, wear-resistant iron has become an important material 
for a variety of automotive and industrial applications. 
In certain applications, no other material can match its wear resistance, 
and its only alloying element, sulfur, is inexpensive and abundant, in sharp 
contrast to the alloys used in other wear-resistant materials. The only 
drawbacks are the tight process control necessary for its production and the need 
for annealing, which increases energy requirements relative to nodular or alloyed 
gray iron. 
The consultant provided the company with a comprehensive research 
article on sulfur-alloyed iron, which explained: the processing; the current 
application; the wear resistance; production practices (charge makeup, 
meltdown, superheat and pour, molding materials, pattern shrink, and annealing 
time); mechanical properties; and hardenability. 
A second material introduced to the company was Compacted Graphite 
Iron (C GI). This material was once cast aside as a failed attempt at making 
nodular iron, but it is now emerging as a most useful material, superior in some 
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ways to gray iron and in other ways to nodular iron. The consultant provided 
information on the latest treatment in CGI production, the mechanical 
properties of CGI, machinability of CGI, and the current applications of CGI. 
The consultant provided an excellent article on chill microstructure of cast 
iron hot strip mill rolls to satisfy the company's desire for information on the 
variables in producing chill rolls which was highly technical and informative 
research material from the research laboratory of the U.S. Steel Company. In 
the article, two hot strip mill work rolls, a nickel-chill iron, and a grain iron 
type, were investigated to determine and contrast the microstructural features 
of each. 
The consultant provided the company with the entire section on heat 
treatment of cast irons from the \!1etals Handbook. He reviewed the high points 
with the company's foundry manager and circled and highlighted passages that 
were most applicable to the company's operation. 
The company was interested in guidelines and modern methods to machine 
cast iron, especially chill rolls. The consultant provided and reviewed a January 
1983 article in American Machinist on silicon nitride ceramic cutting tools 
capable of machining cast iron at speeds as high as 5000 sfm. Earlier ceramic 
cutting tools had a poor reputation due to problems of edge-chipping and 
catastrophic failure. However, this new Silicone Nitride ceramic is very tough 
and has a high resistance to both thermal and mechanical shock. The company 
was very interested. The consultant agreed to help obtain a sample insert. The 
cutting tools are manufactured by GTE and are marketed under the trade name 
"Quantum 5000." 
Although the ceramic cutting tool above has some spectacular performance 
statistics on gray cast irons, a material very easy to machine, its performance on 
chill roll material is questionable. In contrast to gray iron, chill roll surfaces are 
very hard to machine because they are hard and abrasive, and to complicate 
matters, they have random spots that are extra hard. This means tool chatter 
even on new rigid lathes, and the magnitude is worse on old, worn lathes. 
The consultant advised two means to reduce the company's troubles in 
machining chill rolls. First, he provided the company with the "so called" 
Tumpane Standards, which provide a test pattern for analytical inspection of 
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heavy engine lathes. Then he recommended that the company consider using 
high speed tool steel cutting tools instead of carbide cutting tools. The reason 
for this is that tool chatter causes catastrophic failure of carbide tools, whereas 
there are special high speed tool steels which survive very well. The consultant 
provided a American Machinist special report on selecting tool steels which 
provides very appropriate guidance and coverage of such subjects as cutting tools 
produced by power metallurgy (PM) and coated cutting tools. 
Future Company Requirements 
Two actions are contemplated to further assist the company. In reference 
to full mold casting, the consultant has reason to believe that Arco Chemical 
Company supplies the water soluble, silica-base, refractory material which is 
used to coat the polystyrene foam pattern. He will contact the company to 
confirm this and, if so, he will attempt to arrange for the Korean company to be 
provided with a sample of the material and/or a procedure for purchasing it. In 
reference· to the company's interest in "Quantum 5000" silicon nitride ceramic 
cutting tools, the consultant will contact GTE's Walmet Division in behalf of the 
Korean company along the same lines as above. 
Observed Results and Company Reactions 
The results obtained were most gratifying. The president of the company 
took a very active interest in the consultation sessions. He insisted that the 
sessions start early in the morning and proceed into the evening. This was very 
prudent in that there were a great many subjects to be covered, and some were 
covered in great detail. The highest ranking engineers in the company attended 
the sessions, with as many as six engineers/technicians attending some of the 
sessions. The sessions were very effective due to the fact that the engineers 
devoted considerable time to studying the research material. The pre~ident of 
the company was fluent in English and the managers of the machine shop and 
foundry were adequate in English. This in itself guaranteed that the information 
was significant, to the point, and well understood. 
This company has a huge facility and a correspondingly large capability. 
The impact of the assistance received will be correspondingly large in terms of 
quality and quantity of goods produced, profits generated, etc. In summary, the 
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assistance greatly advanced the company's capability to weld iron castings, 
greatly contributed to the company's understanding of full mold casting, 
introduced new cast iron materials, introduced new cutting tools and a better 
understanding of traditional cutting tools, and generally advanced the company's 
knowledge of cast irons and their heat treatment. 
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DELIVERABLES PROVIDED TO SAM YANG HEAVY MACHINERY COMPANY 
Problem Kl. The company needs information on repairing defects in large 
gray iron castings. 
1. "How to Weld Cast Iron," Leon D. Richardson, American Machinist, 
November 1982, pp. 129-133. 
2. "Arc Welding of Cast Irons," by the American Committee on Welding 
Cast Irons, Metals Handbook, pp. 235-237. 
3. "Casting Repair Pays Big Dividends for Job Shop," featured article in 
Welding Engineer, November 1972, pp. 35-37. 
4. "Craft the Key to Tricky Casting Repairs," Alan Ailes, Welding and 
Material Fabrication, April 1980, pp. 165-170. 
5. "Awards Spotlight Maintenance Welding," featured article in Welding 
Engineer, June 1982, pp. 220-221. 
Problem K3. The company needs an introduction to and economic data, if 
possible, on methods to cast large parts. 
6. Sand-Mold Casting and Ceramic-Mold Casting," Tool and 
Manufacturing Engineers Handbook, pp. 21-1 thru 21-15 and pp. 22-1 
thru 22-26. 
7. Descriptions of Sand Casting, Shell Mold Casting, Permanent Mold 
Casting, Plaster Mold Casting, and a chart showing design features 
and cost features of each oi these. 
Problem K4. The company wants information on full mold casting. 
8. "Full Mold Casting Goes Mass Production," Donald R. Dreger, 
Machine Design, November 25, 1982, pp. 47-51. 
Problem K5. The company wants a general update on alloyed iron 
castings and abrasive resistant materials. 
9. "Production and Properties of High Sulfur, Wear Resistant Cast Iron," 
F.B. Rate, K.H. Lawler, and M.J. Pres, American Foundry Society 
Transactions, pp. 828-834. 
10. "CGI: A Cast Iron Reborn,'1 John A. Vaccarl, American Machinist, 
October 1981, pp. 156-159. 
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Problem K6. The company wants information on producing "chill rolls.11 
They are experiencing difficulty in achieving repeatability 
in depth of hardness. 
11. 11Chill Microstructure of Cast-Iron Hot Strip Mill Work Rolls," Dr. R. 
Judd, Iron and Steel Engineer, September 1977, pp. 83-88. 
12. 11Cast Conveyor Rollers with a White Iron Working Surface,11 V .A. 
Galkin, Translated from Liteinoc Proizvodstvo, 1974, pp. 40-41 and 
K-9. 
Problem K7. and K 9. General information on metallurgy of casting 55,000 
psi Cast Iron and 60,000 psi Ductile Iron. 
10. "CGI: A Cast Iron Reborn,11 John A. Vaccari, American Machinist, 
October 1981, pp. 156-159. 
13. 11Heat Treating of Cast Irons," American Society of Metals, pp. 203-
220. 
14. 11Specialized Heat Treatments and Mechanized Equipment Expand the 
Applicability of Ductile Iron,11 Clinton Preble and Patrick Dirom, 
Industrial Heating, 1968, pp. 826-836. 
Problem K 1 0. The company requests guidelines for maching cast 11chill'' 
rolls HRC 56. IntrodU<;:tion to new tool materials. They are 
having vibration problems using carbide tools. 
15. "Damping Vibration for Special Lathes,11 Dr. Dan DeBra, American 
Machinist, August 1981, pp. 115-116. 
16. 11 Machine Considerations - Large Lathes," from a lecture by W .E. 
Cline of the General Electric Company. 
17. 11 New Ceramics Rev Up Cutting Speeds," R.L. Hatschek, American 
Machinist, January 1983, pp. 110-112. 
18. 11Guide to Selecting Tool Steels,11 John A. Vaccari, American 
Machinist, August 1982, pp. 134-154. 
19. "Choosing the Right Carbide Insert," Eugene H. Sanders, American 
Machinist, April 1982, pp. 139. 
General Information: 
20. "Power Press Safety Ma nual," National Safety Council, 1972, pp. 1-
10 I. 
Jeil Engineering & Industrial Co., Ltd. (Company N) 
Dates Visited: May 18 and 30, and June 14, 1983 
KCGF Staff Involved: Mr. Shin, Jung Sup 
Principal Products: Gearboxes and gear motors 
Previously Observed Problems or Questions 
The company wanted instruction in the use of the AGMA gear standards. 
Next, the company posed a series of questions concerning design calculations. 
They wanted to learn a way to relate strength of material (yield or ultimate 
strength) to measured hardness. They wanted methods to calculate gearbox load 
limits based on gearbox temperature limits. They wanted methods to calculate 
the lubrication required in a gearbox. They wanted methods to calculate 
expected noise levels in transmissions. Their last request was for general 
information on "Novikov11 gear design. 
Observed Problems or Questions During Current Period 
After the consultant instructed the company on the particulars of the 
newly revised AGMA standards (December 1982), the company requested that 
the consultant assist them in obtaining a copy for their use. 
Action During Current Period 
The company's AGMA standards were vintage 1964. The standards have 
been revised twice since then, most recently in December 1982. This most 
recent revision, AGMA 218.01, supersedes four previous standards: AGMA 210.02 
- Standard for Surface Durability (Pitting) of Spur Gear Teeth; AGMA 211.02 -
Standard for Surface Durability (Pitting) of Helical and Herringbone Gear Teeth; 
AGMA 220.02 - Standard for Rating the Strength of Spur Gear Teeth; AGMA 
221.02 - Standard for Rating the Strength of Helical and Herringbone Gear 
Teeth. Also, 218.01 updates and consolidates the spur and helical gear rating 
methods in two other publications: AGMA 215.01 -Information Sheet for Surface 
Durability (Pitting) of Spur, Helical, Herringbone, and Bevel Gear Tee th; and 
AGMA 225.01 - Information Sheet for Strength of Spur, Helical, Herringbone, 
and Bevel Gear Teeth. The most significant revision in the updated standard is 
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its new data for certain modifying factors for allowable stress, such as life 
factor CL or KL and hardness ratio factor CH. There are many more. The 
consultant reviewed a recent article entitled, "New Rating Standard for Involute 
Gears," with several individuals from the company's design section. Several 
example calculations were reviewed: evaluating tooth load distribution, 
establishing dynamic factors, computing geometry factors, determining life 
factors, and accounting for gear hardness. All of these were of concern to the 
company, and some necessary understanding of the new procedures and inclusion 
of the new data were transferred to the company. The company engineers were 
eager to acquire the new standards and requested that the consultant assist 
them. He wrote a letter in their behalf to AGMA requesting a quote to include 
the price of the new standards and shipping cost to Korea. The company intends 
to follow-up with a purchase order and a money order. 
To preface his treatment of the company's request for design calculations, 
the consultant instructed the company that mathematical design formulae for 
gears and gearboxes included many stress-modifying factors that account for 
variations among gears regarding load application, tooth size, load distribution, 
safety factor, reliability, and life. The quantification of these factors is based 
on theory, empirical data, and practical experience. 
The company's request for a method to relate strength of material to 
measured hardness doesn't have a specific answer. This is especially true in 
relation to gears, where the material is case hardened. AGMA standard 
calculations consider this by employing a hardness ratio factor. The factor 
incorporates much new data which cover many types of steels and irons, their 
surface hardness and range of allowable stress. To reinforce this lesson the 
consultant reviewed an article entitled, "Guidelines for Quality Carburi zed 
Gearing," which stressed the importance of proper carburizing and hardening of 
gears, covered material evaluation, data anlysis, and the manufacturing 
technology involved. The consulta nt also exposed the company to a new method 
of gear hardening called "Spin-Hardening," which provides better uniformity at 
reduced costs. 
The next two questions, gearbox temperature and lubrication, are closely 
related. One cannot very well consider one without the other. Generally , 
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gearing is designed to have sufficient beam strength, tooth surface durability, 
and scoring resistance. Breaking and pitting are classic modes of time-
dependent fatigue failure; however, scoring is not time dependent and may occur 
precipitously early in the life of a gearset. Lubrication and temperature are 
major considerations in rating high speed gearboxes. The company's gearboxes 
are generally not high speed so their concern in these areas is minimal. In fact, 
the company finishes its gears by lapping, which is unacceptable for high speed 
applications. Nevertheless, the consultant reviewed the phenomena of scoring 
and the methods of calculation using the Critical Temperature Concept and the 
Minimum Film Thickness Concept. The consultant asked if the company had a 
copy of the Gear Design Handbook. They produced a reasonably current edition, 
and the consultant reviewed the section on lubrication which gives some 
guidelines. Then the consultant reviewed a recent article entitled, 11Lubrication 
Analysis by Computer." It reinforced the consultant's contention that lubricant 
films are so complex as to defy analytical theory, but it wasn't very useful in 
practice.· 
The company's request for methods to calculate expected noise levels in 
transmissions was handled in two phases. 
First, the consultant instructed the company's design engineers in design 
methods, which resulted in quiet transmissions. He instructed in gearset 
accuracy and contact ratios, special purpose gearing and materials, multiple 
power paths and gear mesh phasing, shaft alignment and dynamic bearing loads, 
and housing design methods and modifications. He provided the group with 
graphs showing the effects on sound pressure level by employing tooth profile 
modification, high quality gears, improved surface finish, and increased helix 
angles. He gave them many easy to apply rules-of-thumb. 
Second, the consultant instructed the company's design engineers on 
methods to minimize noise in existing transmissions. He covered noise isolation, 
vibration isolation, vibration damping, vibration absorption, and impulse phasing. 
These methods are not easy to apply, are often expensive, and produce 
unpredictable results. The consultant stressed that design methods are best for 
reducing noise in transmissions. The company cannot hope to produce quiet 
gearboxes with their present methods of design and manufacturing. They will 
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need to make many changes. The information provided by the consultant will 
assist the company in making appropriate decisions. 
The final request of the company was for information on ''Novikov" 
gearing. The consultant satisfied this request by providing three relatively 
recent articles on "Novikov" gearing. All of the articles were originally in 
Russian and were translated to English. After a review of the articles, a general 
conclusion can be drawn that Nivokov gearing is used in high speed applications 
where it is desirable to ensure as high a contact strength of the teeth as possible, 
even at the expense of the reserve of their breaking strength. Much data and 
discussion regarding Novikov gearing is included in the articles for the company's 
review. The engineers could not tell the consultant what application they were 
considering for Novikov gearing. It is presumed that they were just exercising 
their technical curiosity. 
The consultant provided several excellent articles beyond what was 
required, one on proprietary gearing and two on gearmaking: "Fundamentals of 
Gear Cut.ting," and "Gear Cutting with Tin-coated Tools." These are all very 
appropriate for the company and will be used. 
Future Company Requirements 
The consultant plans to follow-up to make sure that the company gets its 
copy of AGMA 218.01. This will be the most important technical source book in 
the company's library. 
Observed Results or Company Reactions 
The consultant was pleased with the assemblage of research materials he 
had prepared for the company. The breadth of the information is very large and 
the consultant and the company could go into as much depth in any of the areas 
as possible. A total of fifteen articles were delivered comprising 73 pages. 
Also, he used the company's old copy of AGMA standards and their copy of the 
Gear Design Handbook. Most of the subjects covered were ahead of the 
company's current technology. It is doubtful that they will be able to put half of 
the information into practice in the near future. However, they are somewhat 
more enlightened and were very appreciative of the assistance. It would be 
almost impossible for the company to have collected this information on its own. 
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Just making the company aware of the newly revised AGMA 218.01 and 
explaining its new data and methods were of very great value. After the 
company acquires the new standards and becomes proficient in their use, the 
company will reach a new level of competence in gear design. 
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DELIVERABLES PROVIDED TO JElL ENGINEERING &. INDUSTRIAL CO., Ltd. 
Problem N 1. & N2. The company requires current information, 
examples, and experience about AGMA standards. 
The company implied that AGMA standards are too 
conservative. 
1. "New Rating Standard for Involute Gears," Octave A. Labath in 
Machine Design, April 21, 1983, pp. 55-60. 
2. "Forecasting the Machining Accuracy of Gears on the Basis of a 
Design and Technology Classification," V.P. Ponomarev, Vestnik 
Mashinostroeniya (USSR), Volume 59, Issue 3, 1979, pp. 28-31. 
Problem N3. The company requires information on ways to relate 
strength of materials (yield or ultimate strength) to 
measured hardness. 
3. "Guidelines for Quality Carburized Gearing, Herbert Hebenstreit, 
Machine Design, September 9, 1982, pp. 67-70. 
Problem N4. The company requires methods to calculate gearbox load 
limits based on gearbox temperature limits. 
4. "Preventing Gear Tooth Scoring, Peter Lynwander, Machine Design, 
March 20, 1983, pp. 45-49. 
Problem N5. The company requires methods to calculate the amount of 
lubrication required in a gearbox. 
5. "Lubricant Analysis by Computer," John K. Krouse, Machine Design, 
September 25, 1980, pp. 56-60. 
Problem N6. The company requires methods to reduce gear noise and/or 
calculate e xpected noise levels in transmissions. 
6. "Minimizing Noise in Transmissions," Raymond J. Drago, .Machine 
Design, Dece mber 11, 1980, pp. 175-181. 
7. "How to Design Quiet Transmissions , Raymond J. Drago, Machine 
Design, December 11 , 1980, pp. 175- 181. 
8. "Gearbox Noise Reduction: Prediction and Measurement of Mesh-
Frequency Vibrations," R.H. Badgle y and R.M. Hartoran, Journal of 
Engineering for Industry, May 197 4, pp. 567- 577. 
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Problem N7. The company requires information on "Novikov" gear design. 
9. "Increasing the Fatigue Strength of the Teeth of High-Speed Reducer 
Gears with Novikov Gearing," V.A. Pyshkin & J.P. Saigin, Translated 
from Khinicheskoe i Neftyanoe Mashinostroenie (USSR), No. 11, PP• 
32-33, November 1978. 
10. "Selection of Basic Profiles of All-Addendum Type Gearing for 
Novikov Transmissions with Very Hard Tooth Working Surfaces," R.V. 
Fedyakin & V.A. Chesnokov, Vestnik Mashinostroeniya, Vol. 56, Issue 
7' 1976, pp. 20-27. 
11. "Helical Reducers with a Novil<ov Gear for Rocking Machines," M.A. 
Guseinov et al., Translated from Khimicheskoe Neftyanoe 
Mashinostroenie, No. ll, pp. 42-43, November 197 5. 
General articles provided to the company: 
12. "Fundamentals of Gear Cutting," Joseph Jablonowski, American 
Machinist, Special Report 742, February 1982, pp. 139-154. 
13. "Gear Cutting with Tin-Coated Tools," Peter W. Kelly, American 
Machinist, November 1982, pp. 125-128. 
14. "Spin-Hardening Cuts Gear Costs," Joseph Jablonowski, American 
Machinist, December 1982, pp. 78-79. 
15. "Prolem Solving with Proprietary Gearing," Myron Seneczko, Machine 

























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. The company is turning forged steel 
and getting continuous chips. They 
need to know how to eliminate or to 
contend with these chips 
2. Need suggestions to reduce machining 
time. 
3. Quicking wearing out drilling jigs 
and hence parts are out of tolerance 
4. Specification to sharpen sandvik BTA 
drills. 
5. Holding tolerance on a 96mmm dia. 
+0.05 -0.00 x 31 mm length. 
6. Is it better practice to use cutting 
fluids when machining with TIC tools 
(C + 5 to C-7)? 
7. Need a method other than optical 
comparison to check surf ace finishes 
8. Need better methods or equipment to cut 
New Problems Current Action 
1. Delivered several current 
articles on chip breaking 
and chip control, 
instructed in proper 
practice and rules -of-
thumb. 
2. Many subjects covered and 
research materials de-
livered on choosing TIC 
inserts, high speed 
drilling, cutting speeds 
feeds, and modern cutting 
tools. 
3. Common problem in 
Rok- improper 
sharpening of drill bits. 
Explained importance 
of proper drill bit 
geometry and provided 
specs on drill bit 
grinder. 
4. Consultant provided 
Sandvik BTA catalog. 
Sandvik does not 
recommend resharpening, 
dri 11 tips are dis-
posable. 
5. Reject rate is too 
low to be concerned. 
6. Consultant provided 
articles pro & con. 
However, after seeing 
Future Action 
3. Get prices on 
drill grinding 
machine (optima) 
2. Contact at Valeron 
Corp. ROK of fice 
Observations 
This company 
has a very 
simple opera-
tion in that 
they basi-
cally do only 
turnings. 
They need to 
consider 
purchasi ng 





coul d combi ne 
many opera-














plans to buy 
a drill shar-



























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New Problems Current Act ion Future Action 
Threads on axel spindles The operation the consultant 
Recommends cutting dry. 
7. Provided several 
alternatives and some 
specifications thereon. 
Mitutoyo is offering a 
device called Surftest 
I II. 
8. Provided specs on 
several types of high speed thread 
cutting machines 
Observat i ons 
Company Visit Dates 
Product KCGF Staff 














SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Vis1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
Info on clutch facing materials 
U.S. Regulations and trend toward 
asbestos use in clutches & brakes 
Information on U.S. clutch market 
Information on robot use with stamping 
presses 
Safety standards that apply to U.S. 
presses 
Marketing information on U.S. stamping 
presses 
New Problems Current Action 
1. Many excellent materials 
deli vered and reviewed on 
asbestos and new materials 
that wi 11 rel ace asbestos. 
Specific specs on "Kevlar". 
2. Several good research 
Future Action 
5. Get original copy 
of "Power Press 
Safety Manu a 1" 
for the company 
papers reviewed. OSHA 
standard de livered. Current 
trends discussed. 
3. Motor vehicles trends 
and projections from 
U.S. industrial outlook 
19R3 presented and 
reviewed. 
4. The basics of press feed 
automation reviewed. 
Specific information on 
M i ns t e r /OR I I press robot 
system delivered. Mise. 
info on other suitab le 
robots also delivered. 
5. Delivered and reviewed 
the "Power Press Safety 
Manu al" published by the 
U.S. National Safety 
Counci 1. This is a very 
comprehensive source on 
design and tooling safety 
for power presses and is 
an industry standard. 
Observations 
The clutch 
manu fa ct uri ng 
operation 




This is to 
be expected 






more of a 
job shop 
operation. 
There is a 
large quan-
t i ty of work -
in-process in-
ventory. Thi s 
is character-
































SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New Problems Current Action 
6. Machine tool & metal 
forming trends and 
projections from 
U.S. Industrial Outlook 
1 983 presented and 
reviewed. 






























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, Ja~es Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Technology to IT'()ld two color 
computer keyboard keys. 
2. Better methods to engrave dies 
to letters & figures. 
3. General technology and management 
audit. 
New Problems Current Action 
1. Information on co-injection 
and two-shot molding was 
delivered and discussed. 
Specific information on 
propietary Japanese process 
for making sloped and 
sculptured keys is not 
avail able. 
2. Instructed on ~rethods 
currently employed. 
Delivered specifications 
on three dimensional 
engravers, electrical 
discharge machining, 
and wire electrical 
discharge machining. 
3. Many subjects presented: 
four steps to better tools 
& dies, computer aided 
engineering in design of 
plastics tooling, building 
prototype IT'()lds, runner-
1 ess IT'()lds & general 
management techniques. 
Future Act ion Observations 
The company 
has recentl y 
acquired 
several CNC 
mach i ne 
tools. The 





t ional space 
is de spa ra-
tely needed. 
The current 
plant has no 
plan to i ts 












which we re 
very narrow 

























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New P rob 1 ems Current Act ion 
6, Two very technical 
art i c 1 e s on ch il 1 r o 1 1 
microstructure were 
presented. 
7. A genera 1 review of 
cast iron metalurgy 
and heat treatment 
was done. 
8. No longer a serious 
problem. 
9. The review in Item 7 
covered ductile iron 
also. 
10. Recommendations for 
machining chi 11 rolls 
were made, Guidelines 
for selecting tool steels 
and carbides were 
presented. New silicon 
nitride chemical cutting 
tools for cast iron were 
presented. Instructions 
for inspecting tolerance 
capabilities of large 
lathes were given. 





to weld iron 
castings. 
Greatly 
































Company Vis it Oates 
Product KCGF Staff 
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SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GlT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer Y1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Research data and info on methods 
to reduce the thermal expansion 
coefficient of cast iron 
blower rotor. 
2. Shafts are shrink fitted into 
either end of blower rotors. 
Rotors crack and/or shafts 
come out on machining. 
3. Need design methods for 
centrifugal pumps to 










1. Presented research 
materials and instructed 
on cast iron alloys and on 
heat treating to reduce 
thermal coefficient of 
expansion. 
2. Explained the 
source of the problem. 
Presented materials on 
heat and expansion fi ts. 
Assisted company in doing 
calculations on fit allow-
ances and temperatures 
of heat or shrink fit and 
holding forces. 
3. Presented handbook 
materials and recent 
articles on pump design 
and new pump material s. 
Specific information on 
pul p and paper pumps 
was delivered and 
discussed . 
Fut ure Actio n 
4. GIT cont acted , 
pump handbook 
is on its way. 
5. Check on possible 
joint venture wit h 
roper pumps. 
Observati ons 
This is a 







modern too 1 s 
and pump 






1 earn. The 
ass i stance 
rendered was 
direct ly 































SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Information on welding iron castings. 
2. Practical examples of stress relief 
of large structures. 
3. Introduction & economic data on 
casting large parts 
4. Information on full mold casting. 
5. General update on alloyed castings -
abrasive resistant iron 
6 Information on variables involved in 
producing chill rolls. 
7. Metallurgy of 55,000 psi cast iron. 
8. Eliminate core defects in large 
ductile castings. 
9. Annealling 60,000 psi ductile iron 
roll shells 
10. Guidelines for machin i ng chill rolls, 
introduction to new tool materials. 
New Problems 
4a. What is 
water 










Current Act ion 
1. Five separate articles 
on this subject were 
del i vered. Procedures 
for performing welding 
of iron castings were 
deve 1 oped. 
2. Consultant related his 
own experiences and ma de 
su ggestions for methods 
and eq ui pme nt. 
Future Action 
4a.Will contact 
AR CO Chemica 1 
Co. and try to 
get info. 
l Oa Wi l l contact GTE 
Wa lmet Di vision 
~ request a samp le 
quantum 5000 
insert 
possible. 3. Comparat ive cost and 
design feat ures of various 
casting processes were 
presented and discussed. 
Listings of molding 
material s and their 
attributes were del i vered. 






insert. 4. Handbook mat eri al and 
a recent art i c 1 e on full 
mold casting were 
presented. A di scussion 
on ful l mo ld and ce rami c 
shell molding was unde r-
taken with t he foundry 
manager. 
5. Presented and rliscussed 
reseach material s on hi gh 
s ulfur wear resistant iron 
and compacted graphite iron. 
Both were new t o the 
company and very applicable. 
Obse rvat ions 
Thi s company 
has a huge 
faci l ity and 
a correson-
di ng ly large 
capabi 1 ity. 
The ma nagers 
are very 
br ight and we ll 
i nformed . 
They we re 
very pleased 





ti me to 
studying the 
r esearch 
mate r ials and 
conferi ng 
with the con-
su ltant. The 
bulk of t he 
material pre-
sent ed wa s 
new knowl edge 
fo r the com-





ass i stance 
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SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Examples of AGMA standards in 
design of gears. 
2. Experience or comments about 
AGMA standards. 
3. Ways to relate strength of 
materials to hardness. 
4. Methods to calculate gearbox load 
1 imits based on gear box temperature. 
5. Methods to calculate amount of 
lubrication required in a gearbox. 
6. Methods to calculate expected noise 
levels in a transmission. 
7. Information on Novikov gearing. 
New Problems Current Act ion 
1&2 AGMA issued a new rating 1a 
standard for i nvolut e gears 
i n December 1982. 




ing a copy 




Instructed the company in 
the changes and reviewed 
ex amp 1 es of typi ca 1 
designs. 
3 Instructed company on 
mathematical models to 
determine stress distri-
bu tion below the t ooth 
surface, case hardness 
distribution and case depth 
are primary parameters that 
establish surface load 
capacity. 
4&5 Temperature and lu b-
rication are closely 
linked in the calcul-
ation and rating of a 
transmission. Inst ructed 
company in the critical 
temperature concept and 
the minimum film thickness 
concept. Both these cal-
cu lations require t he use of 
imperical data taken f rom 
a source such as AGMA. 
Future Act ion 
Consultant wrote a 
letter i n behalf of 
the company to AGMA 
and wi 11 continue 
to follow up until 
the company re-
cei ves 1\GMA 21 8 . 
Obse rvat i ons 
This company 
has a la rge 
des ign 
staff . The 
i ndi vi dual 
citi ng t he 
probl ems was 
a des ign 
eng inee r , 
hence all 
the prob lems 
were rel ated 
to des i gn . 




not ab 1 e to 
br ing a copy 
of t he new 
AGMA 21 8 as 
the compa ny 
and t he con-




revi ew ing 
t he new 
standa rd 
together . 
Many of the 
subj ect s 
unde rtak en 
we re ve ry 
abstract and 
compl ex. 
Company Visit Dates 
Product KCGF Staff 
-N- 5/18 








SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New Problems Current Action 
6. Instructed the company 
in design guidelines for 
quiet transmissions. Also 
instructed in methods to 
minimize noise in exist ing 
transmissions. 
7. Presented the company 
with four USSR Research 
papers on Novikov gearing. 
Discussed the high points 
in the materials. 
Generally Novikov gearing 
is used in high speed, low 
load, low noise application. 
Future Action Observations 
Many relate 
only to high 
speed 
transmissions. 
They don 1 t 
have rele-
vance to the 
company 1 s 










fut ure and 
inthiscase 
the infor-
mation wi 11 
be quite 
useful. 
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FORWARD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
This is the annual report for the fifth year of technical 
assistance provided by Georgia Institute of Technology to and in 
cooperation with the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KCGF). During this 
five-year period there have been many changes in the substance and 
emphasis of the program. However, one characteristic has been 
enduring and consistent: the goodwill, cooperation, and mutual respect 
evidenced between the KCGF and Georgia Tech. 
We acknowledge with gratitude the contributions of the Korea 
Credit Guarantee Fund to this past year's activities in furthering 
technical efforts, dealing with logistical and contractual matters, 
and generally maintaining an excellent professional environment in 
which positive results could be achieved. 
In particular: 
Chairman and President Kim, Sang-Chan has continued his 
interest and support for this program. 
Mr. Kim, Waan-Kee, Director, Extension Service Department has 
exemplified the excellent spirit of cooperation that has 
existed between our two institutions. His personal efforts 
have ensured the necessary support from KCGF to provide 
successful technical assistance to client companies. 
Mr. Lee, Hee-Il, Deputy Director of the Extension Service 
Department, provided encouragement and support and of the 
field engineers during their visit. 
Mr, Kim, Deok-Kon, Manager, Extension Service Department, 
assisted with the planning and communications so necessary to 
the project's success. 
Members of the Extension Service Department staff, including 
Mr. Shin, Jung-Sup; Mr. Seon, Yong-Hoon; and Mr. Min, 
Kyung-Sup, were instrumental in making appointments with 
companies, working with Georgia Tech field engineers, and 
providing the logistical support required for the field 
visits. 
We are grateful to these individuals and to the KCGF for the 
opportunity to work with them to further the improvement of Korean 
industry. 
INTRODUCTION 
Beginning in 1978, the Georgia Institute of Technology has 
provided the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KCGF) assistance in KCGF•s 
extension work with client companies. Georgia ' Tech•s contribution has 
been to improve manufacturing productivity through the provision of 
technical assistance by field engineers directly to the client 
companies and indirectly by training KCGF Extension Department staff 
in the management and conduct of technical extension services. 
The ultimate goal of this series of activities has been to 
produce within KCGF a technical extension staff capable of replacing 
I 
Georgia Tech field engineers completely. The advantages for KCGF of 
developing staff capability are many: better communications with 
client companies, technical improvements that can enhance 
productivity, improved opportunities for follow-~p and interaction, 
efficient use of manpower and financial resources. As more 
responsibility transfers to the KCGF staff, the need for outside 
assistance lessens. 
The fifth year project summarized in the next section had 
initially two major objectives: 
Training of KCGF staff in Georgia, and training in Korea 
through participation in field visits and research for 
client companies. 
- Technical assistance with manufacturing problems directed 
to selected KCGF client companies. 
However, due to budgetary limitations the KCGF requested a 
reduction in the scope of the project, to eliminate the training 
originally scheduled for Georgia. As a consequence, this year's 
effort dealt only with direct technical assistance by Georgia Tech 
field engineers. Moreover, to accomodate the process of changing the 
work scope, field activities were delayed until calendar year 1983. 
As a result, there were neither field activities nor quarterly reports 
for the first half of the project year. Two quarterly reports have 
been prepared prior to this final report, covering the periods 
February through April and May through July. They describe three 
field visits that began in February, April and May. 
In order to avoid redundancy with the two quarterly reports 
written during the project year, the summary in the next section 
presents only highlights of the year's activities. At the same time 
it is worthwhile to present in this final report an indication of the 
specific activities undertaken during field visits. Consequently, 
summary documentation taken from each of the three field trip reports 
has been appended in three sections following in chronological order. 
If even more detailed information is needed, the reader is referred to 
the quarterly reports where, in addition to the summaries, narratives 
describe company assistance by client. 
PROJECT SUMMARY 
The major activities of the project year, in summary, were: 
- First field visit (February 19 - March 25, 1983). Mr. Larry 
Edens conducted this visit, assisting seven companies through 17 
plant trips and associated research and problem solution. 
Twenty-one assistance actions were undertaken in Korea, and 13 
follow-up activities were pursued after Mr. Edens• return to the 
United States. 
-Second field visit (April 1 -May 5, 1983). Dr. James Bannerman 
worked with six companies, providing 32 assistance actions and 
four follow-up activities. 
-Third field visit (May 14- June 17, 1983). Mr. James Muller 
provided 37 separate actions of technical assistance to six 
companies during 18 plant trips. An additional eight follow-up 
actions were taken after Mr. Muller left Korea. 
- Research, information, preparation, and reporting. These 
activities supported the field visits. They included Atlanta -
and field-office based research activities to prepare for field 
visits, provision of information to Korea, preparation of field 
and quarterly reports and this final report, communications, 
logistics, and budget information required to support the 
project. 
The project field visits continued the procedure begun last year 
of prioritizing companies• problems, so that the Georgia Tech and KCGF 
staffs could efficiently address client needs. The prioritization 
also assured that all clients received adequate attention, since top 
priority problems for all companies were addressed first before 
turning attention to lower priority tasks. Beneficial results from 
the concentration on priority problems were apparent, and field 
engineers were generally able to go beyond priority areas to address 
additional problems as well. 
The technical assistance provided during field visits dealt 
primarily with improvements in manufacturing techniques and 
technology. General issues such as plant layout, materials handling, 
and work flow were once more, as in past years, important to effective 
technical assistance. They were complemented by much more 
product-specific work which required intensive research and 
considerable specialization for effective results. 
Technical assistance during the field visits typically followed a 
long-established pattern, described in previous annual reports as 
follows: 
"a. Preliminary Meeting. KCGF scheduled an appointment for KCGF 
and GIT technical personnel. This meeting was usually held 
at the company factory where the manufacturing operation was 
observed. First, company management discussed the company•s 
I 
background, products, processes, and other pertinent 
material. An inspection of the manufacturing facilities 
followed, with a discussion of the company•s technical 
problem and needs. Where appropriate, suggestions for 
production improvements were made immediately. A final 
session reviewed technical areas where assistance or 
information could be helpful. 
b. Second and Subsequent Meetings. As soon as relevant 
information was available or assistance ideas were 
formulated, KCGF scheduled one or more subsequent visits to 
the company. KCGF and Georgia Tech then presented the 
information or technical assistance concepts to the company, 
utilizing detailed explanations, sketches, calculations, or 
whatever was needed to permit management to give 
consideration to the recommendations." 
It has been suggested previously that Extension Service 
Department personnel of KCGF check back periodically with the 
companies that have been provided information and assistance in order 
to determine, first, what actions had resulted from the 
recommendations, and second, if there were additional problems or 
needs. These checks, a regular feature of Georgia Tech•s Extension 
work in Georgia, would allow KCGF to ascertain whether or not 
additional plant visits will be needed by consultants. This 
suggestion is once again made for KCGF•s consideration. 
Companies assisted in this project year are: 
A. Yu-Il Company, Ltd. 
B. Kyung-Il Precision Machinery Company, Ltd. 
C. Rolens Watch Ind. Company, Ltd. 
D. Dong Sung Development Manufacturing Company, Ltd. 
E. Sam U Dies and Machinery Manufacturing Company, Ltd. 
F. Kyung-Won Ferrite Company, Ltd. 
G. Sae Han Electric Wire, Ltd. 
H. Nae Way Industria 1 Company, Ltd. 
I. Dan Kwang Company, Ltd. 
J. Sam Shin Iron Ind. Company, Ltd. 
K. Sanyang Heavy Machinery Company, Ltd. 
L. Shin Il Precision Company, Ltd. 
M. Sam Jung E 1 ectri c Ind. Company, Ltd. 
N. Jeil Engineering and Industrial Company, Ltd. 
0. Bukdoo Eumhyang Company, Ltd. 
P. Enterprise Company, Ltd. 
Q. Dong Bang Electronic Company, Ltd. 
R. Seo Il Industrial Company, Ltd. 
The results of the field visits were impressive numerically and 
qualitatively. Altogether 115 separate items of assistance were 
provided to the selected KCGF client companies during the project year. 
Company acceptance and implementation of recommendations appeared very 
high (but this observation should be checked periodically by KCGF 
staff, as noted previously). KCGF staff accompanied field engineers 
on visits and were thus exposed to informal exposure and on-the-job 
training in extension work. 
Eighteen companies assisted, more than 50 individual technical 
visits and 115 individual instances of assistance demonstrate the 
success of this project year. The KCGF staff and Georgia Tech 
personnel who participated in this year•s effort are deserving of 
commendation for a job well done. 
As the project year drew to a close, the KCGF informed Georgia 
Tech that budgetary constraints require the elimination of field 
visits, as they had previously caused the cessation of formal training 
for KCGF staff in Atlanta. Thus the type of management and technical 
assistance program conducted during the last five years will come to a 
close, or at least be temporarily halted. It seems appropriate, 
therefore, to look back over the past five years and draw some general 
conclusions that may be helpful if the KCGF management decides to 
reinitiate similar efforts in the future. 
First, successful technical assistance can be provided using an 
outside institution. Five years of experience have shown that Korean 
companies will request such assistance and are willing to accept 
suggestions through KCGF from an outside service. The KCGF staff have 
proven adept at handling technical and logistical arrangements for 
foreign consultants, and generally the field visits have gone well. 
The basic premise of relying on U.S. expertise has been demonstrated 
to be feasible. 
Second, the value of the assistance to participating companies 
appears to be high. As evidenced by this year's results, 
productivity-enhancing improvements can be made that beneficially 
affect competitive position, cost of products, and use of resources. 
In even so short a time as the five weeks of a field visit, a skilled 
engineer can provide cost -effective service to several companies. 
Third, training of KCGF staff members can improve the 
effectiveness of the extension activities. KCGF staff have proven 
willing students and participants in extension activities. However, 
to ensure that skills can be properly developed and well used, careful 
planning and allocation of personnel are required. The provision of 
adequate engineering services by KCGF staff presupposes sufficient, 
prior engineering background; some training in t~e past has been less 
than optimal due to the dissimilarities between staff background and 
the engineering subjects to be covered. Similar mismatches can be 
avoided through care in the selection of staff or through revision of 
course objectives and substance. 
Fourth, recurrent problem areas among companies indicate the 
possibility of providing alternative forms of assistance. Needs for 
assistance in plant layout, for example, might more efficiently be 
dealt with in group interraction than through individual visits. 
Extension activities at Georgia Tech include group plant tours, 
seminars for plant engineers, publications of many types, information 
resources, and several other outreach methods. Extending assistance 
to many companies each year by subject area may provide KCGF with 
another mechanism to serve its client companies broadly, efficently, 
and with good results. 
The need for technical assistance has been demonstrated time and 
again over the past five years, and the KCGF's foresight in providing 
for that need has been rewarded. As the KCGF extension program grows 
and changes in the years ahead, it is hoped that lessons from the 
previous work will contribute to even greater and broader success. 
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5T" YEAR KCCF/CIT rROJECT - 1ST VISIT 
FIELD ENC I NEf.R - LARRY R, EDENS 












PROBI.EMS OR QUf.STIONS 
1. Improvements needed to 
the manual painting 
operation to increase 
efficiency and pro-
ductivity, 
OBSEnVED PROBLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURI NC 
CURRENT PERIOD 
2. Improvements need to be 
m<~de in the assembly 
method for the fire olarm 
bell system, Currently, 
30% of the ahrm bell 
3sscmb ly units ore re-
jected at the finol in-
spection for f<~ilure to 
meet sound level 
standard. 
3. A simpler method ia 
needed for checking the 
air-tight se~l on the 
small !ire detector 
cases. Presently, a 
glass capillary is used 
~hich is mounted through 
a steel nut ~clded to 
the case. Leaks often 
oe·cur around the ~elds. 




Provided s simplified 
l<~yout !or an improved 
p<~inting oper<~tion ~hich 
~auld include the usc of 
an overhead conveyor and 
a continuous oven. 
Provided cary of "Het<~la 
ll<~ndbook" section on 
p<~inting of &teel and 
cast iron. 
Present~d to company a 
proposed 3-step method 
to improve precision and 
reli<~bility in the oscm-
bly of the <~larm bell 
units. 
Designed a point assembly 
loc<~ting jig to improve 
precision when used with 
g<~ge me<~suremcnts of the 
point g<~p as recommended 
in above method. 
Provided copy of "Mechanical 
Design <~nd Systems 113ndbook" 
section on adhesive bonding. 
Discussed with company thoir 
idea for replacing the glees 
copillnry sydtem ~ith a 
rubber plug through which o 
needle could be inserted co 
check for &cal. Thla ap-




2. Follow-up needed on 
the use of the point 
assembly locator 
jig. 
3. Follo~-up needed on 
use of the rubber 
plug for checking 
fi re detector seal . 
hge l of 7 
OBSERVED RESULTS AND 
COMl'AN'Y REACTIONS 
The company manngomont ia 
very innov<~tivc and fCCcp-
tive to idcos for improving 
products and ootembly 
methods. The dovclopmcnt 
of the point os oembly lo-
cator jig <~nd t he use of a 
gage in setting tha point 
gap should reduce rojects 
at the f i n>l inspection of 
the fire al<~rm bell asocm-
blic•. The company h<IS 
olrc>dy ordered Sumo sample 
silicone rubber rlufiO to be 
tested ~s replacement of 
the glass capillnry oyotcm, 
If successful, tha ch.11lQC 
in design ~ill cll ~ln n to 
~ny qu~llty rrobl cmo. 
H.,jor ch.1nr,cs to the 
r~lntins opcrot!on ~rc not 
justif ied <~t thl~ tlmo. 
The Cl rm m.,kcs over 200 
products nnd the vo lume of 
lnrlivlduJl product• mu~ t 
be crcotcr bef ore on ~c­
ccptlblc poybJc k cou l d b~ 











STII YEAR ICCGF/GIT PROJECT - 1ST VISIT 
FIELD ENGINEER - LARRY R. EDENS 
VISIT DATES PREVIOUSLY OBSERVED OBSERVED PROBLEHS OR 
KCGF STAFF PROBLF~S OR QUESTIONS QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
2/22/83 1. Information requested 1. The company's mixing and 
Seon. on the design and sizing (screening) equip-
Yong-lloon manufacture of ferrite ~cnt is very antiquated. 
ring magnets. Dryinc equipment is in-
adequate--some drying 
3/7/83 2. Inforv~ation on the waa being accomplished 
Shin, design of mngnetizing by spreading material on 
Jung-Sup coils . top of the heat treat-
lllc:!nt oven. Entire 
facility is old, crowded, 
and poorly lighted. 
2. The major quality problem 
is the deviations in the 
ring's macnetic field 
from the desired levels. 
This causes increased 
current consumption in 
the motors. Sample test-
ing indicates that the 
company has been using 
the some magnetizing coil 
since last year for the 
Jl · IMI ring. 
. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Provided copy of "Hetals 
llandbook" section on mag-
netic, electrical, and 
other special purpose 
materials. 
Provided 4 recent arti-
cles from technical 
journals on ~he manu-
facture of permanent 
macncts, which included 
in!ormation on alloy 
compositions , pa r ticle 
size control and lubri-
cation , 
2. The company confirmed that 
mos t of 31 mm rings since 
last year were macnctizcd 
on the same coil. The 
importance of developing 
an improved coil dcsi&n 
was discussed with the 
company staf!. No helpful 
information wns found in 
the literature on t his 
topic. Recommended that 
the firm try a coil with 
a slightly nnrrowe r yoke 
and less wire turns. The 
field levels produced 
now lire atronecr t hnn 
required. Vnriations in 
field could be caused by 
uneven £ap between ring 




2. Follow-up wi t h 
company by KCCF 
staff to encourage 
improvement of the 
magnetizing coil, 
Assistance cou ld 
be obtained f r om a 
motor winding shop 
to develop a better 
.coil by trial and 
error. 
Page 2 of 
OBSERVED RF.SULTS AND 
COHPAIIY Rf.ACTIO~S 
The company mana~ cmcn t is 
receptive o! assi s t~ncc, but 
t heir time is limi ted bc-
c~usc o f hc~vy involv emen t 
in the daily operation of 
t ho shop. Huch o f t he 
equi pment and t he overal l 
facilities are antiquated . 
The compony manascmcn t wil l 
rrobably continue to need 
outsido ftSSistance on tech-
nical mo l ters i n orde r t o 
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PRODLEHS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Quality control of 
cable insulation. 
Lo~ elongation of PE 
insulation on 22 KV 
cable, 
Separation of nylon 
cover on PE insula-
tion of military 
tr~ns~1s:1ton wire. 
Temperature control 
of P£ onJ rvc jacket 
mnteri.,ls. 
Need improved methods 
!or printing on wire/ 
cable inoulotion, 
Need in-line instru-
~~nt~tlon to mc~!urc 
wire nnd insulation 
diameter. 
2. lnformntion needed on 
copper ~ire drowing and 
annealing, in porticular 
on the ''v3cuum11 anneal-
inc rrocess . 
J. Copper wire plating prob-
lems because of excessive 
oxlrlation on the surface 
of the molten tin both. 
4, lnformntion needed on the 
monufacture of flat cable. 
5. Information needed on the 
monufacture of Iorge di-
ameter telephone coule . 
OOSERVF.D PROBLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Excessive vibration and 
movement was noticed in 
the extruding heads which 
resulted in a wave effect 
on the lar&e diameter 
insulation. 
2. The compnny has purchased 
a new wire drawin& system 
which hos solved some 
problems in drawing ond 
onn~olln&. 
), The surfoce of the tin 
bath ~•s covered with 
oxidized material (dro~s). 
Port of the problem in 
plating could be solved 
by regular maintenance and 
cleaning of the both. 
~. The company has on ex-
tremely brood product line 
ond seems interested in 
developing ne~ products to 
cover every segment of the 
wire and cable market. 
This may not be practical 
considering the limita-
tions of their present 
plant, 
5, The plant tour revealed 
a high incidence of safety 
hozards, primarily the 
lock of proper guarding 
around heavy equipment 
and exposed or ~orn elec-
trical ~iring and con-
nectors, 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Provided copies of 20 recent 
articles from technical jour-
nals on the insulation of wire 
ond cable products. 
Provided o package of in-
formation by Union Carbide 
Corp. on ~ire and cable in-
sulation, Including product 
data sheets and technical 
papers, 
Discussed with the company 
engineers the operation of 
t he Ink-jet printer which 1s 
being developed by llestern 
Elec tric. The system can be 
controlled by a small com-
puter. 
2. Provided copies of 10 recent 
articles from technical jour-
nals on copper wire drawing 
ond annealing. These included 
2 :J.rticlcs on the 11vtJ.cuurn" 
process. 
J. Discussed proper care of the 
tin both with the company 
staff. U. S, tech. represen-
tative did not recommend the 
use of flux. 
Recommended the use of a 
protective gas tinning 
operation ~hich would be 
directly in-l i ne with t he 
wire dro~ing process. Pro-
vided techn i ca l paper by 
St oiber from \lire I ndustry , 
Hay 1981, on this system. 
Tin loss is reduced to 
almost zero. 
~. Provided J technical popers on 
the design and production of 
flot cable. 
5. Provided copies of product 
catalocs and data shccta fr om 




1. The company is in-
terested in addi-
tional info rmation 
on the ink- j et cable 
ond ~ire pr in ter. 
The C. I. T. consultant 
wil l contac t the 
Western Electric Co. 
to determine the 
status of this 
dcvc lo.pmcn t. 
2. The company has ex-
treme i nter est in 
enter ing t he flat 
cable ma r ket. lt wos 
requested t ha t G.l.T. 
investigate any pos-
sibilities for a 
joint venture bet~een 
Saehan and o U.S. 
company ~ it h flat 
cable t echnology, 
Page J of 7 
OB SERVED RESULTS AND 
COMPANY Rf.ACT IONS 
-. 
The comp• ny has several 
technica l staff members and 
they a r c very receptive of 
technica l in formation., 
The ir effort s at times 
appears to be mo re oriented 
towards ne~ product develop-
ment thon towards product 
improvement . Based on limi-
ted contact, the C.I.T. con-
sulta.nt reconuncnds that t he 
company str ive to improve 
its qualit y of products and 
somc~ha t limit its product 
l ines over the short term. 
The company has plans for 
a Iorge fac i lity in t he 
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PR EV IOUSLY OBSERVED 
PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Assistance needed in 
improving usc of inte-
grated circuits in 
meg~phane products. 
2. Information needed on 
methods for producing 
paper speaker cones, 
including paper compo-
sltion data, types of 
cone forming equipment, 
and improved adhesives. 
3. Tnform~tion needed on 
the design of magnetic 
field and voice coil 
systems. 
~. Information on automatic 
spcnkcr testing equip-
ment. 
OBSERVED PRODLEHS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. The battery system of the 
SAM 34R megnphone will 
operate at acceptable 
amplification and clarity 
for only 3-5 hours in-
stead of the design spe-
cification of 6+ hours. 
2. The company i• interested 
in using a cone forming 
sy•tcm referred to as the 
"lleat Shock Method." The 
method i9 reportedly used 
in Jnpnn, 
Need product data on 
adhesive• which will 
not deteriorate at 
higher temperatures. 
3. Cqmpany products with 
higher performance levels 
incur problems from over-
hcatinr. voice coils. 
Need information on de-
sign method• to reduce 
voice coil temperatures. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Provided inform~tion from 
Hr. llarris Johnson (G.I.T.) 
on the design of Integrated 
circuits for megaphone•. 
Provided specification sheets 
for National Semiconductor 
Compnny I.C.s (lH 386L, 
LH 389, and LH 2002A) which 
~1y be suitable for their 
application, Johnson gave 
several sucr.est!ons for re-
design of the system. 
2. Provided copies of 5 recent 
technical articles on improved 
designs for speakers. Dis-
cussed the present trend 
towards plastic and graphite 
cone materials with the com-
pany mJnagemcnt. 
Provided o copy of a special 
Application Development 
Report by Loctite Corpora-
tion entitled "Audio Speaker 
SCJninar" which includes an 
in-depth evaluation of ad-
hesives used in speaker 
construction. 
3. Loaned the company a technical 
hondbook--lllch Pcrformnncc 
Loudspenkers, Hartin Colloms, 
2nd ed., John \Iiley & Sons, 
1980--which provides detailed 
information on voice coil do-
sicn. The firm moue o copy 
of the needed material. 
4. Provided a technical article 
from the Journnl of Audio 
Enrtinccrinc on "Production 
Testing of Loudopenkers Using 
Dic!tnl Techniques." Conduc-
ted an in-depth discussion of 




2. The company is In-
terested in addi-
tional information 
on new matcri~ls and 
methods for speaker 
construction. 
Need information on 




about the "Heat 
Shock Hcthod" of 
cone forming. 





lysis of speaker 
units. Need catalogs 
of available equip-
ment. 
5. The C.I.T. consultant 
will provide the com-
pany with information 
about membership in 
the Audio-Engineering 
Society. They need to 
receive the Journal. 
Pose ' o! 7 
OBSERVED RESULTS AND 
C0:-11'/>JIY REACT! O~S . 
On the third visit to this 
company It w~s aprarent that 
the mJn~g!ns director and 
technical manoser had ~are­
fully studied and revie~ed 
all of the materials pro-
vided on earlier visits . 
They were very appreciative 
of the assistance provided. 
The firm has well developed 
plans to up-grade the qua-
lity of Its speaker products. 
They have a keen interest in 
new technical developments 
and will utilize much of the 











T 1m en; • and 
Switching 
Dcv lc cs 
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PRODLr.HS OR QUESTIONS 
1 . Compony needs dc•ic~ 
inform.1tlon on shooed-
pole lnouction motor•, 
incluolng motcrials of 
construction for coil•, 
core, ~nd rotor. 
Dotn arc needed on 
the treotmcnt method 
uoed to obtain black, 
oxldation- res!•tant, 
s,,rfacc on cores. 
A compari,on of 
Duron t "Del r In 500 
CL11 nnd J.1poncsc 
"Our.,con Hod" acetal 
resins ln needed. 
2. Tnform~t!on on effects 
of m~nuol versus auto-
mot!c coil winding on 
the magnetic field 
that Is generated. 
ODSERVED PRODLEMS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Comparison da ta on 
ncctal resins are no 
longer needed. 
3. The company has now 
undertaken the produc-
tion of a small syn-
chronous (stepping) 
motor with 12 and 24 
poles. Design informa-
tion Is needed for this 
type motor. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT PERIOD 
1. Information on shaded-pole 
motor design wa• provided 
from the following handbooks: 
(n) Mochlne De,!gn--The 
Electric Motor Book 
(b) Electric Motor Handbook 
(c) Fractional Horsepower 
Elect ric tfotors 
Provided copies of 5 recent 
technical articles on the 
design of shaded-pole 
motors. 
Discu•sed with the company 
staff the advantages of 
using a continuous copper 
ring (stamped) Instead of 
welded wire for the shod!ng 
coil. 
Provided Information on t he 
carbur!z!nc of steel for 
surface hardening and pro-
tection oga!nst oxidot!on. 
2. Provided !nfor~1tion on 
m3nu~L versus 3utomat1c coil 
winding [rom Coli Winding, 
W, Qucrfurth, lrd cd., 1968, 
fUTUR E COH'PANY 
REQUIREKEHTS 
3 . The company needs 
Information on de-
sign and mnnufac-
tur!ng methods for 
small synchronous 
motors. 
4, In general, the 
company needs to 
develop a library of 
technical Informa-
tion on sma l l elec-
tric mo tors . The 
G. I. T. consultant 
will obtain pub-
1 Is hers' lists of 
motor related 
reference books 
for the company. 
P.1ge 5 of 7 
ODSf.RVED RESULTS AND 
COKrANY REACTIONS 
This comp any is essent i ally 
copying proven or rat her 
standard desiGns for small 
eLectric motors ~nd m~nu­
factur!ng them for expo rt. 
However, the staff hos 
little understandi ng of the 
motor t heo ry o r t he effect 
of changes in the design 
parameters. They are very 
eager to increase their 
knowlcdsc of these pro4ucts. 
The assistoncc provided 
was greatly opprcc!ated and 
gaive the technical s t~ fff 
their first h~rd technical 
material on smnll motors. 
The compo ny a ppeors excep-
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rRODLEHS OR QUESTIONS 
1. Noise problems c~uscd 
by auto rod !o t cs t !ng. 
2. Qu~lity control im-
provcmcnt needed to · 
reduce the 6% reject 
r~te at final inspec-
t!on. 
3. The comp~ny w~nts 
!de~s for Improving 
the product develop-
JGcnt rroccss by 
ch~ngcs In the or-
gan!z~t!on~l structure 
or inter-departmental 
rc lat !on ships. 
ODS ERVED rR08LEtiS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKF.D DURINC 
CURRENT rERlOD 
1. By discussing the ~ud!o 
testing process with the 
comp~ny st~ff and a noise 
consult~nt In the U.S., 
the C.t.T. ens!neer con-
cluded th~t the problem 
(althoush a nuisance) 
was unlikely to be a 
hc~lth h~zard. The 
actual periods of high 
level noise arc very 
short. This testing 
procedure Is commonly 
used in the U.S. and 
meets OSIIA requirements. 
2. The qu~l!ty control 
tests. made in-process 
on eoch unit and the 
fin~l inspection sample 
testing, ~re highly tech-
nical and require 
sophisticated test equip-
ment ~nd procedures. 
Copies of the final In-
spection forms were 
obt~!ncd. 
3. Separate dep~rtments 
such as engineering, 
market!ns, and produc-
tion seem to operate 
r~thcr Independently. 
The main odm!nistrat!ve 
office is in Seoul, but 
the Production Plant is 
at Yongin. 
ACTION DURINC _CURRENT rf.RIOD 
1. The plant noise problem due 
to product testing is not 
considered a high rriority 
iteM. No rccommcnd~tions 
vcre made to cxrcnd c~pital 
to reduce the noise level. 
2. All in-pl~nt time w~s used 
to !nvcstisate the comrli-
cated process of quality 
control testing. Due to 
the large number of tests 
required, It would-be ad-
v~nt~ccous to set u~ a 
computer controlled system 
to perform a sequence or 
testing ~nd ~n~lyzc the 
result• . The C.I.T. con-
sult~nt h~s neither the 
electronic experience nor 
the rcsuurcc matcrtnls on 
h~nd to offer assistance 
durtng th1s .v1s1t on the 
apcc!C!c cquirment needed. 
Inform~t !on on general 
quality control practicca 
wns provided as follows: 
(a) !J_uoltty Control 
u.,nduook , Jrd cu ., 
1974, Section 38 -
f.lcctron!c Com-
ponents and 
Section ~1 - Assembly 
Control. 
(b) lndustr!nl Encincering 
ll~ndhook, 3rd ed., 
1971. Section 8, 




2. The c.I.T. con-
sultant will discuss 
the testing rcquire-
llcnts (~s shown on 
&ample inspection 
forms) with on elec-
tronics engineer in 
the U.S. Recorocnd~­
tions will be made 
to the cnmr~ny on 
computerized testing 
systems. 
3. Problems in rroduct 
development orc~niz~ 
t!onal methods will 
be ~ddrc•scd by 
Dr. Dannermnn 
(C.I.T.) In April/ 
H~y • 
P~gc 6 of 7-
ODSF.RVED RESULTS A~D 
COHrAtN Rf.ACTIONS 
The results from field visits 
to this comp~ny were limited 
bccousc of two re~sons: 
(1) The comr~ny m~n~cement 
w~s not well prcp~red for 
the !n!ti~l visit. This 
may have been due to l~c k 
of inter-dep~rtmcntal 
coord!n~t!on. 
(2) The C.I.T. consult~nt has 
very limited knowledge 
and experience in s pe-
cific quality control 
testing In the electronic 
field ~nd su!t~ble 
reference resources 
were not ~v~!l oblc at 
ICCGF. 
llowevcr, the plant (Yonsin) 
quality control man~ger was 
highly interested in ~ny 
~ssistonce which could help 
~utomotc t he Q.C. testing 
work required. The company 
wants to c~p~nd produc tion 
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rRt:VlOUSt .Y onsr.Rv r.n 
PROHI.DIS OR QUr.STIONS 
I. lnformotlon n<'cdcd on 
popcr cone speaker 
tcchnolo~y . 
2. Informntlon needed on 
ndhcalvc tcchnoloo,y 




lated to Inventory 
control computer ~Ill 
be addr~sscd by 
Dr . Bonnerman in 
April/Hay.) 
OnSERVF.O rROnLEHS OR 
QUESTIONS ASKED DURING 
CURHf.NT rERIOD 
l. The company prc•cntly 
purcha5C9 nil opcokcr 
cones !rom otl1cr com-
ponlco. Out, they 
~ant to cvcntu~lly 
dcslcn ond produce 
cones. Interested In 
l!ccnoln& a procc<~. 
• The t4lllpany \JOUld 
like lnformntlon on 
Holly Spcokcro (U.S.A.) 
• Management 19 In-
terested In Information 
on the Audio-Engineering 
Soc lcty. 
2. The company asked for 
recommcndntions for an 
odbcslve to bond o rubber! 
sa•ket to a mylar film 
cone. 
3. Requested lnfonmation on 
an integrated quality 
co~trol ~ystcm for pro-
duction of electronic 
products. 
ACTION DURING CURRENT rERIOD 
l. Provided copies of 5 recent 
articles on Improved designs 
for speakers. Discussed the 
trend to~ards the usc of 
pln<tlc and ~raphltc cone 
m.1tcr!alo . 
Dtscusocd the problem• of 
ocqulrlng technical In-
formation In the highly 
a<'crctlvc cone tcchnolo~y 
field. The llccnolnc of 4 
proccsa \Jo~ cncour~ged ns 
a mcnn9 of <'ntcrlng the 
top-quality market. 
2. rrovld<'d a COpy of a Rpeclnl 
appllcntlon development 
report by Loctltc Corpora-
tion entitled "A11dlo Spcnkcr 
Scmtn~r'' \Jillch lncludrs on 
In-depth cvoluatlon of 




420, 495, or 414) for 
bond!nc the rubber gasket 
to a mylar cone . 
3. rrovld cd 0 technical nrtlclc 
from the Journol of Aud\o-
Enr,lnccrlnG on "Production 
Testing of Loud-Spc:Jkcrs 
Us ing Digital Technique~." 
Discussed usc of computer 
syotcms In quollty control. 
FUTURF. COHPANY 
RF.QU! RF.fiENTS 
1 .. Upon return to 
u.s., the G.t.T. 
consultant ~111 
~end to tl1c com-
p.,ny (via KCC.F) 
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OBSERVED RESULTS AND 
COHrANY RF.ACTIONS 
The m~n~gcmcnt ~as par-
ticularly appreciative o{ 
asslstonce In adhesive ap-
pllcot!ons . They sccm,to 
have problems setting 
technical >•slstancc or 
lnformotlon from U.S. com-
panics from which they 
purchase products. This 
company Is very progressive 
and durlnc the vlslt period 
moved m~nuf~cturing opcr~­
tlons to > nc~ plant about 
20 miles north of Seoul . 
The plont site hos spoce 
ollocatcd for the location 
of sub-contr~c tors or m~jor 
part ouppllcrs . 
Appendix B 
Second Field Visit Summary 
(April 1 -May 5, 1983) 
KCGF/GIT Project 
Pr ~.c'",t or !'.-~\·IcC' 
S;ac J ur,r [)I!'(: r l c 
l nd. ::11. LtC. 
.lutc-au\.J le ~.,c J c·~ ~nd 
Strrfl'l' l c;\;! pa>cr t 
\llSlT O.&.HS 
A;HiJ J2, 19~ ] 
A;' r 1l 19, 1 9~) 
Previously LJb~ocr vcd Prob lea.s 
or Quest Ions 
I. JOnjt>e pt ('b)<!., c .a uSC'd by Q.C. 
teutnJ.; H . h1th 'IOlu~r~c. 
2. ~et-d 1nlof"r.I.Hion on Q.C . 
rroccdurts ft~r aut o rad t n e 
), tin·d lnjof"Q&tJon on p r oduc t 
devt-lcp~·rnt or~t•nl&o tlon .. l 
at r uctute. 
SUMMARY REP ORT 
April l , 1983 thru May 5 , 1983 
Probhrg'ls Obu rvrd ' Qur&tt on & 
CYr ren t Vtsit 
". rrobha-.1 I ' 2 .... erl' usltned 
co thC' pre\li ou~ GlT 
c on,.u l : ;~~ nt . 
~. Tt.e clh·nt stu f'd thu the 
COI'IJ' • "' ~n• ~t.t~nrn t h•d chenp:ed 
and th.u tl•lf!' di d not p•rcc tv. 
a proble~~o in the uu (If 
oqunha t l()nal ltructure •• 
p rl'vl o•aly r~ pnrt ~d a& probh·• 
l . Hr vr,lfr, &i l'lt lf thlf 
c onsultaM li~od pnfor•rd ttl r 
rrst-arth t t.ry would ltl. .: a 
br h f I na on a &uF:&Utrd 
or,ani~attona) atruct.ure. 
Ac: tiona Durin& Current \' h it 
l . The con10ult•nt pr rp.urd a nd presC'n Lrd a 
p.:.pe- r o n H•<' c.Hrh or.,~n1ut1ona l &t rue • 
Cure 1odth ~.arcJcular e~:;phar;t ~ o n how 1t 
could be app l h d to t he r r o duu d e-"•lop• 
a.nt. acttvttr .at Su. Juna [Jecrrlc Co. 
Led. 
2. Provided coplr& o! tt>r fo llo\li n J cfocu• 
.rnt a rcJ ~ot lnJJ. t o •a t r h or&anhat I o n 
a t r ucturr : 
•Art.yrh. , C. " Toda p: Prob l ems 
wflh Tosaorrow'a Orr.a nl z:a t1onr. ' '; 
J ourn.al o( H.l n ~o ,.: r,.en t Studios , 
feb. 1967 
•oavh. , S.H. " Probl e1111 o f Hnrh 
OrJ.an1.ut.1on•"; M.1rv.n d Bu1lnr15 
~cvfew , H.ay-Jun l' 1918 
•c..albralltl, J . R. " H.ath Or Gan· 
i.r.ation~; Da&lan"; llull ua&t 
~· feb . 197_1 _ _ _ 
•ctbaon , J.L. Ortu•luctons , 
luaine•a Publtca tlo na , l nc. 
Pleno, Tu.u 1982 ( Cha pt. 11 , 
""The AAato•y of Oqta nl.r.a t1ona " ) 
•J:.nttht, 1. . "t'I.JHrh Or a~on lz.atton 5: 
A ~~vJ.rw" ; The Journa l of K.an•rr· 
M nt Studloa, Holly 197b 
•stak, H. L. 1'1..\na r e:'llf'nt I. Or p n-
iutton~>, Sout h - \i'urcrn Publtl li1na 
Co. ChctnnJil l , Ohio 1981 
(Ch1pt. 9, "Thr Structu r •l Drat an 
of 0rJanh . .lliOal" ) 
James W. Bannerman P.E. 
Thot COII'Ip ~o ny tC'pff' ~ tn t ~o ll"l' 
at.~totd t h .a t t hry h •d no 
probll'ct.l o r qut:H10ioS whic h 
requ1r t-d con1Luh .1 nt ••s is• 
);'o futuu: action & 
.I re a nt1c1p.\;.ed . 
0 1'> •~ r v c,j ~ r lo U I t • '-
(o,.,p.t ny li.i! • Ct lon 
Th r C:(.. t:~ ~ il r.) rc p r r t ll"l'lt a t 1 " r ! 
wr r r rr c r pt l vr .1 nd '-~'f'vc l! : · 
be lntr r e&trd 1'1 t hf' nf'w c.... 
il r,evrn t c onc r p t p r opoSI'd t- ~ 
l ht' c ons.wh.1n t. S i ne I', h • . 
ever, t h l' y en not h awl' • I ' 
Ire therl' h SOI"f' do ubt d . 
thr 5UI£UUOnl wtl l bf' 1~ · 
plr"'ent rd . The y prOrT·ht·~ 
d r ) h ·e r thr - lrr h i to t l 
1uper1or .1 f or constdr:ra t 1•" 
KCGF/GIT Project 
r.:;.r ~ cod ~ 
"rr 1l (.., 19f: 3 
"'v :- 11 IS , l~bl 
ArrH ~~. l'i.SJ 
A;.r11 19. 19Et) 
Pr~ev lou~>ly ('lbv~rnf·d Pr13blC'IliJ 
• Qurat ion." 
I . )l'lill!~tqu.Ht' sp.ac t for r.a"' 
rute1lal~ !.tC't•ll~ · 
2. Httd lnforn.atton d>c>ut 
co~rutC'IlZillon ol J n v~..·nt or y 
and l·t od.-c t I on M.li>IJ"If'lllrnt 
fowrtloru . 
). Puj•l r Ct.l•e trcl•l.c.rlOMY 
(a•alpol"d t O aut.othC'r consu)tant) 
SUMM ARY REPORT 
April 1, 1983 thru May 5, 1983 
Proble111a • QvC'&t1ons ObliC· r v .. d on 
Curnnt Vltl l 
'· rroductlon ltnr no t properl y 
b•l•nt rd p tC'!>ult • I n n on· 
p roduc l l '<l l' lo~bor. (OC'\fo .)l1)' 
W.l fl ttl. l n~tr~c:tJon on cu; t h o.Js 
o ( pro. o1 •.ct l o n ll n C' h.ll .lllot l n[; . 
~. St vtlod wurJ. "'t.:.t10n!\ ro,•rl y 
laid out ~ nd In vluht1on o f 
the rr l nct r lts. c-f -•t i Oil 
e c on""w , Co~~op•n'f W.lnl 5 
1n•truc t1Pn Jn - t hud• of wo rl.. 
• t •llon dr•1kn . 
Attl on l To~ lt ~rn Du ring Currl' nt Pe nod 
I . Consult.1nt \JrOt ~ .1 ud r r~ :;; ~ /\ I C~ .11 
p.l p l!'~ CO/\C I!' r11lnjt t h~r A-B - C !llr t h od 
o( ln w~n• o r,· contro l As It woul d 
.1pr l y 10 the bulo.d .•o Co . ~ .• d t' 
TIE'C O- ·I·r>•.LH l on J. I C' f 1 r:-pi~ll'l(' !![ I n~ 
a ~nua\ Jnw~.; ntcor y ll' • .ltU f t" ll•t"n t 
l:t"Uf'll wh ich (Ould bt .ldilptrd 
tO 1 • ltro -< o uor utr- r 1 1 a f utur e 
du ~r . A.tl15t~d t ht ton~p•ny I ll 
t•p hN-n t lng tht fh' l'lll'~'flc nd~rd 
• y s t t•. 
2. Consult.ant \JtOtr a fld pr c- s~rntt!d 
a p.lpl'r Su111•.1dz.1rq~ t,.,IE' :Z 2 
prtnc.ip h:1 of aot t on ~r c onn,.r. 
Aho de11JJntd .1nd p 1 t•serlltd 1 
propo:u·d wo r k It .I t f on h yo1o1t 
for ont of thr as r;r:-.bl y ) lnt 
orer•tlo ns . Us.tn,_ t hru• 
dcoc u:o.~rn ts 1nu r uct rd thr clie n t 
In t ht! ' tec\onol n r,y o( 11\Hho d s a1od 
wo rk atart u n tt•B ln.,tt tna . 
J . Dtll.o:u: t rurd th~r r~rthods cf 
b1 hnc l n & a t'I oduc tlon l1 flr b )· 
act ualJ y bahnt ln~ o ne o f t h r 
c1.1rrtnl •••r•bly llnr• . 1l:t" c1uc r d 
lht nu•ber of rrqulr<'d wc. r'kt!tl 
f r o • J O to :Z t. w1th no ~ ec re.lsr 
in p ro.du t tlo n . 'Jr c te .1 .,t:.tl 
describing a 1r,n111 c .ltH po in t " 
In tht lt n~r balanet ~r( f ort ,.nd 
u co.-cnd loJ client f o llow-up. 
James W. Ba nnerma n P.E. 
F'uture ~c tl ons ~l'qu lr eC 
All t h ~r t d.-:'l:t f l t:d p r obhrns 
a nd q r,~ ~st !ons ~·u~r r ~r,ol.,.rd. 
The cnm;. a :-y h.uo i lld l c .atrd a ll 
Inte nt fo n t n I~J.rlc: l'l't: n t ~oll 
th r ~rr r~r t OC..'l.o::1d .. t Inn a . Th t- r ot 
ue othrr Ue.,J S for p r o duct t .,. J ty 
Jrcprovcr:u.:nt ,u BuK.doo buL thry 
shou l d b r G'rh yed until t hr 
curr~nt r trGrtJ ur .assl "'tl u~rd. 
As the C\lff cr.t rrcO~W(' nda t I o ns 
lrt 1•phuntrd &()(lie te c h n i c al 
asS1'5 l &llC f' aJoy b~r rot q ~.tl r ed . 
Th t conp11n~ Prod1.1ct1or~ [nj1lntc:r 1n d 
Pr t:!iHh·n t \J~ tr I!M>'t " pp rt c l~ot h•c of 
t hr rr u.· .a r ch c rll'tduCi t-d by t hr con s ul t.a n E. 
Th1.)' t nC i c • t r d t h• l t hry p l ~nnc- jj t o 
hr.r ltlfll:n t r.:. ch c f t lur 5uF- JiC"Sol l cn5. 
[.,.!dr nc r of t h C" If l nt r n t!Onl "'aJ 
c.bse rv~d du ri n g tht hu v h 1t t c: 
I. Tht \JQt k. st~o l l on d r~ l ln 
avb• 1 tt ~r d by t h t c con J.1.d t • n t 
had b u n b ui lt a nd ,,;115 b r l nt; 
l.ut-d ~·U h .11 notic t~bh 
lncr ~r.1 St' l.n ell l c hncy. 
2 , The " hel p wanc ~rd" &l p:n ll tht 
cc-e.r.tn)' f.Jl ~r '-'• ~ rtr-ovc- d I ll 
a n t lcJ ~ Jtlon of l nc r r~os t- d 
p r o du( t1 v it v ., tt h e:.: u tt rt B 
t np 1 o~·t"es th r r..~ .,., I ,.,o d ' 
lf' n J:: I n t' ot t l ng . 
KCGF /Gll Proje ct 
F 1 l ~·- " >. , • : •. ( : 
I~--~,.. .;: ) 
·-·-I ~;:: . , . ~ .1 ~.J 
... ... ; i ..: ~ . : lo. l 
f ~.~ lt . ..-: e..::: 1.: J :"IJ 
~ P : :: 1. ··;.c ~ 11 ~: 1 
A;· rll .:.. 1'-n 
Al• t tl 1.:. , I:,~ j 
SU MMARY REP OR T 
Apri l I, 1983 thru May 5, 1983 
P: c: "' I :O u:>: }· CJ. s.c rv~ -: P r(' : l < ':"-~ o r Quc s t ~nnlli Oc<rr vr d P:o~ \ cr:-s o r Que -. u on:. 
C1: rr c n t \' LS i t 
I. !'>~ o: -: ~ -":~C"I '~ ::lO!'I C'n t-ow ro r e~u c e t he l . P r c-o .:.: l ton li ne h £!'1-
co s: r- 1 t ~e scHo r i.;"' thr ot l e c. r : ic. d r ic l. e :"l t <.lue t o l o~ c l.: J! 
.: l oc" ~:- lot Current III .. H tr 1..111 i s ~5: a ll'( hod s ... n ~l nct: ~n ~ .1:.~ 
!'i l J.r:ci 1Sl Fe .. n..! c o st 4 buu r ) 0 0 \.on "'" rio:. ploi c t de ~ l t n . 
('- ) c ) t' 1cl'l. Al most 111 r h e p r ie r of 
t n t c~ ·-'ci<. ::-.;:>~ o r ls ~n t h e -.; r :. t or. }. L.1ck o f .Ju t .:or.u l o,~ n . Al :t:uSl 
.Jll np ~:_ r.lt lon s Jf t f'"rlor~c: 
b:o h .md ::-r '-' l l h t:J nd 
PO""('t c d t oo l s . 
A.ct ! o n s Du r t .,~ Cu rr e nt P"'r lo d 
1 . P~ovl dcod • '\" "'01 1e of IJ:.H e c u l 
II !>Cd In C ( ')C\t lf!O t')t S by l..'t stclocir. 
Co . b U. S. ~.ccr 1.a l i s Cl OO !I 
c o iC rol l~d steel ..,1 t h Roc\<.l.:e ! l 
" ! " l ess t h<~ :'l 5 5. Co n I s .l bou t 
1 /1 0 o f th~t prtc e ~( t he c u !"'r e .,t 
21 -H o! f lJ.I. 
2 . Pr o v i.J cd n ...... es .-n,J .&.:l rl r e ~ Sfo: S or 
s t c"l INinuf,.c tu c e r, :r.t C.J l u r Bi St 
.1n d o c d<!.cin~ t nfo rlf,.I C ion. 
) . lo.'ro t t • l ert t r to ""O rt t':lng. ton 
St otel •sk1ns f or • S,li iii;:J l e l H&t 
enou g~ Cor Ro len s co run tes t s 
t o b e sh ip ped d lre ~tl:t to Ro h:n s . 
4 , H.a d e 10everal • u&ae stion ' pe rt ., l n1na 
to •ethods e fl a tnee r i n• .1nJ Yor k. 
p l .. .:e de• i &n f o r t h e coa p:. ny 's 
p r oduct ion f .•c 11 1t )'. 
James W. Bannerman P. £. 
The CI T cDnsu i ~ .Jnt p rcv i~~ J 
hi s U. S . o~ J.:iress .. ~d o ff u e -: 
,IS S i s ; .a n c e ln c. b t .J ln 1n; S. .J ~~l ": 
s t .. co r III.J t e rta ! fo r :es t1n ~ o r 
ln p h c l ng .an ord e r . 
C: i o:n: ,.,~ , < 1 ~rc -r l ·• p l.-o~ .. ('IJ~htf't 
;> rc1;-..- c c <Jf r':: t J. i n ln t. .1 l C ~ )o r :-;-.-r. \ h c 
~ t .. r 1 o~ ! f c.- r h LS c l o clt :"H"'t :>r :. t o~ : ers . 
l ~c y •11 1 r u n tc ~t s • h en t h e ~-l - r \ e 
.~ ~ r t"'e \ .1nd 1 f th": -.,11[ .- rI -ll r-r o"' t' .. 
.J CC C!: C-Lb i c •·111 ~ r?l:. ~ lol ·. C":'l.l ,... -:: ~ rLI 
the fl.! .. r-;~ cc :- i.1: . 
CJ 1..1'1! -.,;.Js "'e ry .. .,pr ectAti ~ e of C h~ 
cc::s u l t v l ~u1ft'H1on~ n · nc e rntn,_ 
p roC~.~c t l VI()' ! "'rrovc:::-.e n t b u t w d 1 
p r obi'i ~ l)' not ! ~ ;> l e :-~en t t he~ .IC t i': ts 
t l '"'t: .:lue t o '-'Orir.e r r es i s t 1 nc e . 
KCGF/GIT Project 
l . .•.. ·~·· ,. :. \_' :~. 
I r .. ., t , 1 ~ ··r' , , .... 
• .. 1 ~ r r ,·. ;- r I l ; 1 . I o ~ r 
~::! ~ 2.::. \ "f:, 
: f l. 
~! r . 
~: r ~ h . n 
I "'''i"'ul- 1 ~ Lt. ("!\' •' tl f' ~r>blc111~ 
6. U:..r~ t l lJ!"'S. 
J. t' rta .. 1• ~ · · ... 11 h !.)••' t ~> r I d I nr. ; 
.1 ) 11•, l ••:- r.r·.~ \o,\ld !o I C' ~o.:lJ 
~ ~ 1 .-n ~· r,:r r • ~cht· ~ . "-t·••oJ 
1 n f ~ r r.1 tl ,,,., ( n \.~I~ l nr 
~;c;, vlt•"·rn l o r "''"d I i<.:ill llot:,. 
t ('l er. l!- t l ut: ,.q,r r r nu•n: whi c h 
•n l l .1\l to .. it. 
b J Cur r o·:!! ••C'I t1 1 n~o;, prnc r ol u r t> S 
r r ('ldu cc dJ rr.;- 1..-!> IJrod ~ur f. , cc 
b \(·r.. i ~ht· S . ?\d: d I WI' I d fnG 
ilo c lordu\r ~.ot.l r. l. ~.o il\ 
~I iw1n.11(' thC' drl f'C t. 
2 . t\ c~:rJ l n f ro rrt..lll~•n o n .lut Ollll.lLI C 
r .ll f ntln,t ~yU C':aS . 
) . t\n ·d .:n !o l Ft.i r,~ t- i n ..tft cicnr p)J n t 
1.-,yr ut a nc! a..:u •r h ll\ t.;~n dl1 nj:. • 
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l"rohl ('n:'"' !. Clut· ~ t lr•n f Ot:· .(· rvt·•\ 
(,,;r rc·nt \' J,.ft 
I.. Ti ll" \ c l ~ in.odo·fJ.,;I\ (' t. ;.;.c(> t o 
st l"'rt" f ln ul~ ,·ol Jn••t·nt C'I r)' l'r J ,~ r 
, .,.., f lo: f':'l l·r. t . o~·~ r r Jr .. : 1 s. 
cur r('ntl•· Sloh·tl 1n ;t h. ) cs .l :'\o.l 
in pr n duclion ~rc .l . 
-----------,--- ------
J . 1-'tO\'ldC'tl l niorr..l t i u11 .J nd r c;uis·mt- r: l 
b r l"c!':ure:- d~·Hr il•in~ rr.t•dcrn Jl·-
U !o t .H 'I CC ..,,•)r.Jins,: I' CJUJI'"'t nt -
'P~c11i c,, l ly c q u ipn~·n ~o ah lon& 
r u ch c .a r o~ bil 1 t)'· 
1. Provldt-d e l i s t 01 r•·J tl llrHir~ns ~nd 
orderin& info r~~t.1tJ on for .~~L.Hcr h l!l­
p raduc ted b~ r ht- R.t-::.J s\ .a.nc c l.' l' ldc t 
1'!.;J.nuf .:acto,f te fS ~~ socLHi un. 
3 . rrov :lded cor>h l of the r c rt ion of 
t h e 19B2 ThN• ii iJ ~· ~ l 5 t l' r perr.11 i n i n~ 
t o r • s. i :H.111'1C t' ..,~ldJnf': t-qu l pr.:a.:onc . 
l. . [Je • cr Jbcd t he c ltectro!- t .Jt 1<' so p t .J )' 
paintin~ !H f'C't'SS a nd r rovldr J 
b rochur e- s a nJ • quip111cnr J.:!>cnrt Ions 
!or t ht" A.;. Mbu q : l lf' ctrc !>liit lc S rr .Jy 
f'ill n t Jn; Sy!o tCIJI. 
} . rrovSdc-d a cory e nd d iscuucd 
Cha rt•r 6 "Ct~nvt"nt J on <~~ l h ·chn 1quf's 
{ o r An<~~ l y z.ln tt. HHt'rh l flo._." lrf'r.. 
f'h nt LavC'ut .1 nd P'iJtu; o~ l s li.'lnd llnr 
by J.r~~ • App h . 
6. Pro v i de-d a CO(Iy of t t'l t' secti c- ol of t h e 
t'lc t• l • tl.lnd'tlook pu t.~o 1nln£. to 
Jl'tt" iltllll'l ~t' lolt")dl n'- . l.;cnt t"over tt'lco 
.atc r h l pol ~f: by p;, j:f' 1ud tfloJ'IIo .osit ttd 
l he- reason and fllll: t lood ~o o f p revtnt lon 
~,UQ..t_.we- l d d i • rl c1 . Ea~j>h.-.slu·d .. P'~L 
OJ b!l-ohnc IIE'C'C s sln' for a sy:~t~·111:-1 tlc 
tnv \• U i r.u i C'In of v~ r u•u s. c:orr.t-l n .., tions 
C' ( ~quC: C' l C' pr e sAur C;C'l c clroJC' 
c t'I J t OJ C' tc•r1"llcs OJ I'HI .,.,· ) d i n~ r u rrt-n t 
t C'I il'le nt l h Ct'IC' t>.:st C' v rr.bi n.lt lon. 
Ooo~Jito('l\ .1 \~' IU J'ITC'I (,•ol ll t l" _.,, J •·.l t\ c-
St"'CJ ( I C f (' O: C'IN..Cn.J.l t i l•l'l'- f ur ti•C' 
t":t.t .1t'IIJf. h lllC'nt C'lf ,:, ..,d r.J tn,; ~ . .:J,<"Jul r . 
None. 
lth:o( r v .. d k ·· "11 r ~ .- nt1 (, -;•• nv F··•c r ;r-ro 
l h t• c c-r; .J II) rC'rt\ s c-r.t .1 1 ivc I. .J ~ qu1 r ., 
r ~.· c c r c lvc .& rol V( r ~· .1 p;: r,·c !.H h·~· c-r 
l he r ~t loL' .I T cl, ~ c-nd u( lt· d .on d d l'.- O..: "'c n l.Jt le o. 
prO\' Jdc-d l>y thE' con tul t.Lo;"~ l. J t 
DplpC·.i!.f(:d, t'IC.'o.' C'\' ~' f , t h .ll tlot rt:'T.:lf'IY 
wlll t.l' !1.0 :- <''" ll lll t r ~t l uc- t " "l t <l ln; l ~m~· n t 
t h t sup·l· S I J t·n ~ . Th t" t · l cct r ost a tlc 
~ A lntinF ·~·s t t-m rrqy l!c· tuto or·. r~· :'l::.l YC' j 
Cl•• y li TC' n!'t !l.u l or ( l l t cr cf'lr .< idcr at i u f'l ) 
ti•U thE' ~ nt n~ l <' 'o.C i d .H l •r~rr T<' ol ( lo t·'!'; 
'"'"C: th• ~· ft-c-1 th:n l "' ql;:-. u :c 
i n ucn ir..H l <·n t" f ''" ' o;h ":" i 1 Jn r r r • ~. Jn­
lll.11~· t,f' h• r•"•..! t h C! J r 1 \ c 1,,1} c a J r l jl .:l ~ 1 l JL • 
Tl.t·• pr cb J bl )' ._. J 11 f:'!.l~o· !lo l•-t \'I {crt l l' 
Jo:-~ , ,... ,., n ;.t t:r l -ll !- ll r w J !ld • H J ;• i=lf 
il ~i•U l U 1ol !l/' I h t· rr<•l.n. ·; ~t· o, .: ~·~(I j t • ol 
b :-o !lot c o ns.ul t.J nl. 
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.l.p:--: 1 T, •'l·') 
t ~l"'tl IS, 1-:n 
.l"rtJ ll , 1--;; ) 
:•~~1 Ln;')r~·-tc.n ~b'l •J t ·qul;>of!n':. to 
lru :<Jtl t:~"!r- s t;>p::. . 
2 . ll<!!1 t :-:".:r-,lll'Jrl lb<Nt '.~C .''Irll'l\ 'l.;J O f 
\t'W\!'"~ l :"~ ' :.~ !':' l so t:ut ~~.Js ~ ~r.:~ 
C1.1 l '! ', .. . ,. 
l- ~e~1 t'"l f)~~~~ton ., t'Out '~~ 'Nfl:l'",., ,e-.. tn/5 
'IIJL!":I n~s • .lC'Z"!!.:;~rt~s \n:l :~.JU~r tll' 
'J"!"!l J'll 1 t;L.ir-ce 11'1 e!'!'L -: l'!'"ll S'!w tnc; 
I Jyo ut 
?~.::~ \ ~-.:; \ ,;-u~st ~~. r. s ~b ~•r-·J~.,J 
(..o~l":"'"l'\._ 'I\ :O t t 
; . :le'!1 .t Urge 1ne.ar t o c ut 
up to SO ,,., ., !' P . 'l.C. up 
1')0 c 11 (')~") ·.nje , 
6 . ~l '!'!d ll:>tlll'f t) "!Sl-\blt11'1 
"s". JnlJ r 1 L t .':'~~ fe r '!IC ~ 
p r-:k: JC'. : .:J ·-~-lt t l'le .:o:'!'p.Jny 
:Jn d::~o p!"o.,uctt~n :;c~-:-:::~u tuu· 
and f 'l l"'e-: Jot tns . 
1Cl\:.m 'll Oudn~ Curr-tnt i'L:.il 
1. p,..,., ,1~~ t nfor::ut\.:~n .Jrv1 brocnu!"'~ :l 
(roll H""'l!r.& l U . S . CC~QJIH II! s .,.l'lo 
manu ( U::LU!"'C H'I<J /o !"' :H Sli" LOUl C 
l il)p ~!"' OOLtc~ SlOp ~oiiCI'Ill1~:1 
z. Pr'Jvt O<t d ;)QP.I"Il t n'l , n.,tructtcn :~ . 
c o s t U'lf~.-:::~.HLOn, JnCI :H'<1er ir:~ 
L n st !"' ;.~Ctl ::!on s Cor bot h "~~' '" o11 11C1 
u sed t ipper bottod'l sto p ~• c rHne :~ 
J. P~ovtdrd • cop ,- " ' '.hr 1q8z e~;.tton 
o f tl'lot SUR~.lN'O Clt.liO~ 12] I - .l 
c omph:tr '' ""'o r c•Jtt~n,, :~ oe .. ,ns, 
(Lnl3f'ILI"'-~ . ,..,., lol -41"'~1'1ous lnot e'N LP• 
.. ~nl , p.Jrll 1 ll1d .6CC ':'SS0 1" \ 0!S 
II . P.-o ·l\ d o!d ln f.:nntton, CJl J IOIJ:V"'S, 
.1nd b rocf'lu r~, r.-c,. • n~o~eo.oe .- o r 
U. S . o~nd l n lern.ttlon..tl 0\:~t.-~­
bu to!"' l o r "'ode rn soe .. \n~ ••c f'l\ne1 
""o o~ec essorie l 
~- A.no~ lp.ed tne COIIIO .& n y'1 3e.,lnl\ .J~.lChtnc 
requl.-~•".nts (ln t t 4nt or p .-u .. t ~"'l l 
I I Z) .& n!l . .. •CI • s o cctf lc re-:: om-
•enCI~ottons ro.- t. he lC q •JLlltl o n _, r 
ne Of eq~o~i~~nt 
6 . P!"''l •d oj rCI IIU l r u c tllln t O COI10 -t ny 
personnel on lllo:tho,J , o r .! n., lytl 'l~ 
(&n,.O\Olf Chlf"t , (Jo., l)!"'()C"!SS : n.ll"l , 
(l o ,.. dll~r.!lll l tM l mph:-cnt 1not 
e rnct l!nt p!J11t t " Y"·•t " "" ~• t oe-r : 11s 
!'1 ~_<1}1"1~ "'p t .-~.'\ 
J . ~~ .. ~ v , J~1 : l llr u·~ : :Jn .n ~e·.r: .J ~ .;.( 
~ ~l .I 'I~S;,I•i ";:H'I•Itl"l : : ":'1 '"1• 1;,<1 
U!!l\ .· ~ t ."'·H 1n :-.}!"' -: 1t I ·n ~ "' ; - -, 1 - . 
~"' "It pr· ·•1u. · • 1 ll'l --:::-~ I !"' .1 I 1.• 1 1· -~ • 
.:!uil t ::j 
~ .... ., ... ,~~:1 ·. :--~ r~l : ·) 4t .•.; :::c . - -· =-· 
t 1 ~ 1 : 1'1 t } "5lol : ;~nr: : r:~ -: s ~ ." .r· : 
C I ~ .•1 In ') \ ; I -':'. ,. · 
I ;..:- ;~ , J '' r'' ' " ". ' I , · , ' :- : 
--~:..:i..~ :...!....: _- _:~; ~ --~ - :;-- : ~ ~ f 
\ • , •. -: ~ ._ • "" : •• • ,( : : T i : - '; ·. "!-
-) .. <: - ... .. - ( ; ) 1'1 1 1 ; .. ..:: -.--. : ; "1"!':. :·::,. 
l ,• I I '; I-;; . ., ". ~r I ) l r '. : .. - , I "1·: 
-::- l.l ( .-- I ' . : ; 1 : "!' .. ' • •• :-- 1 .. 1 ·.: ~ -, ·• ; 
.;_: .: ;..~ i. ~--- : :~: ! : ·...!::_ · , :. . -.:.:!-
, .., : J:'l l• ~ 1 : .lp' .. - :. .. t1 : .:n 
l . ~. ' , I". • ~ 
I. C<)nS•Jit.Jnt "" ' 11 , upon !"'-:!'~urn 
t o U. S . , r~ :.e.arc n l '"'d rorw"' r:J 
t o the -: ll ~nt l f'II"O u~n :<CGf , 
tn(onu t ~on ']n l 1 r&~ ::l.d t -:!' ri l l 
:Sh~lf'l 
l . Consut t J nl '"Ill upon r oo: tu!"'."l t~ 
U. S . , !"' "'"5 e .J r -:h tf'le .J 'Il i l Jblll :y 
o ( .\ pr~:-n c:~11C ".JOO: i t C '.JllL I'I~ 
o~tt .Jcr::-.e n t ~o~n ich l h~ :: li ~ n t 
c lJ i111 s t o hJ vll! jl ~ oe- n ) n .a lft J C t'l l r: e 
l n T.:uwdl n 
I. lh~ !' ll ~.,l .,n "!H r - ~· lt ;l l "!\1 "!1 
'"ttn 1.h~ ·l f')C" ... "'!'I'-~ t \ ->n .:~n --: e~ _,. 
11':1\ ,.. ,. .... :"! "J \ 1"~ •. l o:: .-,; :'1"! ~-:•H P· 
."!'!"It .an-1 -t-:: -:- "!s:.--, 1"' ! -:- s . 
in1 l c J t-:-1 : :--.J: "'C ;;dlr.r- " 1 ' -' 
rollc ... l :'le <: 'ln;ult. t nt ' :l r-~ :-;~­
.lll! r. j .J t : =r: s ror ':'l.t-::!':, .-.oo: r "! ;~> l-4c c: -
z. The c! t ent "J -4 S ·• • ry ~~ -:::: ~ ;>tl ¥ "1 
Jn1 lOO!"'"!':" I J '. L ""' ")( t h "! : ns tr"'l": · 
t1 ~n C~"'O VI-J"!1 -: -:: r -: e :-- n l.-~ p ! J n t 
1-tJ 'l-.l t • .::~ t t , r- { '· ' :-'! : to~ ·ju -: s . 
.an,J 4' S l .J ::-1 \ .:.1'11 n -t ~:'"-:: oJ •JCt t:;, C':."\ · 
t r -, t <l :"'d sc n "! 1~o~ lt roJ; . .l l t f':('u ~:'l 
:~~:". "! or t.ne ~~-= n n iflu '!s .- '' ~e 
b f! J'OI'Id t !".c ~ ec r: r; ; ::-J l : -:.-pet r"lCf! 
? ( tn~ != l .J n t ; -e r =::r.r:"i. ·.-.-:-,-
ol l"e no .. • w;J r "! -, r tr-.11:' r:~-:1 (or 
th e' ~ tecf'lnl~u~s . Th e c l l ·:,..,t 
lnCitC .& l eCI t h .H h"! '""-'7 n1n .a 
pr t,..•tr -: on s ~o~ l t J nt to 1r.:;lioe-.,c-n t 
t1'1~ ~1:1 t e~ r "!' :ctr."l "! :-d ~t : 1 
con~~o~l• ... ..-. t 
KCGF/GIT Project 
----- · ----
( ..>- .;I")' ·, ··~ 
ZJll .:r11n Apnl l.l, 11~1 
tr-:-n l:-1 c . ., :.~ J . Apnl .?$) . IQ~l 
·----------------------- lpl"'ll 2:9. 11&1 
i:::r~;,~J :jr ~c l ----··---- -·--·--· .. 
'hl ·tll''1 ' ~~~·. lnc;:J. Hr. :3hln J t..: r,;-j·J~ 
I. <~ant to purc:'\ase books on ttigh pressul"'~ 
val v~ ~e s t.:sn Jnd ~"'ny f o~e t•sre. NP.ed .:1 
11Htns; or :::urrent :.attes 
2 . W::.nt to =•nu:'act•sr~ .&!::IE "N• .H:J•ped 
valve,, ~r<N tnror:-ltton on how to 
obtain .c.~~£ nucle.1r e~rtlftenton 
]. •·u:t to u;g:-o:~;le t~c~r :!1-JC~\nln~ ..:-per-
atl.,n.s by t!':e a::qulsltl:m :~f nu~r~crt-:al 
C'"lntrol (~;(} :IAChlr.e,. W-lnt \nfor-
!II.HJcn J~out Cl.wrentl/ h ·ltlJble :lC 
rnctqn~s 
II . ·.;;,nt .:urr"!'nt ln(.JI"'~.l.l!Cn ~n f-~r4;1rg 
l'!'-:hnolC'ot;J', r:':"!d .ll"'llCle.s .:tl'l4 tltlc-, 
"' ~o«:~ on :.tte .suhje-:t 
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ProOl'! IIU .1. '=>Y'!!t len=:. 
Cb::~rv~1 on '=urr'!n'. V!.sl t 
S . Oual i '· Y Control s uper-
v i sor r"!p , rtl tP1.\t tf'\~y 
.!Ire U.Sin~ ,lf) ~J:C~-!ll'le 
<~nn••nt I')( r:o111p.1ny r ~­
.S-:Ju rc~ :; to e,.,t~~ply wi. th 
HlL !;TO 10':0 Q.C . SVL•e-
1 ( lc Jt l r.n.s. tle'!d COM-
.sult.lnt to revi·•w lr'elr 
Q .C. pr.,ceo1ure.s 1nd :'\.l k ·• 
reec::-.m,.r:•latlon: for r~­
'luclr.~ O.C . ~ f f·)rt tut 
lll.llt1ta1n 1n'5 ::-11"1•' 'J . C. 
level 
6. Ccr.;:..lny O.C. d"P·lr '. lii"R l 
h-lS .\ ,.oclcw .. t l h .lr1-
ne-s.s te;t<!'r, t-•Jt no 
CotllbrH10n !otlrllf,).r'!:: 
Ne.-.1 .a C:f'rti.rled c.:at-
ID~at ton st.:an•Hrd 
l ctbn.s Dur i n& Current Vl:ltt 
I. Pr()vl dc-r) a Xt!rO.c co py or t ne Litle 
p.lge, tattle or conlents, .:and pr~facc 
or s\:r. book~ on ·1al v e l~cnn.~lo~y. 
I) IIJndb<)Qic o( 't'.llue' 
t P. A. :.:nwL' I ter, 1972) 
BJ Lyons Ent:'ycl o pe:::ll.ll or VJIU<!S 
(J. L . Lyons, ICJHl 
C) hive Oe=otgn {C . H. Pe..1non, 
19l JJ 
0) l:il Ha noJbOOk of Conlrot 'hlur.s 
(J. W. Hutch\nson, ICJ76) 
E) l yons hlveo D~stgners HaM-
Dock ( J. L . Lyon s, \q8z ) 
F) VAIYe Selection H..JndOOr.>k 
(R. W. luppe, 198 1) 
Z. Provided copie-s or .articles fro11 two 
recent techn\ca J pub lieu tons 
) . Provld~d C:lpl e-s of t.P1e a ;:.propr l.n e 
pa4cs (relat1ve to Y.llve technOIC'gy) 
(ra- both the 1 ~80 and 1981 r:dlttons 
or the~~ Selene '!! ano Tech-
nolosy lndu 
4. ProY1ded an appl \cat ton for• a nd 
nu•erous dOCIJII'Io!"nts oe:scrltl\n~ the 
proced\lre for o btalntn& a n AS11E 
"N" :Hlt.'lp ~~..dliiu.!L.n__ 
S . ProvtdeO a copy or th~ O. C . port i on 
or S~ct 1 ::1n Ilt r.> f the .o(S.~E Boi l ~r 
..r'od Pre:s!)ure Vl!:t.sel Cr-~1.::-. ---
6. Pr•n1deO th'!! nJn:e, .l•J1r'!'S~, J •td 
chon~ nu.<:~b'!r o f a cont.Jct wt Ul!n 
l ~Ht: fo r ru rt h<'!r , nror"'a ~ i ..,n ·' bt>•Jt'' rl '' 
~~ .... p cl!r tifkatt cn 
1. Provtd~1 tr:'!: na."'e o~nJ r:on t .v:t i r:f .Jr· 
~~ t ion ot ;~U . S . ce111pany tnat l.r ll l l :J :o t:a 
( f o r l r~e) In obtlln~ng N~ ·· HOI::IP 
C'!r tl (\ C.lt.l OI'I 
a. Prr.>vt d e1 a llst :l ( CC'I."''p .. nLes a uthOr lZe1 
as lndept-ndent wttnes~~ s f or ~~<:1'!' -~r 
~. c. i n~p"!'ctions 
'"!teCc::'!lrn'!l'lded thJt bCC"C) <J~e O( tr.e C:US l 
.tr.J. proc~~ur.1l d i~! l c \llti.:s l t·.v.,lved 
::. J,:'\ ~hu'l Iro n fr . .J . .shc ui>J c-=r· .lt ·J~r 
~.Jb.:~ nt r.~ct1n~ to .tn.Hl!~r ~>:'t:IPl i'IY 
.... l'lo a lr!:~.Jr ,,_, "'-~:I'IE c-: rt tf:cJ tiO:'l. 
r ·H . .,er :.r-..tn .attt"'l:,. tlniJ t o ... ' nt.un 
tn~lr o " n c :trttrlC.ltl on 
James W. Bannerman P.E. 
Future Act i ons l Coc;,p .any 
flequtreee nt s 
1. The consultant wl ll obt.Jln 
•e~Oer.s htp lnfor111.a t 1on for 
t.he A~terlcan S'X'lftY f o r 
Oua l lty Control (A~ ) ~nd 
fono.-.r;1 to the r: l1eo n t through 
lCCF 
Z. The cOitlp.tn y wllt l n Yestig~ t e 
the pOU!blllty Of )UbC'Ontr.ac -
tln~ to a rt r • "'hlch .J}te.H1y h.l.' 
the A!:.I"!E '"N" st.lap c:ertl rtc.ltlon 
ObSH II ed Re ~.utl' a nd Cnap.a n y 
R~a c t l on .s 
I . Th~ c c::v1 n y r•n:re3e ntat J w~ · .. a, very 
appr "! C! .I t; ve O ( docun~ntH IOn pro-
'1 1(\~d _.n1 w:u enlhu=oust t c a Doul 
1!1\.JI'IY o f f ~C O:On3 0JJ t.1nt':l r~.: OIII• 
ftl '! r:1 . H I "")n3; =:peclfl -: .l lly t ho :~e c on 
c~rn 1:-:~ tr ~ •:.:1'1£ -~ .. .s ll"'P c ~ rl l­
f lcltl l")n .1nd l r"l"! Ou.Jil ty C::n tr')l 
proced ur'!'.s 
z. Th~ c -::;o;p..a,. y's p r odl.lCt l ?n f lC il lt y 
Is ~ ~ r ~1 t1y 'lu l l ~ mod ern b y J::r ~!n 
stand1rd:s , .Jnd tr"l~y are tnt er .. stf"(l' 
ln \C :t 'Jlr\n~ IK ."T!.Jc h l t"l '!r" y; how~"o'er 
th~ CO!i l Of ~ CQ UI.S i t i n n I'U y t'! ~ro., 
h lb l tivt! ,H t n1 .:~ u~~ - The c:>r-., .,r:y 
r~pr~::entlllv~t w1~ .)R.l \Ou!i , hll\I .. . , C't'
1 
to r '!W l ~w t h'! r1ocul'llolt n tlt ( )n .1n1 
.J .,.a l ~!{l t h .lt !.r"l~ c..,., ,'~ JI . .a nt pr-:- -
Yided 
Appendix C 
Third Field Visit Summary 























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. The company is turning forged steel 
and getting continuous chips. They 
need to know how to eliminate or to 
contend with these chips 
2. Need suggestions to reduce machining 
time. 
3. Quicking wearing out drilling jigs 
and hence parts are out of tolerance 
4. Specification to sharpen sandvik BTA 
drills. 
5. Holding tolerance on a 95mmm dia. 
+0.05 -0.00 x 31 mm length. 
6. Is it better practice to use cutting 
fluids when machining with TIC tools 
(C + 5 to C- 7)? 
7. Need a method other than optical 
comparison to check surface finishes 
New Problems 
8. Need better methods or equipment t o cut 
Current Act ion 
1. Delivered several current 
articles on chip breaking 
and chip control, 
i nstructed in proper 
pract ice and rules-of-
t humb. 
2. Many subjects covered and 
research materia l s de-
livered on choosing TIC 
inserts, high speed 
drilling, cutting speeds 
feeds , and modern cutt i ng 
t ools. 
3. Common problem in 
Rok- improper 
sharpening of drill bits. 
Explained importance 
of proper dri ll bit 
geometry and provi ded 
specs on dri 11 bit 
grinder. 
4. Consu ltant provi ded 
Sandvi k BTA catalog. 
Sandvi k does not 
recommend resharpeni ng, 
d ri 11 tips are di s-
posable. 
5. Reject rat e i s t oo 
1 ow to be concerned. 
6. Cons ulta nt provided 
art i c 1 es pro ?. con. 
However, after seeing 
Future Act ion 
-3. Get prices on 
drill grind i ng 
machine (opt i ma ) 
2. Cont act at Vale ron 
Corp. ROK off i ce 
Obse rva ti ons 
This compa n~' 
has a very 
simpl e opera-
t ion in t hat 
t hey bas i -
cally do only 
tu rni ngs . 
They need to 
consider· 
purchasi ng 
one or rro re 
CNC t urn ing 
cent ers. 
Wi th t urni ng 
centers t hey 
could combi ne 
ma ny opera-
tions on one 
machi ne. 
Product iv i ty 
would he 
great ly 
i ncreased and 
t hey coul d 
use rrodern 
cut t ing tools 
and cutti ng 
fl ui ds. The 
company was 
very recep-
t i ve and 
pl ans to buy 
a dri ll sha r-
pener and try 
t he con-

























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New Problems Current Act ion Future Action 
Threads on axel spindles The operation the consultant 
Recommends cutting dry. 
7. Provided several 
alternatives and some 
specifications thereon. 
Mitutoyo is offering a 
device called Surftest 
I II. 
8. Provided specs on 

























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Info on clutch facing materials 
2. U.S. Regulations and trend toward 
asbestos use in clutches & brakes 
3. Information on U.S. clutch market 
4. Information on robot use with stamping 
presses 
5. Safety standards that ap.ply to U.S. 
presses 
6. Marketing information on U.S. stamping 
presses 
New Problems Current Act ion 
1. Many excellent materials 
delivered and reviewed on 
asbestos and new materials 
that will relace asbestos. 
Specific specs on "Kevlar". 
2. Several good research 
Future Act ion 
5. Get original c~y 
of "Power Press 
Safety Manual" 
for the C()Tlpany 
papers reviewed. OSHA 
standard delivered. Current 
trends discussed. 
3. Motor vehicles trends 
and projections from 
u.s. industrial outlook 
19R3 presented and 
reviewed. 
4. The basics of press feed 
automation reviewed. 
Specific information on 
Minster / OR! I press robot 
system delivered. Misc. 
info on ot her suitable 
robot s also delivered. 
5, Delivered and reviewed 
the "Power Press Safety 
Manual" published by the 
U.S. National Safety 
Council. This is a very 
comprehensi ve source on 
design and t ool i ng safet y 
for power presses and is 
an industry standard. 
Observati ons 
The clutch 






This is to 
be expected 
as it is an 
assembly 
line ope r a-
tion. The 
power press 
manufacturing 1 s 
more of a 
job shop 
operation. 
There is a 
large quan-
tity of wo k-
in-process in-
ventory. This 
is characte r -
; s of a job 
shop. Bet ter 
scheduli ng 
and shop 
floor cont rol 
wou ld 
i mpr ove t he 


















Mechani ca 1 
Presses 
SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit , James Muller 
Preselected Prohlems New Problems Current Action 
6. Machine tool ~metal 
forming trends and 
projections from 
U.S. Industrial Outlook 
1983 presented and 
reviewed. 
Future Act ion Observations 
streamline 
t he ope rat ion 



























SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Technology to mold two color 
computer Keyboard Keys • 
2. Better methods to engrave dies 
to letters ~ figures. 
3. General technology and management 
audit. 
New Problems Current Action 
1. Information on co-injection 
and two-shot molding was 
delivered and discussed. 
Specific information on 
propietary Japanese process 
for maKing sloped and 
sculptured Keys is not 
available. 
2. Instructed on methods 
currently employed. 
Delivered specifications 
on three dimensional 
engravers, electrical 
discharge machining, 
and wire electrical 
discharge mac hi ni ng. 
3. Many subjects presented: 
four steps to better tools 
~ dies, computer aided 
engineering in design of 
plastics tooling, building 
prototype molds, runner-
less molds P. general 
management techniques. 
















plant has no 
plan to its 




shou 1 d 
rearrange 













Company Visit Dates 
Product KCGF Staff 
-H- 5/16 







SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Research data and info on methods 
to reduce the thermal expansion 
coefficient of cast iron 
blower rotor. 
2. Shafts are shrink fitted into 
either end of blower rotors. 
Rotors crack and/or shafts 
come out on machining. 
3. Need design methods for 
centrifugal pumps to 










1 • Presented research 
materials and instructed 
on cast iron alloys and on 
heat treating to reduce 
thermal coefficient of 
expans ion. 
2. Explained the 
source of the problem. 
Presented materials on 
heat and expansi on fits. 
Assisted company in doing 
calcu l ations on fit al l ow-
ances and temperatures 
of heat or shrink fit and 
holding forces. 
3. Presented handbook 
materials and recent 
articles on pump design 
and new pump materials. 
Specific information on 
pulp and pape r pumps 
was del ivered and 
discussed. 
Future 1\ct ion 
4. GIT contacted, 
pump handbook 
is on its way. 
5. Check on possible 
joi nt vent ure wi th 
roper pumps. 
Obse rvat ions 
Th i s is a 














eager t o 



































SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Eng1neer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1. Information on welding iron castings. 
2. Practical examples of stress relief 
of large structures. 
3. Introduction & economic data on 
casting large parts 
4. Information on full mold casting. 
5. General update on alloyed castings -
abrasive resistant iron 
6 Information on variables involved in 
producing chill rolls. 
7. Metallurgy of 55,000 psi cast iron. 
8. Eliminate core defects in large 
ductile castings. 
9. Annealling 60,000 psi duct i le iron 
roll shells 
10. Guidelines for machining chill rolls, 
introduction to new tool materials. 
New Problems Current Action Future Action 
4a. What is 1. Five separate articles 
on this subject were 
delivered. Procedures 
for performing welding 
of iron castings were 














Co. and try to 
get info. 
2. Consultant re 1 a ted his 
own experiences and made 
suggestions for methods 
and equipment. 
1 Oa 
possible. 3. Comparative cost and 
design features of various 
casting processes were 
presented and discussed. 
Listings of molding 
materials and their 
attributes were delivered. 






insert. 4. Handbook material and 
a recent art ic le on full 
mol d casting we re 
presented. A discussion 
on full mold and ceramic 
shell mol ding was under-
taken with the foundry 
manager. 
5. Presented and oiscussed 
reseach materials on high 
sulfur wear resi stant i ron 
and compacted graphite iron. 
Both were new to the 
company and very applicable. 
Will contact GTE 
Walmet Division 





has a huge 
faci 1 ity and 
a correson-
di ngly large 
capabi 1 i ty. 
The managers 
are very 








cons iderab l e 
time to 
studyi ng t he 
research 
ma te r ial s and 
conferi ng 
wi t h the con-
sultant. The 
bulk of t he 
ma t erial pre-
sen t ed was 
new kn owledge 
fo r t he com -
pany as i t 
came f rom 
ve ry recent 
art ic l es and 
pape rs. The 










F abri cation 
& Machine 
Shop 








SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New Prob 1 ems Current Action 
6. Two very technical 
articles on chill roll 
microstructure were 
presented. 
7. A general review of 
cast iron metal urgy 
and heat treatment 
was done. 
8. No longer a serious 
problem. 
9. The review in Item 7 
covered ductile iron 
also. 
10. Recommendations for 
machining chill rolls 
were made. Guidelines 
for selecting tool steels 
and carbides were 
presented. New silicon 
nitride chemical cutting 
tools for cast iron were 
presented. Instruct ions 
for inspecting tolerance 
capabilities of large 
lathes were given. 











full m 1 d 











cast i rons 
and heat 
t reating. A 
very good 
report was 












Company Visit Oates 










SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd F1eld Engineer V1s1t, James Muller 
Preselected Problems 
1 • Ex amp 1 es of AGMA standards in 
design of gears. 
2. Experience or comments about 
AGMA standards. 
3. Ways to relate strength of 
materials to hardness. 
4. Methods to calculate gearbox load 
1 imits based on gear box temperature. 
5. Methods to calculate amount of 
lubrication required in a gearbox. 
6. Methods to calculate expected noise 
levels in a transmission. 
7. Information on Novikov gearing. 
New Problems Current Action 
1&2 AGMA issued a new rati ng 1 a 
standard for involute gears 
in Oecembe r 1 982. 




i ng a copy 




Instructed the company in 
the changes and reviewed 
examples of typical 
designs. 
3 Instructed company on 
mathematical models to 
determine stress distri-
bution below the tooth 
surface, case hardness 
distribution and case depth 
are primary parameters that 
establish surface load 
capacity. 
4~5 Temperature and lub-
rication are closely 
1 i nk ed i n the ca 1 cu 1 -
at ion and rating of a 
transmission. Inst ructed 
company ir. the critical 
temperature concept and 
the minimum film thic kness 
concept. floth these cal-
culations requ ire the use of 
imperical data taken f rom 
a source such as AGMA. 
Future Action 
Consultant wrote a 
lette r i n hehalf of 
the compa ny to AGMA 
and wi 11 continue 
to fo 11 o.~ up unt i 1 
t he company re-
ceives AGMA 218. 
Observations 
This company 
has a large 
des ign 
staff . The 
individual 
citing the 
probl ems was 
a des ign 
eng ineer, 
hence all 
t he probl ems 
were rel ated 
to des ign . 
It is unfo r-
tuna t e t hat 
the con-
sultant was 
not able to 
bri ng a copy 
of t he new 
AGMA 2lR as 
t he company 
and t he con-
sulta nt 
coul d have 
benefit ed 
from 
review i ng 
the new 
stand a rct 
together . 
Many of t he 
subjects 
unde rtaken 
were ve ry 
abstract and 
compl ex. 
Company Visit Dates 
Product KCGF Staff 
-N- 5/18 
Jei 1 Shin 
Engnr 
& 5!30 





SUMMARY REPORT 5TH YEAR KCGF/GIT PROJECT 
3rd Field Engineer Visit, James Muller 
Preselected Problems New Problems Current Act ion 
6. Instructed the company 
in design guidelines for 
quiet transmissions. Also 
instructed i n methods to 
minimize noise in exist i ng 
transmissions. 
7. Presented the company 
with four USSR Research 
papers on Novikov gearing. 
Discussed the high points 
in the materials. 
Generally Novikov gearing 
is used in high speed, low 
load, low noise application. 
Future Act ion Observations 
Many relate 
only to hi gh 
speed 
transmissions. 
They don 1 t 
have rel e-
vance to the 
company 1 s 





seeks t o 
produce hi gh 
speed 
transmissions i n 
the near 
fut ure and 
inthiscase 
the infor-
mation will 
be quite 
useful. 
